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grass which grow-ipiite comour pastures and along the roada

monly in
side, that

is known among us as June
grass, because it grows and blossoms so
early. Jt is the same that is known in the
West as Kentucky blue grass, and in Tennsvlvania as green grass. It- botanical
it is, without
name is Pou prutsnsix.
doubt, the best pasture grass we have,—
the foundation of the dairy, and the basis
of the great beef producing industry of the
Western States, and of the butter and
cheese ot the Middle and Eastern States.
In the rich limestone soils of Kentucky it
grows with greater vigor tiian it does with
us, but still it is sufficiently common to be
regarded as the most important of the
turf of our northern latitudes. It stands
our drouth better than most other
grasses,
makes two distinct growths in a year,
starts among the e,arlie-t and nourishes
among the latest of our cultivated grasses.
True, no one species ot grass can be regarded as sufficient for our wants. A great
mixture is essential to our prosperity, -ince
we want grasses that start
early, that start
at different times, and that
vary in their
habits ot growth.
We want grass that
grow rapidly after being nipped off by cattle. The larger the mixture, the better—
as a rule—will be the turf.
lint if we
could select any one as more valuable than
all the rest, it would be the June grass.
A great many farmers have been apt to
think that our common and modest little
white clover was the best grass thev had,
and they rejoice when it comevery freely into their pastures, and when it does
they call it a clover year it is not a gi rtss
at all,—that is, it iloes not
belong to the
botanical family of grassy
and it it did,
it is probable that it could i.nt compare
with June grass in value to the farmer.
Mr. Lewis, a highly succe-siul and praeti- I
cal dairyman of Herkimer County, A Y„ j
says that white clover is the poorest pas- j
lure grass we have; that it will shrink the i
milk of any herd ot cows, when it gets up
so as to give them a lull bite ; and that his
|
cows, when taken from a rich clover pasture and put on the shorter June
grass, ;
will come up in milk at once. This is
worth looking into. If it is so (and we !
have no reason to doubt it. especially as it
comes from such good authority), isit not
better for us to take more pains to eulti- 1
vate June grass, and leave the white clover to work its own
way into the soil? !
Wc never sow timothy on a pasture lot.
it never pays. Sow June grass, orchard
grass, perennial rye gra-s, red-top an I tall
oat grass.
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Lut he who has stolen will steal again.
In the peasant's house there were
only
: wo
things to steal; for the money he had
brought from La Poterie did not belong to
him.
These two tiiiugs were his horse
and his daughter, a fair haired girl of sixteen years of
age.
i he
ex-hung criminal determined to
steal both ; for lie coveted the horse, and
was smitten with a
passion for the daughJ

ter.

One

night, therefore,

he saddled the

ucrse, put on spurs in order to travel more
quickly, anil seized the girl as she was
list asleep, to carry her off behind him.
P t the girl woke up, and cried for

help.

riie lather and son came to her rescue.
Tiie thief tried to escape, but it was too
late. Tne daughter told them of the violent attempt that had been made; and her
#
*
v
father uiv: her brother seeing
clearly that
no real repentance was to be expected from
file next
at break ot day, a
morning,
such a mar., resolved to take justice into
couple of guards walked out of the chat- their own hinds, but more
effectually than
eau of La Piroehe to take down the
body tiie Seigneur ot La Piroohe
had done.
of the criminal, and to strip it of the armor
1 hey fastened the scoundrel to the horse
belonging to their lord; but tney found which
he had saddled himself, conducted
what they were very far from expecting—
him to the square ol La Piroohe. and hung
namely, that the gallows and the rope still him
exactly where lie was hung before;
remained in their places, but that the
but they Look care to remove his helmet
man
was
nowhere
to
be
seen
hanged
and lay it on the ground, to make sure that
The two guards rubbed their eyes, in
he should not escape this time; and
they
doubt whether they were dreaming or
quietly returned home.
not; but such was the fact. No body, and,
As to the Seigneur ot La Piroche, since j
as a natural consequence, no armor.
he was in possession of a sure and certain
The most extraordinary circumstance
talisman, lie joyfully set out for the wars, i
was, that the rope was neither broken nor i
where ho was tiie very first to get. knocked !
but
in
the
state
in
cut.
which it i
exactly
on the head
was before
receiving the criminal.
The guards at once went to announce
Tho Legislature of 1875.
the news to the Seigneur of La Piroehe.
What had become of the dead man ?
I'iie Kennebec Journal has obtained and
For the condemned thief was certainly j
dead the day before, as the whole popu- ; published biographical statistics concernlation had beheld with their eyes.
ing all but nineteen members of the presHad another thief taken advantage of ent
Legislature. From this work, comthe night to obtain possessien of the armor
piled by Howard Owen. Esq., one of the
which covered the body?
Perhaps so; but, while taking the armor, : editors, which must have entailed a great
he would evidently have left the body, for i amount of care and labor, we gather the
which lie had no occasion
Had the friends or relatives of the sufferer following summary:
SENATE
determined to give himChristian burial ?
lhe Senate is composed ot 31 members.
1 he case was far from impossible, except that the sufferer had neither friends j Its political complexion is as follows: Re1
nor relations; and people
acting under re- publicans, 28; Democrats, 3; total 31.
ligious motives would have taken the bodv Fourteen ot the Republicans were formerand left the armor.
ly Whigs, three formerly Democrats, and
That supposition, therefore, was not to seventeen always Republicans. One Dembe entertained. What, then, were they to ocrat was formerly a Whig, and tiie others
always Democrats. The oldest member
suppose ?
The Seigneur ot La Piroehe was in de- is senator Goold, of Cumberland, who is
spair. Ho was mad about his suit of armor, 35: and the youngest. Senator Donworth,
lie offered a reward of ten golden crowns ! of Aroostook, who is 32 Tne next youngto whoever would deliver up the criminal, , est is Senator Hyde, of Sagadahoc, who
attired as he was at the time of his death. : is 33. Senators Foster, of Oxford, and
They searched the house; nothing was Emery, of Hancock, are each 31 years of
found. Nobody came to claim the reward, j age. Seven ol the members at the Senatorial board are between 3d and 40 wars
A month was spent in fruitless search.
j
The gallows still remained in its place, i of age, five between 40 and 50, sixteen
humiliated, downcast, and despised. Never I between 50 and GO, and three between 6U |
had a gibbet committed so disgraceful a ; and 70. All tho members but two are natives of file Statu, and nine were born in
breach of confidence.
The Seigneur of La Piroehe continued : die towns where they now reside; eight
are graduates of colleges, six received an i
to demand the restitution of his armor.
academic education, and tho remainder
Nothing came of it.
At..last ho was doubtless on the point of had only the educational advantages afi\ e ,i.-.-jr,.,
i,. i
and the loss resulting from it, when one twenty-tout n
1
and nineteen wore members of the
morning, on awakening, he heard a great ence,
noise in the square where the execution last Legislature. There are but two single men at the board.
had taken place.
-<

J have only to state that, at the moment
when the tale I am about to tell commences, it is noon, that the month is May, that
the road <>n which we are entering is
bounded to the right by heath and broom,
to the left by the sea, and you know at
once what I do not tell you—namely, that
the broom is green, that the sea is blustering, that the sky is blue, that the sun is
hot, and that the road is dusty.
1 have only to add, that this same road,
which winds along the coast of Brittany,
goes from La Poterie to La Piroche; that
La Piroche is a village I have never seen,
but which must be just like every other
village; that wo arc fairly alloat in the
fifteenth century, in 141S; and that two
men, one older than the other, ur.e the
father and the other the son, both peasants. are jogging along the road, mounted
on ponies, which trot at a pace sufficiently

son.

Senator

formed into groups, and then went their
several ways homeward, discoursing on
the late event.

Hanged Man,

j

then unfastened the

ed him to their own homo, where he was
handed over to the nursing of the mother
and her maiden daughter.

mount.

Then the executioner adroitly slipped
round the patient's neck the running noose
which ornamented the end of the rope,
and, giving him a violent kick in the back,
sent him swinging into open space.
.An immense clamor followed this expected denouement, and a shudder ran
throughout the crowd. Of whatever crime
he may be guilty, a dying man is always,
for an instant, greater "than those who
come to see him die.
The hanged man swung two or three
minutes at the end of his rope, kicked,
writhed, and then remained motionless
and stiff'.

son

j
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lie

was

as me
going 10 inqinie \suai
his chaplain entered his

matter, when
chamber.

•‘Monseigneur,” lie said, "do you know
what has happened ?”
"Xo ; but i will inquire directly.
"1 can tell you. ]-'
"What is it, then
“A miracle
“Really ?”
“The man who was hanged
“Well?”
“Is there."
“Where ?”
■•On the gallon s
“Hanging ?"
“Yes, Monseigneur

“With his armor?”
“With your armor."
“Exactly so; because it belongs to me.
And he is dead ?”
"Perfectly dead Only-"
“Only what?"
"Had he spurs on when he was hanged P"
Xo.”
"Well, monseignenr, he has spurs on
now; and instead ot wearing the helmet
on his head, lie carefully laid it at the foot
of the gallows, so as to be found hanging
uncovered."
“Let us go and see, Messire Chaplain;
let us go and see at once.”
The Seigneur of La Piroche ran into the
square, which was crowded with inquisitive spectators. The neck of the hanged
man was replaced in the running noose,
tne body was really at the end of the rope,
and the armor was really on tho body.
It was prodigious. So they shouted, “A
miracle!”
“He has repented," said one. and has
come back to re-hang himself,"
•■lie has been here all the time,’ naid
another, “only we could not see him
“But i\ hy has lie put on spurs?" inquired
a third.
“Doubtless because he has come from
a distance, and was anxious to get back
..

quick.”

“For my part, whether far or near, I
should have had no occasion whatever tor
spurs, because I would have taken good
care to remain where 1 was.”
And then they laughed, and then they
looked at the ugly grimace on the dead
man’s countenance.
as tor tne

PROFESSION OR OCCUPATION

Farmers,

5 ; lawyers- 6 : merchants, 5 ;
physicians, 3; teacher, 1 : tanner and
teacher, 1; tanner and millwright, 3 ; far-

i

mer and cattle broker, 1 ; merchant and
granite dealer, 1; lumber dealers. 2 ; lumberman and millmnn, 1; iron founder, X ;
hotel keeper, 1; steamboat clerk. 1 ; no

occupation reported,

1.

RELIGION.

Gongregationalist,

7;

Baptist,

4 ; Uni-

versalist, 3; Methodist, 3 Free Baptist,
2; Episcopalian, 2; Unitarian, 2; Sweden-

borgian,

1 ; Catholic, 1 ; no

ferences. 1

ported,

no

religious prereligious preferences re-

5
HOUSE.

The House of Representatives is composed ot 151 members, the political
complexion of the present House is as follows ; Republicans, 91; Democrats, 5S;
Independents, 8; total, 1.51. Oi those
from whom complete returns were received, the following facts are collected:
Five of the Democrats were formerly Republicans, seven always Democrats, three
formerly Whigs; forty-three of the Republicans were formerly Whigs, cigiit were
formerly Democrats, and twenty always

Republicans.

The oldest member is Jeremiah Evans,
of Waldo, who is 73; the next oldest is
Peter Merrill, of Cumberland, who is 71
The youngest member is John A. Xedeau,
ot Fort Kent, who is -'4 ; next youngest is
Peter C. Keegan, of Van Buren, 23 Mini
H. Moody, of New Portland, and John P.
Ferguson, of Shapleigh, 27 each. Six of
the members are between 20 and 30 years
of age, thirty-one between 30 and 40 ; thirty-seven between 40 and 50. thirty-three
between 50 and Go, twenty-three between
60 anal 70, and two between 70 and 80.
Forty-nine were born in the towns ami
cities they now represent; twelve members only were born out of the State
Twenty-six are returned from the last
House, and fifty-two have had legislative
experience. Twelve received a collegiate
education, thirty-six an academical education, and the remainder were educated in
the district and high schools—the ■-people's colleges’’ One hundred and fortyfive of the members are married. Nearly
all the uameable occupations or profession-; are represented iu the popular branch.

seigneur oi mi rirocne,
only thought was to make sure that the
thief was really dead, and to take repos- i
PROFESSION OK OCCUPATION.
session of his suit of armor.
Farmers, 34 ; merchants, 21; lawyers,
They took down the body and stripped
editor and author, 1;
it, and then, when stripped, they hung it 15; physicians, 5;
teachers, 2 ; farmers and
up again, and the crows set to work with clergymen, 2;
such eifeet that in a couple of days it was lumbermen, 5; farmers and mechanics, 2;
tanner, lumberman and merchant, 1 ; farstripped to the bone, in a week it was like mer
and stock breeder, 1; farmers and
a taterdemalion, in a fortnight it had the ;
teachers,
2; farmer and butcher. 1; farmer
of
a
appearance
nothing-at-all.
mechan15ut how had this hanged man employed and merchant, 1; lumbermen. 5;
his time during his month of absence ? ics, 2; boot and shoe manufacturers, 3;
merchant
How was it that having been hung he con- druggists, 2 ; manufacturers, 5 ;
and manufacturer, 1 ; shipbuilders and
trived to escape, and that having escaped i
owners, 2; ship-master, 1; ship-carpenho rehung hiufself?
Our two peasants, returning home by ters, 2; carpenters, 2; retired ship-masblacksmiths, 2; merchant and
night, and passing close to tho gibbet, ters, 2;
merchant clerk, 1; marine
heard moans, gaspings, and something lumberman, 1;
real-eslike a prayer; that they devoutly crossed insurance business, 1; agent, 1;
tate and lumber dealer, 1; accountant, 1;
themselves, and asked what it could lie;
1 ; painter and
that nobody replied, but that the moans blacksmith and fisherman,
furniture dealer, 1; tanner, 1; no occupatho
;
from
to
come
continued, appearing
tion reported, 2.
body that was hanging overhead. They j
then took the ladder, which the hangman
RELIGION.
had left at the foot of the gibbet, set it
26
Universalis!,
; Congregationalist, 22 ;
against the side of the gallows, and the Methodist, 11; Baptist, 11; Liberal, 9;
crimifar
where
the
as
as
son, mounting
Free Baptist, 6; Unitarian, 5; Episcopanal hung, said to him, “Is it you who are
lian, 5; Swedenborgian, 2; Orthodox, 2;
felmaking these complaints, my poor
Christian, 2; Friend, 2; Spiritualist, 2;
low ?”
Roman Catholic, 2 ; Catholic, i; no religThe condemned ;nan, collecting nil his
ious preferences, 9 ; no religious preferstrength, answered, “Yes.”
ences reported, 15; members unreported,
“You are still alive, then?”
19.
“Yes.”
“Do you repent of your crime ?”
“Yes.”
Aii Indiana farmer, needing a package
“Then I will set about untying you; oi screws, writes to his merchant in town :
and, as the gospel commands us to succor "Deer Sur—pleze cend by the barer 1
those who suffer, and who even cause us (Won) pagig ot Skroughs, mejouin siso,
to suffer, I will succor you and restore you all Sow a
Scheep Skrough dryver, ail
to life, that it
may load you unto good. obleege,” etc. As the chiei engineer of a
Heaven prefers a soul which repents of its spelling-school that farmer would be heard
sins to a body which expiates tnem.”
from.
ins

Gordon

cu

Louisiana.

dying man, and comprehended how it
On the Gth, Senator Thurman’s resoluhappened that he still survived. The rope, tion of
inquiry being under consideration
instead of compressing the neck of the
in the U. S. Senate, Gen. Gordon of Georthief, pressed the bottom of the helmet in
such v, iso that the patient was suspended, gia, commented as follows on the speech
ot Senator West, ol Louisiana—
hut not strangled, and that, catching with
I do not
to reply to the speech
his head at a sort of ledge or
resting place ot Senator propose
West. I am quite willing it
within the helmet, ho had managed to
should go to the
country and make its
breathe and keep life existing up to the
own answer; but when the
people whom
moment when our two companions passed
1 love as my own life, whose fortunes are
bv.
mine through weal or woe,
through life
The latter liberated him, and transport-

off the ass; he took him by the waist, set
; him on the third .stave «f the ladder, and
then pushed him up behind.
“Bravo f’ shouted the crowd
There was no help for it, except to

BY ALEX. DUMAS

are

Hie lather auil

leaning against the gibbet,
impassable, with out-stretched

arms, was about to tear a soul out of a iivj ing body, and hi; tried to make the erimi| nal mount before him. but the thing was
: not easy.
The hangman, to make him mount the
ladder, had recourse to the same means
which lie had employed to make him get

Kiss me, darling, clasp me tight,
Strain with all your baby might;
•Something fund my nature misses.
Yearns for love and gentle kisses.
There 1 and there! and there, Petite!
But your lips are pure and sweet!
Hr:.tit that mine be dead and gone
Fra yours lisp a baby tone;
They would surely "Papa” call;
1 must "-ay—If say at all—
t >.
my beautiful—inv jewel:
1 was feeble, he was cruel ;
itis the baseness, mine the blame,
Baby, baby, yours the shame!

agreeable, considering they
bestrodden by peasants.

which,

;

Insp me, beauty, bug and press—
Will you ever love me less?
Better, howsoe’er ft grieve us.
Bury love than see it leave us
1 could lay you low. Migtton,
Knowing’you were all my own,
With a less reluctant heart
Thau to watch your love depart,
Following from’out my day
Footsteps that have died away
U, my beautiful—my jewel!
1 was feeble, lie was cruel;
llis the baseness, mine the blame,
Baby, baby, yours the shame!

Tiia

the ladder,

j

|.

1.

;

one

It

Have t!ie elves disturbed your sleep?
( ome, my baby, laugh and leap:
l.i-t me by the’armful measure
All the vastness of mv treasure.
II you knew your story. l’et,
Would you elasp and love me yd?
If 1 always o’er you stood
Bountiful of motherhood,
Would it matter anything
That 1 lacked a wedding-ring?
0, my beautiful—mv jewel
1 was feeble, he was cruel;
llis the baseness, mine the blame,
Baby, baby, yours the shame !

j

feed J'or stock is

of vital interest to the farmer, and each
article on that head, as it appears from time
to time, is carefully conned by me.
An
"Anderson Steamer" would be my joy if I

I X li I N G

could possess it, but my farm is not on a
scale large enough to warrant the expense 1
“it is what 1 am very curious to see."
so I cast about me to find some
way in
“1 have no doubt you are."
which I could utilize the free caloric Irom
“And so he is to be hanged in the armor
kitchen
which
is
in
stove,
constant use. he stole ?”
my
For this purpose I took a large dinner pot
“Yes."
:
to the village, where i got a piece oi
gas
“And iie was caught as he was making
pipe fitted into a cover of two inch pine away with it?'’
plank. Heavy card paper was used lor j “Yes; you can comprehend tiiat the
packing on the under side, and the upper armor was not to be carried off without
side was strengthened by strips of oak
making a horrible clanking and rattling;
screwed down and crossing eacli other, to ! it
had no iuciiuati"ti to leave its lawful
ondition, at t requires a comparatively keep it from warping, and the whole was master.”
-mail amount of working to complete its fastened down by two bolts, with lfdpks at
“Besides, it was made ot iron."
1
preparation. On the contrary, when but- the lower ends to attacli to the cars of the
1 he people in the chateau were awakme in a few minutes
the
wooden
i
pot,
cover,
passing through
by
ened by the noise they heard.”
in the strife for the and tightened by nuts on the top.
“And they arrested' the fellow ?"
Fill the pot not more than three-quarters
"I ti
j tick work in case oi trials of
“Not
they were in a fright |
new
burns, there is obtained, instead of full, leaving some chamber to help drive at first.” immediately;
g'j> 1 butter, in dense, large lumps, a the steam. Then placing the steamer on !
enough ; it is always the case
doughy mass consisting of little balls of the stove, I attached a piece of rubber hose i at “Naturally
first with people who are robbed when
Bin nine in the covermnanlat. rnivod witU butter milt- ——» -.—.
ami fu.i ot :i.r bubbles, which no skill in other enu exienu uui ui me window, when j robbers; othei-wfse'fher’e
of gas pipe, some three feet
i\orking can convert into good butter. another piece
vantage in being a robber."
“But afraid ol whom ?”■
While it s true that violent churning will long, was inserted into it, and which-1 in- j
serted into my swill barrel.
“Of a ghost. Thus wretched thief, of
produce a greater weight of so-called butis demonstrated by chemical analyBy this warming and partially cooking uncommon strength, held the armor in
ter,
sis that the milk or cream thus treated does the feed for six hogs that 1 shall kill, 1 confront of him in such a way that his head
sider 1 shall receive more than value for was at about the level ol the waist ot the
not vield so much of its tat as is obtained
The the expense anil trouble, while the melo- said armor, so that it appeared to be ol
wer and
gentler agitation.
dious gurgle of the steam, as it arises from
f
is
due
to
the
wciitlil
product
greater
gigantic proportions in the corridor along
Add to that a harsh
the admixture ol butter milk which is re- the tumultuous surface ol the barrel out- which he passed.
in.
u in the spungy mass.
The fact that side the window, these cold winter even- noise which the cunning rascal made be- ;
:...
must go on for some time before ings, bespeaks comfort for the fattening hind him, and you can lancy what a terror
swine.
the valets were in. Unfortunately for him,
any v isibie change is effected in tlie cream,
Now what I claim ior this is, that the
tud that the butter “comes” somewhat
went and roused the Seigneur ot La
they
..Jdcnly, is due to the exceeding minute- steam is just as hot as that from a ten Piroche, who cares a straw for no man, j
t-ss
f the fat globules, of which myriads iiorse power engine though not quite equal | either living or dead, who simply, and
in quantity. [Corres. of Rural Homo,
must unite before they attain a size visible
without any one's assistance, stopped the |
to the unaided cvc
thief, and delivered him up, bound band j
[Practical Dairy HusThe Delaware County (Pa.) American
and loot, to his own proper justice.’’
bandry
gives the following account of a young
“And his own proper justice?”
lady's success in poultry raising: Iu Con“Condemned him to be hanged, clad i>
The Berkshire Pig.
a
tarmer’s
the
cord,
daughter, during
past the armor."
i
•.acreated by skilful breeding year, had the care of iiis poultry yard. In
\\ herelore that clause in ttie sentence
a the
part of the English fanciers and lias the spring she commenced with about
“Because the Seigneur ot La Piroche is
c
ir.pnrted s mevchat extensively into sixty fowls of the common breeds, includ- not only a brave captain, but a man of
mntrv
The old Berkshire hog was ing one Dominique rooster and several
sense and spirit, who wants to obtain from
c.
very high esteem for many years, hens ot that stock. She also had two this
just condemnation both an example
•' nturies
It
was
as
the
of
the
roosters
Cochin
breed.
regarded
pet haps.
\ for others and a benefit for himself Well,
Patridge
'rest pig in Eng'and, and was
naturally From these she raised 350 chickens. don't you know that whatever has touchselected as the basis of the wonderful irn- When young, she fed on cracked corn, bn t
ed a hanged man becomes a tailsman for
pr.'voim nts which have built up the repu- when fattening them, gave whole corn and its
possessor ? The Seigneur of La Piroche,
tation f the modern Berkshire on such a Indian meal. During the season she sold
ordered the criminal to be clad
basis of intrinsic good qualities. It is no eggs to the amount ol $90. and from Sep- therefore,
in his armor, that he might take it back
doubt true that much of the improvement tember 20th to January 17th, she got
again after ho was dead, and so have a
due to the Chinese cross.
ready for market 150 pairs of chickens, talisman
in our coming wars.”
Sidney, a popular English writer on which she sold for $260. She thinks the
that’s a very clever stroke."
mi ,ie, says:
“Among the black broeds, Dominique much the best for market, but
•■I should think so, indeed!”
univ.-r.-al consent, the improved Berk- they are not hardy when young. She has
“Let us push on, then; for 1 particularshire hog stands at the head of the list, some young hens of the Partridge Cochin
want to see this poor wretch hanged.”
-.the: t
breed pure, or to cross with in- breed which weigh six, seven and eight ly
“We have j ienty of time; wo had bet:
leri.
The Berkshire was
It
be
will
seen from this
We are
origi- pounds each.
ter not over-fatigue our cattle.
a
n.i.
..urge breed of a black and white statement what may be done by proper at- not
to stop at La Piroche; we have
going
cted sandy color. The late Lord tention to poultry, the profit being pera
league to go beyond it, and then
Barrington, who died in 1329, did a great haps greater than almost any branch ol wegood
must return to La Poterie."
deal t wards improving the Berkshire farming. It also shows that the business
“Yes; but our horses will have five or
breed, and the improved Berkshires are is one in which females may engage with
six hours’ rest, since wo are not coming
a mo-t all traced back to his herd.
They success. The time occupied in caring for back before the evening.”
are npw considered
by Berkshire farmers sixty to a hundred hens doesn't average
The father and sou continued their jourbe divided into middle and a small more than an hour or two each day. The
as they went, and halt an
breed, ll first class they should be cov- exercise is light and pleasant, and the ney, chatting
hour afterwards they reached La Piroche.
eted with
black
so
solt
that
from
household
duties
rather
hair,
lung
silky
change
As the father had said, they arrived in
me problem of
“making a silk purse out agreeable than otherwise. Indeed, we time.
i a sow's ear"
be
solved
with
a
consider the poultry business as an occumight
There was an immense concourse of
The white should be pation both profitable and interesting.
i viz*:- Berkshire.
in the grand square in front of the
people
unfilled to four white leet, a white spot Gathering the eggs, setting tdie liens,
was erectbetween the eyes, and a few white hairs watching the hatching and tending to the chateau, for there the scaffold
ed.
behind each shoulder.”
a
has
charm
in
connection
which,
young
The two companions got as near as possiThe Berkshire, now so far improved ol with the profit, is calculated to please
ble to the scaffold, in order to lose nothing
itself, has been extensively used to give every lover of nature's great working world.
of the events that were about to take
-ize and constitution to other breeds, to
and like everybody else, they awaitthe Essex, SetIt must be regarded as a
Caring for Farm Implements. The place ;
with the.advantage of
mat
and desirable acquisition to our Journal of the Farm well says: There is ed the spectacle,
on pony-back, and ot seeAmerican swine, and we were glad to no principle in farming better established being mounted
Their susnotice so mart fine specimens at our fall than that all tools and machines should be ing better, with less fatigue.
was not of long duration.
pense
cattle show
not
in
housed when
use, and the farmer
At a quarter to two the gate of the
who neglects this is greatly wanting in
chateau
was opened, and the condemned
A •: w Kn roti-Kist.
lor me, nothing the element ot economy. The mowing
man appeared, preceded by the guards of
more
that
is
in
the
machine
left
fence
than
to
see
a
in
man
interesting
standing
the Seigneur of La Piroche, and followed
the first intense strain of a new
enterprise; corner, cannot be expected to do good by the executioner. The thief was clad in
,t may be a new cider-mill, it ruav be a
and
for
wooden
the
work,
implements
the armor lie had stolen, and was riding
It is a great erisis'in that case is worse still. The prudent farmer
new newspaper
backwards on an ass without a saddle.
lie lives thirty days in one. not only houses his implements, but he
man’s lile
Ilis visor was down, and he hung his
<
fid, trite proverbs take on new and start- devotes rainy and snowy days to repairing head. Ilis hands were tied behind his
looks
all
them
lie
A
men
the
machine,
ling meanings,
upon
mowing
journals
and if you wish to know our conand all tilings witli regard to the accom- of which are cleaned of their accumula- back;
viction respecting him, we declare, withtion
ol
of
his
one
and
grimed grease
supreme design.
plishment
carefully oiled, out hesitation, that, judging by his manner
During a certain time the stars, in their will run twenty-five per cent lighter and and altitude, if not by his face which
cent,
courses, light for him; then the very uni- fifty per
longer than one that does could not be seen, he wa3
very ill at ease,
this attention.
verse
Joseph Harris and was occupied at that moment by the
changes its direction, and pushes dot receive
with ail its weight, against his tottering says his hardest task with hired men is to
most melancholy reflections.
walls; another change, and a thousand make them take care of the tools ol the
1 lie hangman had just set his ladder
incidents are in liis favor, lie does not farm. No wonder such men never reach
leaning
against the gallows, and the chapof
k.now
fortune
farms
of
till years afterward, with what the good
their
having
lain of the Seigneur of La Piroche, mountconcentration lie labored in those days of own.
ed on a platform purposely prepared, was
beginning He smiles at himself, and
Show me two villages, one embowered reading the sentence.
tells pleasant stories of his make-shifts
1'he condemned man did not stir.
all the glories of
and absorption, and now, whon he sees in trees and blazing with
They called out to him to get off his
the other a merely trivial and
October,
another and a younger person
starting his
ass. and give himself up to the hangman.
a single tree
ider-milJ. with tile old, out-worn enthusi- treeless waste, or with only
He did not budge an inch. We can undersure
be
I
shall
and
for
or
two
suicides,
asm, he looks on with the same half
most stand his hesitation.
the
be
found
latter
will
that
in
the
cynical interest with which an old married
Then the hangman seized him by the
and bigoted religionists and the
couple contemplate two young people who starved
lilted him oil' the ass's back, and
most desperate drinkers. Every wash-tub elbows,
have just fallen in love.
[Scribner’s for and milk-can and
set him down upright on the ground.
gravestone will be exNovember.
During the change of attitude, the chapposed. The inhabitants will disappear
lain finished reading the sentence.
and
behind
their
houses,
barns,
abruptly
According to the Alta California, Hie like
‘•Have you any request to make?” lie
desert Arabs amid their rocks, and I
silk culture in that State is considered a
shall look to see spears in their hands. inquired of the patient.
climate
and
is
it
the
believed that
iailurc,
“Yes,” replied the wretched man, in a
They will be ready to accept the most
is in fault. The silk-worms
perish before barren and forlorn
doctrine—as that the sorrowful and scarcely audible voice.
maturing the cocoons.
world is speedily
“What is it?”
coming to an end, or has
“I request my pardon!”
Two men engaged in shipping eggs from already got to it, or that they themselves
the
The Seigneur of La Piroche shrugged
village of Pierrepont Manor, N. Y., are turned wrong side outward. They
have sent 880,000 dozen of
and ordered the hangman
eggs to New will perchance crack their dry joints at his shoulders,
i ork and the
Eastern States during the one another and call it a spiritual manifes- to do his office.
past year
That official personage prepared to mount
tation.
[Thoreau.
■

lie said—
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Outrage.

calling up the resolution on Louis
affairs, previously submitted by him.

to tho people of that State their
right o
self-govermueat under the eon-titution.

THURSDAY,
i

tho

Senator Schurz made extended remarks
His resolution instructed tho judiciary
committee to inquire and report what legislation by Congress is necessary to securt

A

Pasture Grasses.
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I
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World's Fair.

•

1 ho government has, as we have unj nounoed. determined to accept the invita! tioii ot'tiic L'aitcd States to send a comj mission representing this country to the
| American international exhibition ol 1870.
The object ol the exhibition is to commemorate the close of the first century oi
j America's national independence. Wecer| ta'mly ought not to refuse to be represented
on such an occasion.
Probably malice itself
could hardly suggest in any case that
or death, are held
up as assassins and mur- Englishmen any longer ieel sore about the
derers, 1 cannot, and will not, remain si- suecesslttl attempt ot those who were once
lout: and it my voice and
gestures are our colomsts to set up for themselves.
tremulous now with emotion, it is not
ehave forgiven Saratoga and Yorktown
emotion of anger, but the emotion ot in- as
cordially as we have forgiven Bannockdignation at the outrage perpetrated upon burn \\ e are glad that our government
my jjeople. 1 stand aghast at the spectacle lias so cordially
accepted the invitation
presented in this Senate yesterday, a spec- from tiie United States, and that we are to
tacle ot one portion of the members seek- be represented at
Philadelphia. Since the
ing to ruin the fair name and honor of tiie commemoration has taken the form ot mu
people of one section ot this country be- international exhibition all kindly feeling
fore a civilized world. I am amazed, utter- and
good taste require that England should
ly amazed, that there should be found in be represented there. It is not for us to
the hearts of men with whom 1
daily criticise the idea of the project. Perhaps
associate upon tiiis floor, so much hate. we have all
grown a little weary ot interI am totally unprepared for it, and if 1 national exhibitions on this side of
the
believed to-day that the expressions which Water. \\ o have seen so
of them,
many
I heard from Senators’
lips yesterday re- ns the Swiss gentleman said to excuse his
flected the sentiments ot the northern lack of interest in mountains. The
Vienna
people, I would feel that it was time for exhibition seemed to many persons to
the southern people to die.
have run tiie wiioie tiling to the
ground,
it
ucuuvcu
uiose
expressions lore- il we may use such itomelv language.
shadowed the policy of the gorernment We have lost ail faith in the wonder-worktoward the South, then 1 would
say ing properties ot international exhibitions
let us have done with this iarco ot' local to
bring about peace and good will and
self government. I do not believe such the brotherhood of nations. Tiie
cannon
sentiments are entertained by the northern has hard!} ever been silent in
Europe since
I
do
not believe the brave men tiie Hyde Park exhibition of 1851
people.
Our
against whom the people ot the South exhibition of 1862 may also be said to
have lately contended, entertain
any such ha\ e commemorated tile opening ot a new
sentiments. I believe the great
majority war chapter lor Europe, the Iiutipp guns
ot the American
people, both North and were among the most interesting objects
South, white and black, abhor anv such j at the Baris exposition of 1867, but il was
spirit of animosity, f believe that the ! not found, that they learned thereby to
movement inaugurated in 1672 bv that charm their
tongues and semi lorth meslarge headed and large hearted man ot j sage* ol peace ever after. Abiit omen ; we
New York, to bring about good
feeling ; have no idea of suggesting that anv warand harmon
will be successful. In the i clouds are likely to hang o\ or the Philadelsupport which I give to the resolution as phia exliibition. The Uni I States are
presented by the Senator from Ohio (Thur- in the very opposite position to that ot
man) I protest against any construction i the unfortunate personage ot whom Schillwhich would make it appear that I am ! er's \\ illia.ni Tell
speaks, who i< weak,
wanting in respect to the President of the 1 ami has strong and bad neighbors AmeriUnited States. 1 do not propose to discuss ca is not weak, and site Mas no bud
neighthe resolution, but to reply to what 1 am bors. V ar is not, wo should
hope, likelv to
forced to conclude are gratutious insults trouble her continent soon
again. But loij
offered to my people by some Senators on j ns on this side oi the ocean, it is certain
the other sido of the chamber. It, is char::- j that, international exhibitions have lost
e.d that murders prevail
throughout the their .sentimental charm, their pleasures
South, and that these murders are by the ot hope, and even their ordinary interest.
hands of the Democratic white man'spartv. A nev. country, to be sure, is a new caMy reply to that is brief, The charge is reer; and the international exhibition
false.
which seemed languishing to death by the
It is true that murders have occurred, ; Danube may pluck up a new vitality irom
but no one deplores them more than my- the borders of tile Schuylkill. Jn any
self, nor more than the people I represent case the purpose of the commemoration
My people have always said that the class j is nut to be disparaged by the lnrm which
its promoters have decided upon
id people
giving to
committing these murders are
it tiie American government and
the worst enemies ot the South, If mm- : it.
ders are committed, is that am reason for people are of opinion that the anniversary
branding the whole southern people a- a ot the birth of their national independence
set of assassins ? Wherever in the southern can best be celebrated by an international
Stales people ot honesty and integrity exliibition, we can only wish to the underhave control ot public affairs, property, taking in the New World all that completelife and liberty are as sate as they are in ness oi success w ..eh We should not line
;
to claim tor any ot its predecessors in the
any northern State. [Applause in the gallories.] Does the Senator from Vermont! old world. Europe will lo >k on without
[Edmunds] forget that there are States j env} As every ir.divid ;al on this side ot
the Atlantic is said to be convinced that
in the North in the hands of Democrats.
I apprehend those states are governed just he can manage a theatre, ami every one
on tiie other side is understood to believe
as well as States
governed b\ Republic ms. 1
l am sure such is the case in die South ! that lie knows how t > keep a hotel, it
Since the war not a solitary arm has been would seem as it ever} great state is per|
raised in a Southern State against the suade i that it has tiie secret ot organizing
power of the federal government, and yet suetvssiuily an intcruatioiia! exliibition.
the southern people are charged dar after Perhaps the youngi t of the family may
day with being disloyal towards the gov- show-'that it has the best ground tor the
i ho place has been well chosen.
ernment, because there are riots at elec- belief,
tions and riots at cross roads.
Philadelphia has good historical claim to
.V
band ot misguided negroes, who oe tr»tj scene ot sneli a conitmanoratiou.
-i
uui u'o a.tuas.iv'v,1'.* »•".
»iv.
j.
:i vi
ccc'enient and
jhil 1’iiiLuit
it they are attacked and a conflict ensues ternatiuna exhibit :un. i he great park on
which
the
to
be raised is one
are
buildings
in which a tew are killed, the South is then
of the Guest, it n.'t the very lines', of the
with
and
charged
disloyalty
antagonism
public enclosures ot the l'cite I States
to the lederal government. Colored militia
i'he surrounding scenery is peculiarly
men might insult women, rob and pillage
and drag innocent men from their beds, j bcAUtilul. The poet. Moo re, v, iio liked so lit
and when the white men resist them the lie that he saw in America, has celebrated
southern people are field up as murderers 1 in more than one passage ot verso the
and assassins. Men are sent down among charms of the Schuylkill and the Delaware,
them who have no common interests with the city of Philadelphia only yields in site
them. These men administer the laws, and population to New V nx itselt. and it
collect the taxes and govern the southern claims to possess the largest building of
form—-it size be a measure ot
people, and then malign the same people. theUreeian
If tiie South ask how New England would architectural value—in the world. It is
like that, how the West would like that, conveniently placed a, a centre for visitand strive by ail lawful means to over- ors. From New Fork to Philadelphia is
throw those men, her people were charged but a few hours' run in a railway, and from
with being murderous assassins. How long Philadelphia to Washington and to Richmond is a short trip
Philadelphia is on
are we thus to be misunderstood in the
face of every evidence we give of our the way to Chicago and tae West by one
readiness to meet the northern people on great route, ami Hie scenery ot the Susquehanna and the A h gha es I- hardly
equal ground ?
But we are told that we intimidate voters. excelled for varied beauty a any ot our
It does not matter what may be our mi- lands ol l iver and mountain. In Philadelnority, though we may be as one to many, phia itselt the English visitor will see a
still we intimidate voters, it will soon be sight whereof on this bank end shoal oi
found that there was intimidation on the ocean his wildest dreams could never have
other sidu, The Senator from Indiana forewarned him. A huge ci’v is laid cut
regularity of a jlie.-s mard, a c ty
[Morton] yesterday spoke ot lies sent out with the
the immo-numbers of the streets am,
by the Southern Associated Press agents, where
1 think it is a libel on the Associated the numbering ot the Ileuses are so iugi n■■
Press, and I think that I know as much icusly arranged that once the kev ot *.i
ling astray,
about it as tile Senator from Indiana
1, secret is found any mist tke,
or loss of time is heneelbnv ird rendered
as a Senator and a man. recognizing reand the pnlv thing that at first
sponsibility to mv country and to my (fod. impossible,the
ic nvdible
st: anger : s t‘;
bewilders
will say that these things are t ue
[Re- unintt
lligiblc and seemingly tpeth mi m
newed applause in the galleries] Liars,
precision of the wholedevi, c .add to this
are they? What does the Senator do with
the reporters sent out by the leading pa- that most cl the .-trects arc exactly alike,
that every hotls has its bo liter, and that
pers ot the country from the city ot New
of PenuYork? Are they also liars? It so, why thr all the recent intivdueti
does not the Senator charge it? They tes- [ syivania Dutch and Munster Irish for all
I unit liana IJreittnaim and Mr. O’ Fogarty
tily to the very same class of facts.
Why, Mr. President, does it tind a place ! can do—the Quake-like rgor of external
in the senator's heart to charge falsehood uniformity is still iiSfconismng enough to
make the newly arrived t reigner iancy
upon the southern reporters! when, ii
falsehood existed, it also existed in the himself in some such city as Alice from
might have built out ot numcity ot New Y'ork? No, sir, the senator Wonderland
berless dolts’ houses magically magniiiod.
cowers before the power ol ihe Herald,
Tribune and Times, and dares not say it. There are surely peculiarities enough to
1 am forced to the conclusion that those invite the attention ot Europeans in search
ot a holiday in 1S7G to the great city ot
on the other side who claim to be friends
of law and order desire murder in the Pennsylvania. Few things con d be more
Southern States. They knew, when peace } interesting than to catch the fust exprescome—when the people of this country j sions oi sentiment from the lips of some
understood each other, as they arc begin- resident of Nuremberg or Konigsi rg, or
Old Town ot Edinburgh, or (,’i,
w,
ning to, thank God, understand each other tin;
when he lound himself in one ol the qn. tnow—good government would insure life ; I er
Whether it
streets of Philadelphia.
liberty and property would be sate, j
and there would bo no place for these would be possible for such a person to live
1 am responsible in Philadelphia we shall not venture t;
disturbing spirits.
say. A zebra, we suppose, could be inonly lor my belief, but I think it true, duced
to seitle down in an English model
and in time history will write it down
so.
Not ono man in a thousand in the stable: and therefore yve.should notiike to
South is armed. There arc not half so say that the regularity ot the str. ets of
must necessarily be death
many armed as before tlio war. There Philadelphia
even to an artist from Kavedim.
Put the
are not as many military companies in the
sight of the great Quaker city will give to
South as before the war.
Is it all right for the government to arm Europeans a new sensation, at least, and
black militia and disarm white men? Be- might ot itselt repay the trouble of a
fore the men who have no interest with journev, even had the journey no higher
the southern people, except to array the purpose than a visit to an exhibition, anti
blacks against them, came there, good the exhibition itself no better object than
feeling existed between the whites and tin revival of a faded experiment from
[London Daily News
blacks. There were churches and school- ; the Old World.
houses in the South for the blacks, and in
In Scribner's for January, E. C. Stcdevery Southern State money had been con’’
tributed by the whites for school-houses niau has a
Accept
“song from a Drama
for the blacks. The southern white people a verse or so :
have contributed more than any one else.
The winds may be sobbing or sighin''.
Only the other day a resident of Georgia
Their touch mav he fervent or cold,
in his last will and testament bequeathed
The night bells may toll or be ringing—
1 care not, with thee in my hold
8100,000 to educate colored people. Does
the senator from Vermont [Edmunds] This poet talks like a steamboat, lie seems
think these the acts of semi-barbarism, to be very much in love with the girl, and
which he attributed to the southern people as he would, no doubt, hate to lose her,
in his speech yesterday ?
we would advise him, now that he lias her
IIU
U1UU IBiBlTBU
LO U1C LllSLOlT 01
LHC
stored away in the hold, to batten down
southern people in the revolutionary war, the hatches and keep her there. [Eouisand spoke of many statesmen and soldiers \ ille Courier Journal.
from that section, and said : It such men
and deeds be evidence of semi-barbarism
Elijah was not a vain man. yet history relates
with his clothes.'
I am willing to accept before my country ! that he was taken up
and before Heaven all the crime attached
The Erookl.vn Argus having said that SheriBut enough ot this. 1 came here dan had no more discretion than a grasshopper,
to it.
now apologizes—to the grasshopper.
with a heart full of good will towards
The tisli dealers of Portland are preparing a
every one, and trust nothing I have said
will bo attributed to any feelings ol ani- plan to present to the legislature, for the better
inspection of fish.
mosity. My faith is firm that right, justice
The Springfield Republican pronounces the
and truth will triumph, and the feeling of
interposition of U. S. troops in determining the
good will already begun between North organization
of the Louisiana Legislature “an
and South will continue to unite aud build
outrage without precedent or parallel in Americommon
our
can
annals.”
up
country.
i

j

j

j
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I beg the Senato to believe that 1
approach the subject before usinn partisan
spirit. About to retire to a private -tation,

the sucess of no party can hcindit, the deteat ot no party injure me, except in those
interc-t^ ! have in common with ail American citizens whose children's futures are
bound uj) in those ol this republic. 1 have
formed my opinions with deliberation and
in an impartial manner. I shall endeavor
to express them in calm and
temperate
language. The subject is so grave that
and
should
have no
passion
prejudice
share in our judgment.
J confess that
the news from Louisiana has profoundly
alarmed me. A thing has happened whiefi
not only never happened before in this republic, but which 1 trust scarcely one of
us ever thought possible.
In the debate
ot last week it was
frequently said that
no expression o*' opinion lor that occurrence was right until an official
report
should have laid all the facts in detail before us. I do not think so. All the important circumstances of the ease have
come to our
knowledge through a multitude of concurrent statements—among
them the elaborate despatch of Genera!
Sheridan and tue statements ot Wiltz and
Kellogg and all the points that have been
mentioned as still to be cleared up seems
to me of secondary
consequence. All reports agree as to the following tacts:
uni
uie -nil oi
.January me legislature
ot Louisiana was to assemble niul
organize
The State llouse was surrounded In
armed forces, among them troops ot the
United States Army. Thu legislature assembled without any disturbance q tiie
public peace at the time aud place lixed
by law. The Clerk of the old 11 mse of
Representatives called the roll of member-.
returned as elected according to the
-t
furnished by the returning board. A legal
quorum answered to their names. Wxilo
the result was being announced a motion
was made
by a member to npoointL a.
Wiltz temporary Speaker
m
on
was put and dee ared t arried, not however by the clerk.
Mr. \\ :z took pi -scsiou ot tiie chair and tiie -t;h oi office
was administered to him
by Justice I; u-it motion was made to
ton.
appoint p. ]■
I ravesaut Clerk, aud 1-1 1
..i-e
at-Arms, pro tern. The motion was declared carried. A resolution was then ottered to admit the toliuwi g pet-ons to
seats in the legislature:
C. li Schuyler
aud John Stales of HeSoto parish; inn:.-.Bruce. Jr., ot Bienville parish ; C C. Duim
t
of Grant parisit, and Geo. A. Kelhpv
V\ inn j arisii. '1 he status of these pci *
was the following:
The returning board
had declined passing judgment upon the
elections in the four parishes named, aud
expressly referred the claims ot the ti\
persons whose names I have mentioned to
the legislature itself, thus distinct!v recognizing the possibility of their being lega iy
elected members of the legislature
the
question on the resolution to seat them
was put and declared carried, thus admitting them to seats, subject to turther contest,
They were sworn in and motions
were made to proceed to the election ot
permanent officers. L A. H iitz was men
inated f. r Speaker by the Conservatives,
aud Mr. Hahn aud Mr. Lowell by the republicans. Mr. Lowell declined. Tim roll
was called and 55 votes were cast for
W iitz as Speaker and two for Hahn, a legal quorum voting, and fourteen members
■.

present refusing

to vote.

Mr. Wiltz was sworn m, and the ro!
being called the members were ail sworn
in by him at the speaker's stand, j in all.
among whom were live republicans, who
participated in the proceedings. A permanent cleA and Sergei nt it-s ms were
likewise declared elected
Upon motion Mr. Wiltz atf speaker then
announced that the House was perfectly
organized and ready tor business. Upon
motion ol Mr Dupre a committee ot seven
on elections and returns were appointed
■

Moonfim.*
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bergoant-iit-ui'ni.s «.i! i not
quelling. Wiltz. the speaker,

the
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n

‘oeea

in

then soul
s Army, who
lor Gen. Detrobriand ot I
had sometime previous occupied tiie State
House with his soldiers, and requested
him to speak to the disorderly per-ons in
the lobby, that a conflict might be prevented. Tne General did so ami order was
restored. The House proceeded \\ n busiThe committee on elections and re
ness.
turns reported and upon their report tue
following persons were entered us members and sworn ia: John O. Quiuu oi
Parish of Avoyelles, J. J. lloran, -V. D
Hurd and Tlios. li faugh.: ol the pans t
of Caddo. J. J. Jeffries, 11 I., iuvke'.t an
G. W. Stafford ot the Parish ol Rapid,
and W. F. Seherving it the Parish ot
Iberia. Then at 3 o'clock. P. M. Gen D
s. Army entered the
trobriand of the l
legislative hall in full uniform aud with
his sword by his side, iceompaiiied by ins
staff and Mr. Vigers, clerk ol tin
House ot Representatives and exhibited ’■ ue
following doettmeuts:
State of Louisiana, Executive Dep't..
(
_

New Orleans. Jan. -t. 1-75. ;•
Gen. Detruaraiiid C.uuuiunduig. J
An illegal a.—eiubls of ns u liavina taken |
-e-i nioi tin Hull ol' the II -u- ol it -on -.-m:.tivcs.aml the poli.a not beoiy ahK’ to ili-lujls-'
il.ut \ ou v id G. ar
lie
ili'-in, I re-peel full.
t le hall of tin.' s': tie li u— of ail P'-i- •»- not
:
th
Hou-e I io pr,
of
returned as unmb'
illative- bv tlie re'.urniu.u '> eint of the suite.
H P. Ki-'I-I.o.. (i.
si iii"-1
Gov. of tin- State t L mi-iauu.
■

Executive Department,
(
N.-w Ol'te. 11—, Jan. -[.
j
'
•
-l'k of m Hue--.’
Getl. Detrobriand. 'f!
issued
who has in lit- possus-ion 111 roll
by the
Secretary of suite as legal nienibcrs ot t ale
llou-e of Repre -enl::;iw-. r. : in; -Ibydi''.*-'
returiling board of the S'.a’e.
W. 1*. Krr.r.ooo.
(Signed)
f LouisianaGov. of th. sin
<■

The chair lelused to

permit

Mr

Vigor-

to read these d cutnenU t" tile li- use and
to cal! tiie roll of members, whereupon

Detrobriand had pointed

Gen
one

Hugh J. Campbell

and i-. f

him
Andrews

out to

the persons holding seeds to be ejected
from the Legi-Iature of Louisiana, and
those persons refusing to go out, he ordered a tile ot L b. soldiers with fixed
bayonets In to that Legislative Hail who
seized the persons pointed out t them,
and against their protests ejected them bv
force from their scats in the Legislative
Hall ot the State. And who are those

as

persons?
UCll

Uie

c

nunnir

i;iu\

the ground ut
votes received, some ol them presenting
claims so strong on the ground of majm ;ties so large that a returning boanl such
as Louisiana had did not dare to decide
against them, and when they had been
seated in a legislature organized as I have
described, United States soldiers with fixed
bayonets decided the ease against them
and took them out of the Legislative llaii
by force. When that had been done, the
conservative members left the hail in a
body with solemn protest, the United
States soldiers kept possession, and then
the republicans under their prot'ction
organized the legislature to suit them-

were

claimants '.or seats

on

selves.

This is what happened in tiie State
[louse on the -Ltli ot January.
It is said in extenuation of the interference of tho military power of the U S
that those persons who were thrust from
the legislature by the federal soldiery were
not legally elected members ol that legislature. Suppose that it had been so. That
is not the question. Tho question is. where
is the constitutional principle, where Unlaw, authorizing tire United States soldiers,
with muskets in their hands, to determine
who is a legally elected member of a state
legislature and who is not ? It is said that
tho mode oi organizing that legislature
was not in accordance with the statutes ol
the stato. Suppose that had been so, but
that is not the question. The question is,
where is tho constitutional or legal warrant for the bayonets of federal soldiery
to interpret the statutes of states and to
decide lor a legislature the points of parliamentary law. It is said that tho Governor requested tho aid of United States
soldiers to purge the legislature of illegal
members. That may be so, but that is not
the question. The question is, where is

I

sol-1

the i-'.'v ant 'rizlng the United States
d! -i -1-. in the t hiding ot a state goveim>r !
Jichu w'i.ou I !•
wi:»i
a

mer-iints

i a
,i’a.

legislature regular;;*
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't
a.
e ,i;111 at the time ti>.■
li-.v.-. it is -ah; that trouble was threat ;- |
,•1
tween ihe eontenilir.g ptvties
i.• hi;.
Siippes* 'hat had been :o,
tiic fjuosiitin.
but lii.ii ..s

v,

<l

n

moumxg

:;hld i.veuv i in .:.-dav

WILLIAM 1L SIMPSON
EUITOK AMI)

jj
j

J

I’AOIMUETOR.

in the law lr«*m t
a year;
In advance,
M ill' 'a'.ition Terms.
oniont. in ease of w■ 111 ti.c
:ir.
at the expiration oi »!.♦• year,
ihr. i’-n i tn r.bie in a state d< ,vv- if <;
A i> EKT t -.in*; Terms. Y<t one square, (one in h
iii c< ;urnu. £!. ’;• for hr** woek*. ami y>
legislative body b> I
power to i-.vade
A fraction oi a
lii'. for each suoseouent insertion.
ami to drive ut j.ions seatarai
v chr.i>o‘«l a- a lull one.
ed as members 1 a si tie i> gi-.iaturo boat ! .-■j!.!

q

ivhi h

o

t"0

iir.i

>. whore

natuo' i!

c.

el

j

..

j

v

■

otli ; s may take their places
\Vh
tin law, I ask ? You will s< welt the consti-1
tut ion mio staiuf. in vain it is my deiio- j
crate juJgm-nt
conscientiously
f .f fie need done on liie fa oi

formed, j
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Georgia,

It says the people may Uiink as they
ml the propriety of the obtrusion ;

ties.

will ab

regard it as violent, lawless,
provocative of revolution and dangerous;
they may regret that they permitted it;
they may in a stern spirit ot vengeance

they

may

call the daring executive who is the author
ot it 11 account and grind him to powder
in their wrath; but they cannot ignore the
factor in

iron vessel ot 1000
a blockade
Thu following
runner during the war.
is an account of the disaster, given by a
steamer

was

an

eral unchallenged and unrebuked precedents have established this tact beyond dispute. The army under Gen. Terry was

employed in 1809 to disperse the Georgia
legislature and install another body which
claimed to bo the legislature. A portion
of the army, with artillery, was employed
in 1879 by the chairman of the Republican

I

central committee of Louisiana, to superi vise the proceedings of the Republican
! nominating convention of that state, and

|

;

organization of it to one taction
party—the faction friendly to PresiGrant. In the following year the
was employed to decide who had

the

give

I of the

dent

army
keen elected governor of Louisiana. And
now we have a formidable portion of that
army—-a force of 1,800 men. under com-

shining
midnight

stars
at

was

organization of it by one party, and
organize it so as to give control of it to

1

perfectly clear,

brightly. The vessel struck
on the mcks ten miles irom

re-

the

All these acts, committed with the

other.

:

U
>l».\lt J/Ut.jOfOW'iffl. ".Vli.M,
acquired the authority of sanctioned cxampies, and unless condemned and reversed. will serve as the presidential warrant
■

lor still mure violent exhibitions of mili-

fury force in the future.
what limit the president
tell

i one ran

to-day

No

one can sav

No
what he will not make

recognizes.

the array do to-morrow. If lie has loaned its irresistible power to his personal adherents and kinsmen in Louisiana, why
may he not loan it to his personal adherents and kinsmen in New York?
It he
uses it to
forcibly disperse opposition

Tenant's Harbor; pilot hail mistaken the
tninki'ig he was steering lor MatiniMr. Harrington was aroused by
cus.
legIn ,vy thumping
ud grating. He with
islatures, who will dare to guaranty that
ran
oi!
the
.steamother paMerge)s
deck;
he will not use it to disperse an
opposition
er struck
iron tie.* rooks, but every wave
drove her further n. Soon the water be- congress? it he lias employed the army
gan to pour i.ito the engine and baggage and navy to install and maintain a state
rooms, and shortly alter into the cabin.
governor not elected by the people, what
The vc *•,,., commenced settling at the
right have we to assume that lie will not
made
and
were
to
Stern,
preparations
oats
which
took
a
be1 >w *t
employ i! to install a president not elected
long time,
ing covered with ice. At had' past one by tiie people? It is no answer to these
Oi at- put "If and reached Tenant's Harto say that they are absurd.
file fourth boat swamp- questions
bor at t* "'.vick
\\ lion we
contemplate tiie
three men

lig

ed, throwing

overboard; they

ucl mueli chilled ; tin y with four
other passengers remained on board the
wreck until this forenoon, when they were
taker, oil by a tug. The passengers were I
kindly cared for at Tenant's Harbor, ('apt
Angrove was cairn and did ail in his power lor the comlort ot passengers.
Another passenger states that the night
was clear, and the error was in mistaking,
a
light thinking themselves outside of 1
Tho ship struck head oh, each
Maliuicus
In half an t
wave throwing her farther up
hour the water filled the engine find bag- j
gage rooms and entered the cabin. Boats
cleared mi ay, and after much trouble, owing to being encased in ice, passengers embarked in those three boats. In the attempts to lower the fourth boat it capsized,
with three men who were saved with much
difficulty. Mix persons were left on the
wreck and taken oil' by a life boat Irom
White Head this noon. The three boats
kept well together, and steered for the
light, arriving near it an hour before daylight. At daylight saw masts of vessels in
Tenant's Harbor, and pulled for that port.
Chief Engineer McLean's boat containing
15 men arrived at seven, an hour ahead of
the others. As soon as the telegraph offices
opened intelligence was lorvvariled and
Revenue steamer Dallas was despatched
from Portland, leaving at about eleven,
and a tug was -eut down Irom Tenant’s
Harbor. Two schooners also went to tne
spot. The (.'apt's boat containing twelve
persons arrived at 3 o’clock, and tho third
boat soon after.
Passengers who arrived here reports
officers very cool and collected; thev sutfered somewhat from cold in the boats:
three of tho persons taken off by the life
boat were passengers.
were re-

first centenary ol

our

Louisiana

was

due foundation. Your committee took such
Roth parties
as the opportunity offered.
agreed upon four parishes as samples of the
condition of affairs in that respect in the state.
Ofthese, owing to the impossibilities of procuring witnesses from the locality in time, your
committee were obliged to routine their especial
examination to two parishes. They received
all the testimony that was offered, and in addition they received all the testimony that was
then on hand in New Orleans offered by the
other party* as to the condition of affairs in othAs a whole they are coner parts of'the state.
strained to say that the intention charged is not
borne out. by the facts before them. No general
intimidation of Republican voters was established. No colored man was produced who
had been threatened or assaulted by any Conservative because of political opinion or discharged from employment or refused employment.
Of all those who testified to intimidation there was liardlv any one who, of his own
knovvl alge, could specify a relitble instance ol
such acts; ami of the white men who were produced to testify generally on such subjects, very
nearly all. if not every single one, was the holder of ail office.

out.

Affairs.

Last week the President

responded

proof

to

tiie Senate resolution calling lor information concerning the condition oi allairs in
Louisiana. It is a long and tedious docu-

bearing the marks

ment,

ol the

authorship

Attorney General Williams. It goes
back to 18GG, and recites a long list ol

ot

frauds which it says have been perpetrated
against the republican party The Kellogg election matter and subsequent pro-

ceedings before Judge Durrell, are sought
to be justified by tiie loth amendment,
and the power of U. S. Courts to sustain
the same. The message says—
That the courts of the United States have the

interfere in various wavs with state
elections, so a.-, to maintain political equality
and rights therein, irrespective of race or color,
is comparatively u new and to some seems to he
■a startling idea, hut it results as clearly from
the fifteenth amendment to tiie constitution and
the acts that have been passed to enforce that
amendment, as the abrogation oi -tub- laws upholding slavery results from the thirteenth
amendment to the constitution.
While the jurisdiction of the court in the
case of Kellogg vs. Wurraouth and others, is
clear to my mind, it seems that some ot the orders made hv the judge in that and tiie kindred
ease of Antoine were illegal; hut while they
are so held and considered, it is not to he forgotten the mandates of his courts had been contemptuously defied, and that they were made
while wild'scenes ol anarchy were sweeping
away all restraint of law and order. Doubtless
the judge ol this court made grave mistakes, hut
the law allows t he chancellor great latitude, not
oulv in punishing those who contemn his order's and injunctions, but in preventing the consummation of the wrong which lie has judiciall\ forbidden. Whatever may he said or thought
of these matters, il was only made known to
me that the process of the United .States court
was resisted, and as said act especially provides
for the use of the army and navy.—when necessary to enforce a judicial process arising
thereunder,—1 considered it my duty to see that
such process was executed according to the
judgment of the court.
Resulting from these proceedings, through
various controversies and complications a state
administration was organized with William 1’.
Kellogg as Governor, whom in the discharge of
my duty under section 4, act 4. ot the constitution, 1 have recognized as the Governor of the
state.
Il lias been bitterly and persistently
alleged tnat Kellogg was not elected. Whether
lie was or not is not altogether certain. Nor is
it any more certain that his competitor, McLuerv, w as chosen. The election was a gigant c
fraud, and there are no reliable returns of its
results, Kellogg obtained possession of the office, and in my opinion lias more right lo iuhan
liis competitors.

right

equally objectionable.

The committee further reports—
The alleged wrongs to colored citizens for political offences are unreal, or were asserted with-

independence.

to

in conclusion the committee say that the
in a most deplorable condition

state is

Business is

paralyzed,
ty destroyed, and the

the value of properstate is borne down

by enormous taxation. As a consequence,
idleness, robbery and all descriptions of
crime abound.

The report concludes witn tins emphatic declaration—
An effort was mad" by the Conservatives to
acquire a part of th n-gro vote. With that
view, it was sought in many quarters to propitiate them. The In quent arrests, by the United
Slates marshal:-! Ur intimidafion aud threats of
non-employment and the apprelirn-ion that was
felt that tile returning board would count om

these men if au excuse for -tie'i a course were
offered. Ail combined, especialv after the 1 -ftli
nf Si ptember, to put the < kmsrrvatives on their
good behavior, and the result v\as that in November. IsT t, the people of the state of Louisihave a free, peaceable and full
ana did fairly
registration and election, in which a clear Conservative majority was dieted to the lower
house of the legislature, ot which majority the
Conservatives were deprived by the unjust, illegal and arbitrary action of the returning board.

What

Sheridan
Bovolvo

Wanted
to
upon Kins.

History continually repeats

iia.ve

itself.

As

Solomon says “the thing which has been
is the thing which shall lie.”
This is as
true of the acts of men as of the processes
of nature and the events of history. Thus
the reign of Sheridan in Louisiana has its

precedents in the governments of foreign
argument in favor of countries, it not ot this. Sheridan's meKellogg—a sort of stump speech declaring thod of dealing with the people of LouisThen follows

an

his right to be Governor. The persecutions ot colored people are then set forth,
and the recital of several lights and massacres,

shatta.

iana—the course that he would like, to pursue—is set forth in a despatch to tho war

department,

those at Colfax and CouAlso the history of the withdraw-

including

as

follows—

It is

possible that, if the President would
proclamation declaring them banditti,

sue a

isno

further action need be taken except that which
would devolve upon me.
P. H. Sheridan,
Lieutenant General United States Army.

al of troops from the state, to promote
peace, followed bj the attempt of Lieut.

There are many things lying along the
paths of history which are like the “action
which would devolve upon me,” as darkly
the head of oppression of the negroes the
shadowed forth in this despatch. We have
the personal fortunes of President Grant, following “electioneeringdodges,” asthey
all read of the action which “devolved
called
in
the
are
related—
are
north,
interposing to determine points ot parliathe fol- upon” the Turkish commander in the masmid
persons
Eighty
signed
published
mentary order in tiro organization of a lowing nt .Shreveport:
sacre of Scio—that scut a thrill of horror
state legislature—to decide who are, and
We, the undersigned merchants of the city of
tho world, until the Ottoman fleet
ol'
the
in
to
i,
obedience
through
request
who are not members thereof-—to undo the Shreveport,
mand ol an officer eminent for tho ruthless
vigor with which he performs his tasks,
and for his reckless partisan devotion to

burthen, and had been

passenger:
He says the night

mo-

Sev-

ment and then with decisive effect.

j

T1

our

but called in at tiie critical

perhaps,

from J'*. nan's Harbor. No lives
t•.> 11

governing
politics—rarely employed,

tact that the army lias become a

j

lost

Army in Polities.

Tho

Irom Halifax for

were

.,r~

.1

l'he St. Louis Republican, with its usual
ability, discusses the obtrusion of the array
<il the l'ailed States into tho field of poli-

Boston, w-.:,t ashoro cm tho morning ol
the 13th, on Triangle Ledges, ten miles
*

"...

as

der the electoral plan would, in spite ol
all that wise and prudent men could do to
avert it, come to give a tragic close to the
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their advertisements published in the Journal will please so state to tire Court.

requested

predicted

the result ot a contested election held un-

desiring

qimrni,«J

Th'* Steamer

telling how the country would emerge
from the trial. The civil war w hich Sen-

no

R Niles, No. ft Tremont Street, Boston, U
agent for tlic publisher of this paper, and his receipts
and orders are always recognized.
R- Howell Sc Co., 40 l’ark Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
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^'Horace Dodd, l«r 1 Washington St., Bor for.,
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.

ia Loui-iana constitutes a gross
lest violation ol the constitution and laws.
We have an act before us : idieating a
spirit in our government which either
ignores the constitution and laws, or so
interprets them that they cease to be the
safeguard of the independence of legislation, the rights and liberties ol the people,
and that spirit shows itseli more alarming stiil in the instrument the executive
No
has chosen to carry out his will
American citizen can have read without
regret and equally profound apprehension
the recent despatches of Gen Sheridan to
the Secretary of War, in which he suggests that a numerous class of citizens
should by wholesale bo outlawed as banditti by a mere proclamation of the Presided, to lie delivered over to a military
command lor summary judgment by a

than I do for bis brilliant deeds upon the
held of battle. The nation li- s delighted
in honoring lbs name, and the nation
would sincere: deplore to see the hero
of Winchester and the charge at Five
Forks st.bn his name by an attempt to
override laws and leal a charge against
tile constitutional lights of hi., countryThe policy be has proposed is so
men.
appalling that every American citizen
who loves his liberty stands aghast at the
It is
mere possibility ol the suggestion.
another illustration how groat a man may
i,k as a soldier, ami how conspicuously unable to Undeiv,t d what (ivil rights> and
constitution m •an. ln.-vv glorious in lighttit to govern
ig for you, out how little
you. and \ct Gen. Sheridan is not only
k» pt in i. 'ir-km •. as tlie instrument oi the
Executive will, but alter all that has h.-tppened encouraged by the emphatic approval ol the Executive branch of the national government.
J .. all mcse tilings nave uiarnieu
me, and cot me alone, tor in all parts of
the ooor,try the pre.-s is giving voice to
the same feeling.
\\ ji;it I leant liy private information
convinces me that tire press is not exaggerating the alarm of the people. On all
sides wo h'xir the question asked, if this
can In! done in Louisiana, it such things
be sanctioned by t 'ongress, how long bet ne it will be done in Massachusetts and
Ohio, llow long before the constitutional rights id all the states, the self government of all the people will be trampled
under loot? How long before a general
of the army may set in the chair yeu occupy to decide contested elections in order
and
to make a majority in the (senate
before a soldier will -tala into the House
of National Representatives, and, pointing to the Speaker's mallet, say, “take
;,\v.ny that bauble.”
Wild and exaggerated as these apprehensions til ay seem yet these are the tee'liugs you will hear expressed v, non the
voice id the people penetrates to you, and
1 would ask.you, can you say what is possible and what not. Who is there among
us who but three years ago would have
expected to be called upon to approve the
ino.-t gross and unjustifiable usurpation of
Judge Lurrell, ami the President’s enforcement of it as the lawful origin of a -'.ate
government, and who f you when permitting that to be done would have expected" to e the United Startes soldi
march into a hall of a state legislature to
decide its organization. Permit that todjiy and who of you can tell me what we
shall be ended upon, nay, forced to permit to-morrow.

V. rKTi-iNOiLL A Co., C State St., Boston
Bark i'.ov; New York, are our authorized
for procuring subscriptions and f or warning

presidential election of 187(5 (in which
Grant may be one ol the candidates) held
under this tumult, there is no conjecturing
what excesses would be committed, and

ator Morton and others have

j

vas no

the

advertisements.

January I
and muni- j

military commission.
No one respects Gen. Sheridan

••

ami
\
:.js

evidence of anv intimidation of voters
iractlced on the day of election, although it
.van asserted that intimidation of colored men.
a fore election, had been effected by threats of l
•efusal to employ them, or discharge them if
liev voted the Republican ticket. No evidence
•ittier of refusal to employ to discharge was
produced. Certain witnesses, themselves every
one officeholders, testified generally to such
action, lnit hardly any erne was able to specify
a single instance in which he heard anv employer so threaten, or discharge any voter, or knew
of any employ e being so threatened or discharged. Not one single colored man throughout the
palish was produced to testify either to such
a threat or to the execution of such a
purpose
before or after election. The action of the returning hoard in the parish of Rapides alone
changed the political complexion of the lower
house, and their action in the other parishes

house, backed by a popular majority in
the north, and responded to, all too eagerly, by the whites of the south—and with

unexampled

in the Louisiana state-house,
and relloct that these proceedings were tiie
act, not of l)o Trobriand, or Kellogg, or

proceedings

even

Sheridan, but

when

we

ot President

Grant;

recognize in this his defiant answer to the
popular condemnation ot his
policy of November; and when we perceive the significant gathering around him
of the Republican leaders as il in
expect,ation ot

crisis that involves his fate
and liis fate and theirs
together, it cansome

not but bo

admitted that the questions
are pertinent
and timely.
Why was
.Sheridan sent to New Orleans to take
tho place of Emory, when Emory’s author-

ity

was

W by is

already implicitly respected ?
a more vigorous
display of tiie

army power made in Louisiana, when the
merest show of it has heretofore been invariably fnuiid sufficient? Why are the
batteries ol live war ships trained on New
Orleans ?

Why

does Sheridan

assume to

advise congress to declare the white inhabitants of these states bandits, and turn
them over to him to be dealt with bj, miliThese things are significant and suggestive, if not suspicious.

tary process?

'Ve tell the

ol tho country that
of the army as a political agent will end in trouble of the gravest
character, it is bringiug us to a crisis in

this

repeated

people

use

which the issue will ho between

a

deter-

mined, unyielding president, with the
army, tho navy, the treasury, ail the official machinery ot government, and a
The second exhibition of the Maine
at. Portland last strong minority party, on one side, and a
held
Association,
Poultry
week, was a success. The Augusta Jour- passionate majority of the people, without

nal said of tlie show, before its close—
official instruments of power, on tho other.
Both the main hall and the small hall or
Even
supposing that tho Southern states
reception room, are crowded to their utmost capacity. The large hall is devoted shall submit peacefully to tho policy deto the standard breeds of hens, turkeys,
veloped at New Orleans last Monday, and
geese arid ducks; while the reception hall make no resistance to the iron
discipline
is tilled with a magnificent
display ol pigeons, 8up2 birds and novelties in the wav which Sheridan asks to subject them to,
of feathered pets, including swans, Califor- it is certain that the Democratic house that
In the large hallnia quail, peacocks, etc
is to meet next December will not submit
way without are squirrels, rabbits, guinea
That house, indignant at
to it.
p gs, and numerous other fur-bearing quietly
the
contributors
the
Among
largest
puts.
president’s lawless conduct, aud infrom Maine, are Albert Noyes of Bangor, flamed
by the piteous appeals ot the SouthH in. Fred Atwood of Wintcrport. J. A. ern
will fly at tho throat of the
whites,
F.
O.
and
O
It.
Lord, Kennebunk,
Bailey,
torture
him with demands for
executive,
Leon
Labensteni
and
Cor.ani. F. F. Harris,
numerous others from Portland. There his authority for tho prostitution of the
are in all, nearly three hundred coops on
army into a gendarmerie, solemnly conexhibition. The attendance has been large, demn h:s acts,
and, if. it do not plunge us
and the exhibition has been visited by
and breeders into the harassing excitement of an imfanciers
many prominent
from Massachusetts, Connecticut and other peachment trial, may at least attempt to
States. Much of the success ol the exhi- subdue its stubborn
antagonist by withbition is due to tho excellent management
tho army and navy
appropriations,
of its efficient officers, prominent among holding
whom are Hon. C. H. Haskell and K. ,0. or making them conditional on the withConant of Portland, and Jfos. Fred At- drawal of the troops irom the south. With
wood ol Winterport.
such a war on the president begun by the

Gov. Penn to hold the state government,
having taken possession ol it. Under

alter

WMLS OF BELFAST FOR HALF A f EATERY,

Rockland.

J Patterson, Franklin,
Otis,
173,
schooners

Hrit-|

1

..

Shreveport campaign club, agree to use every was shattered and stink before tho
guns of
endeavor lo get employes to vote the people's
It “deticket at the ensuing election, and in the event the combined Christian powers.
of their refusal so to do, or in case they v ote volved
Swarroll to extinguish in
upon"
the radical ticket, to refuse to employ them at
blood the nationality of Poland... ,iL “c|e;
the expiration of their present contracts,
which they u-cd the following language:
and whip women in Hungary.
Hut to
We, the undersigned merchants of the city of
Shreveport, alive to the importance of securing find the most accurate type of the mau
might find ample scope for the exercise of
good and honest government of the state, do that
Sheridan's despatches expresses his
agree and pledge ourselves not to advance any
his shaving proclivities, We don’t see,
why
supplies or money to our planters the coming desire to emulate, wo must go back in it
wouldn’t. It has heretofore served in
year who give employment or rent land to laborers who vote the radical ticket in the com- English history about two hundred years. Wmt
capacity to the perfect satisfaction of
H e then come to the reign of James the
ing election.
the stockholders, and “yet they are not
The message goes over the events oi the Second. Monmouth’s ill-starred
attempt
organization of the Legislature in the pres- tc assort lus claims to tlio crown had been happy.”
ent month, and says—
—It is done. Uncle Hannibal walked
defeated, and his head brought to the
I have deplored the necessity which seemed
block. Ilis deluded
beaten over the course into the U. S. Senate

taining

more

specific information

as

to

subject

of the resolution.
U. 8. Grant.
Executive .Mansion, Jan. Id, 187n.

matter

THE

COMMITTEE'S

Closely following

REDOUT

the President's

special

message, came the report of the House
committee that visited Louisiana—or rather the sub-committee of three that were
detailed to do

sympathizers,

again

on

trict. in IG80. His circuit of that year was
called "the bloody assizes.” It was precoded by a royal proclamation declaring

one

those

people

allel runs!

How true the parMock trials were held, and

high

He received in
the Senate 27 votes to 3 for Talbot; and
in the House 84, to 49 for Talbot, 3 tor
Chamberlain, and 1 for Haines—the last
at

noon.

given by Talbot. Hamlin now bestrides
the party like a Colossus, and the defeated
dissentants must make the best of it

bandi.ii.

condemned

—The Beecher

lengthy

as

case

bids fair to be

us

the trial of Warren and Hast-

slight evidence, or no ings. At the last accounts the cross exevidence atall. They were scourged, sold amination of Moulton has
just began.
into slavery or hanged. A thousand men There is
nothing in his testimony which
went to the scaffold.
The country was we have not already published. When
tilled with mourning and devastation. Jefanything new comes out, we shall give it.
fries was .high favorite for the time. But
Peter Charles Keegan, who represents
a
change came. The King was overthrown Madawaska, wanted to come into the radami lied, and Jeffries was cast into prison
ical caucus and vote on the Senator
queswhere he die 1
May the whole historical tion ; but
shut the door in his face.
they
be carried
men

on

parallel

out!

1 he Portland Press

It

commences

the

new

year by fixing ts subscription price at $7
Per 3'car, in advance, including postage,
which is cheap for so valuable a
paper. It
has a great many valuable features, its
editorials

excellent,

able, its local department
and its commercial and
ship

are

department especially full and
We are glad to know that
prospering.
news

uable

Several

valit is

of our

was

his master who denied Peter that

time, and immediately the cock crew_the
democratic one.
—The Grand

Portland hotels

has indicted all the
nuisances. They have

Jury
as

furnished something warming to their
guests in this dreary weather. The proprietors have held a meeting and resolved
that they are not nuisances.
—Talk about cold weather in Maine!
by, out in Montana they have had an
arctic wave in which mercury
congealed,

exchanges have been whiskey froze, and a lot of Chinamen
revealing funny things about themselves, j found as stiff as icicles.
11ms the Ellsworth American
says—
Hazardous weather for long-cured people;
It

e

don I go out.

1 hat

was

thought

to lie

something

ot a

confession. But a day or two afterwards
the B tngor Whig came like a Daniel
to

judgment

with this announcement_
Poor gas is the rule at this office of lute.

—T’iierc is gtvatr excitement on the Pacific coast over a recent discovery in
the
silver mines of Xavada. It is the
bonanza,
or heart ol the mines, which turns
out immense quantities of ore of
great richness
It is owned by four men, who are estimated worth fifteen millions each These men
can

all in turn !•» !' S Senators, it they

want to

They toll a different
story trom the message, although they are
republicans, it in fact fully sustains the
conservatives in all that they claim. They

Tuesday

and humbled, might easily have been converted into good and loyal citizens. Hut
it "devolved upon” Judge Jeffries to hold
the court known as the assizes in that dis-

so.

—Gov. iiiiigl.'v lias reprieved
Wagner
until tile doth ol Tcbruarv. Meantime ade-

were

—Gov. Dingley is to recommend a reduction of state expenses, in a
special message. That’s right, Nelson. The slate expenses are feartul. and need the pruning
knife among them
—Business Inis compelled lion. A, 1*.
to decline the
appointment as com-

Gould

missioner to revise the Constitution, and
Artemas Libby, of Augusta has been
appointed in his place.
T he Maine Central is ready to
pay the
railroad tax, if it is egal, but lias doubts
whether the courts will sustain it.
—

—The Lewiston Journal has an article
the hen show, illustrated by such vivid
We are sorry that our artist is
pictures

on

no more.

ox ins
Wagkk. Tom Sanders of
Buffalo owns a little, lazy, slow mare, that
is the ridicule of his friends.
say—
One recent
on the other hand, has
introduced evening ho and some of these friends were
The election embraced hut one state officer. I wood,
The chief struggle was over the eleciion of mem- ! a bill
changing tin- law so as to make talking of horses, when he astonished
hers of the state legislature and parish officers,
them by offering to bet a hundred dollars
and in these elections local and personal con- hanging more e.ot.ain upon conviction.
that he could ride his mare twenty miles in
t
ns
as
well
national
and
state
siderations,
policies,
lie counted out the
—At Uie Democrat ic. Senatorial caucus an hour
The returns by the Commissioners :
entered.
money in a
of elections compiled and forwarded by the I in
on
he 11th, lion. John C. tantalizing way, remarking that his mare
Augusta,
had been laughed at long
supervisors of registration, pave the Conservaenough, and he
tives a majority of twenty-nine members out of Talbot, of Mucliius, was nominated as had made
up his mind to show what she
a total of 111 members. In only three instances
candidate for U. S. Senator, lie fore the could do.
It
seemed
like robbing Tom
were there any protests accompanying the reTlie returning board was in session lor balloting, Mr. l.ea\ itt withdrew the name so they all said, to take his bet; but he inturns.
sisted, and the stakes were put into trustmany weeks. As finally announced, their find- of lion Dion Uradbnrv.
ings gave, as Gov. Kellogg reckoned it, fiftyA day was chosen for the
worthy hands.
three members to the Republicans and fifty
—Mr.Crude husbanded m lus little bill trial, and when it came, Tom led
them
members to tile Democrats, of whom, however,
one was regarded as not a staying Democrat.
against the city of llocklaud lor sticking to tho Central Railroad depot, 'where
the
little
no
us
to
decision
tiie remaining
The board made
mare was lound aboard a
homely
tip a small pox Hag on his public house.
five votes.
Tom had her ticketed for
baggage car.
It is only Silo.000. At. that time the patient Rochester
This finding, the committee reports,
by express, and when the train
was ready to start he
In tho parish of was pitted, and now it is to tie the city.
was the result of fraud,
got on tier back smil—It looks now as though Chandler will ing triumphantly. He said he reckoned
that
where
it
was
claimed
Rapides,
intimi-1
that he could ride that
way twenty miles
bo returned to the Senate from Michigan. m an
elation, existed the committee report—
hour, unless the time table lied.
like
is
too much for his
Hamlin,
Many witnesses of both parties were exam- Zack.
ined with reference to it. They show beyoud
A child of Samuel Swett at
opponent*, and these rusted In radical
Island Pond Vt
there
was
and
fair
that
free,
4
full,
question
"
P!W9in* tra!» ""d both Its
peaceable election and registration there. There screws arc hard to start,

termined attempt will be made to abolish
the death penalty altogether. Senator At-

j

legs

tr.ken°offr

Lopez Expedition, and.was intended
through the winter.

GORDON'S CASE.

JOHN T.

The iiavs to Take its Course.

Special De.patcli
Till'

\ocutivo

(

to

tie Journal.

ArGfSTA, Jan. 20.
<»uncil havo had under

ixtsc
of Gordon, the
consideration
Thorndike murderer. Alter a full review
and consideration ol all the evidence, the
Council voted, live to two, not to adv ise a
commutation of sentence, liis execution

the

been

1,

signed

a

February

for

26th.

unratmaaamsi

uc*

Cienai'aiitie*.
l oin Thumb’'” fortune is >aid to ho about
•SoOO.lW mi.

Brigham Young i- still ah;*' :o >ii up and b«*
married occasionally.
I’raytr

Church i

meetings arc held
for the defence.

m

Plymouth

illy

Dogs have tic toothache. A New York ladyon account of her
paid a denta! bid of
poodle.
Nothing recall- to the mind of the married
man the joy? ot his single life so vividly as to

lind that the baby has been eating crackers in
the bed.

Edward O'Brien, INcp, has been President oi
the Georges Bank in Thomaston, twenty-two
John C. Leven aier inis been Cashier
years.
nineteen years.
Can any
The St. Louis Journal man u>ks:
oi our exchanges inlorm us why it is that
Louisville girl- ulwav- have a mole between
the shoulders Y"
The Russian Bu; me-- Glgerde Maluta Fronff has recovered cl1*,■ »:*■» from the N. Y. Central Railroad fur io>*. of ! t<
through carelessness Of defendant-.
It seems that Mrc Tilton occupied “the point
of ntriangle/’ one leg of which ended in Mi
Beecher and the other in Mr Tilton. How’s
that for a triangle.
\. \ ?tar.
The schooner H in-t

Baker

of, and from

Thomaston. with t <"trg of lime, is ashore near
Chatham light, < upei od, and is on tire. Wreckers urn strippiii/ th
M-ssei of her sails and
■

rigging.

harvesters on the
About on
thousand i*
Hudson are on a t:
; Llm-e who desire t*»
| he price hu>
work are prevented by vlolem
been
1 /J.', t,.i SI."1' !•••:• !
: Ac- strikers demand bi.Te
Vs
ih •: I a. George Allen hie*
The Nt w
served as e.-idii**: «if i!i M.-domak Bank thirty
B.
B.
1!
asked lias served the Waldoboro
year-.
Bank ill that rapa-ity -ire
a gani-iation, a
wo
:i 1
p, 1 i»>d of ! W 111V
s

«

A Jladdam, Conn.. S-G-. -.i,mwv.i u needle
twenty years ago. it emerged from one of her
knee' last week. For 'Oinr y-urs iLe lady ha-s
ha i periodical atta- ks of bleeding from the
.stomach, neeasioned by the needle, no doubt.
A young man mum i IIiiitviii, an inmate ot
!j• I
the Maine, slum nT«min
Cape Fliza*
both, set file building mi lire in the room when*
chair.' are bottomed, but the danns were div
•• 1 and extiiigni-.icd
»i
•«iv
mueh damage
was done.
'•

■

.*

Julia Thcurcr, wife of Christian Theurer, of
Rochester, N. 1 leaped from tIn* Central rail*
road bridge at the edge of the Genesee lulls into

the river and \v:i' swept over the fulls.
Grief
for the e.'s -.f her ehild had unsettled hor reason.

Ti»e tl«r :• ..lasted s, hoouer i-aura L. Messer
of Rockland, from Boston, with tOo barrels ot
apples for Baltimore, went ashore at 2 o’clock
I'm-'day morning, on 'vmdv point.Block Island,
near the lighthouse, wh-..
umim get oil
wiihouL a very high till ■.
\ house and barn, owned by Win. cunning
ham were destroyed by lire in South Newcastle
last Friday night. Tin- house was occupied by
Henry -ml» linger, who- furniture was saved
with diilh ulry.
The tire was probably of ineendiarv origin, la*" about Ssdoo
Partly
covered by insurance.
1 he deputy eoii'table appointed lo look after
the ehihlorn employed iii factories in Massachu'eft', has presented his report to the Governor.
H
declares that in Mas'^eliusetts, there are
r»o,ouO children growing up in ignorance in con*
soijuencc of their employment at too early an
age, and too exclusively in factories.

Apparently th: »pi ning of tli-- m-w opera in
in the
Pari' is to fu rnish a political scandal,
original plan there was an imperial box. as the
plan was made und< r the empire. It is now reported that this bo v has been permanently hired
t > u club, and that the dub will keep it **systernaie ally empty .” and so it will constantly
stare tin public in the faec a the place where
the eiiij" mr ought to b»*.

Ahon-coii French street, Bangor, occupied by
several families took tire W •dnesdav night. 'Two
of tlu*ir little girls, aged three and four years,
were locked in a r <otn, while Mrs.
respectively,
*
v'
«•*
at work, and
•“other."
1 he ntiloeml iron \>*av
pko mgon the bed,which
they managed to set on tin-.
I'h dames were
with slight damage to the property
people.
extinguished
but not till the youngest girl was so badly burned
At tun annual lali
meeting, tseplcmber that
it is feared her injuries m .v prove fatal.
Utli, the votes tor (royernor were for I Tos- ;

pr'ofessW'laFerv'returning

to make il my duty under the constitution and
iaws to direct such interference. 1 have always
refused except where it seemed to be any iihperat.it e duty to act in such a manner under the
constitution and laws of the United States. I
have repeatedly and earnestly entreated the
people of the South to live together in peace
and obey the laws, and nothing would give me
greater pleasure than to see reconciliation and
tranquility everywhere prevail, and thereby remove all necessity for the presence of troops
among them. I regret, however, to sav that
the state of things does not exist, nee-does its
existence seem to he desired in some localities.
As to these il may be proper for me to say that
to the extent Jhat Congress has conferred
power
on me to prevent it, neither Ku Klux Klans.
While Leagues, nor any other association using
arms and violence to execute their unlawful
purposes can he permitted in that way to govern any part of tnis country, nor can I see with
iudiilercnce Union men or Republicans ostracised, persecuted and murdered, on account of
their opinions as they now are in some localities.
I have heretofore urged the ease of Louisiana
upon the attention ol Congress, and I cannot
hut think that its inaction has produced great
evil.
I repeat that the task assumed by the troops
is not a pleasant one to them, that'the
army is
not composed of lawyers capable of
judging at
a moment's notice oi'
just how far they can go
in the maintenance of law and order, and that
it was impossible to give specific instructions
for all possible contingencies that
providing
might arise. The troops were hound to act upon the judgment of the commanding officer
upon
each sudden contingency that arose, or wait in- I
structions which could only reach them after I
the threatened wrongs had been committed,
which they were called on to prevent.
it should he recollected, too, that upon
ray
recognition oi the Kellogg government I reported the fact with the grounds of recognition to
Congress, and asked that body to take action on
the matter, otherwise I should regal'd their
silence as an acquiescence in my course. No
action has b eu taken by that body, and I have
maintained the position then marked our. If
error lias been committed by the army in tlieso
matters, it lias always been on the side of preservation of good order, the maintenance of
law and the protection yf life. Their hearing
reflects credit upon the soldiers, and if wrong
has resulted, the blame is with the turbulent 1
elements surrounding them.
i now earnestly ask that such action he taken
by Congress so iis to make my duties perfectly
clear in dealing with the affairs of Louisiana,
giving assurance at the same time that whatever
may be done by that body in tiie premises will
he executed according to the spirit and letter of j
the law, without fear or favor.
1 herewith transmit copies of documents con-

:

8(3 Castelane. 7G, F.
Jane
82.
There wore several concerts, or •■musiCorrcapon ilence of tlic Jourr.al
r r t. kr
n v \ >: old s
cal rehearsals”, at the Unitarian church in |
But little has occurred in our metropolis
CHARTER Xl.V.'i. (.1*01).)
the months of March and April. The
this week that will be of interest to your j
The fire-fiend commenced his ravages Ilarmoneans were here in July. In Aureaders.
this year. Ill the night ot January gust the "Druid Hand” gave several inearly
treated
has
The iron steamer Georgia
:16th fire broke out in a wooden building strumental concerts, "in the full costume
hcrselt to a draught of ‘hostile water,’'— on High street occupied by Edwards and of the Ancient Druids, upon seventy ox-j
Leunan as a clothing store and tailor's shop horns as used by the Pric.-ts id Old
a very queer thing for an Englishman (o
I’lio | aiu”. The Kiltuiste l'amih was here in
and Noah <r. Clark as a r
'auiant
her
ot
do, you know—to the great disgust
the '‘American Ole Hull" in [
E.and
with
the
entire
>ck
st
ot
j (September,
building,
cargo of Ilennessy. She got on the Triangles L., and a building adjoining, occupied by j November, and iti the evening ol Decemand her contraband stores were suddenly Robert 15. Thomas, were entirely con- ber 2oth Ossian 13. Dodge gave one of his
“cha.ste, unique, and fashionable musical
discharged without a manifest, tainting sumed. The building first named was entertainments”
tit City Hall.
.1,
owned
Y.
N.
MeClintoek
and
A.
by
that
with their leprous distilment, shores
the latter by .Mr. MoOlintnck. They •■Alhambra!—round tlife lingi-r--!i!i t!ni radiNoyes;
lor twenty years have been purified by both stood on the
ance
present site <d' MetJiinOf .josiiune" and lm.- gentle dilliiutee."
prohibitory disinfectants. The disastrous toek’s Block.—On the morning of the 'Jth
1 lio Ailiambra .million was optimal mine
the house occupied by Joseph .Meek in the
consequences cannot be estimated. The
on Hie 30th of
rear ot the jail was discovered to be on
April at 10 o'clock
public
of
wasiied
immaculate shores
Maine,
by fire. The furniture was removed and the A. M. with a free entertainment at No. 3
literal oceans of St. John's brandy, “and fire extinguished before much damage was Granite Block, Main street; the premises
Sheridan twenty miles away!” No search done to the building.—Early in the night are now occupied by Wadlin and Merrill.
of March 6th tire broke out in tne wooden One ot its apartments styled the ladies saor seizure was made, no steps taken to
store at the southerly end of Phcenix Row, ! loon was opened with a similar attraction
marinshore
the
unsophisticated
on the 11th of
preserve
now occupied ny A. s.r. rreseott ana lu.
.July. It was a restaurant,
er in his cottage by the sea, trom the conIt was occupied as u dry-go ds store by fitted up and conducted on a scale altosequential damages resulting from drink- G. W. Moulton whose stock of goods was gether too large tor this 'latitude: far bettire and water. The ter adapted in dimensions and surrounding in the spirit of monarchial institu- almost destroyed by
3eeond story was occupied by our fellow- ings to a city such as Boston then was.
tions.
citizen Mr. E. C'. Hilton as a tailor’s shop; Martin Cross, formerly of the Phoenix
Were it not that congress is just now his stock was considerably damaged by House, was its proprietor,
the column
of Fancy Drinks" on its Bill of Fare emturning its attention toward the field of water. The building, owned by Alden braced
and Crosby, was not seriously injured.—
thirty-three varieties ! The flavor
operations where the Winchester hero is About
ol March 20th a small of the largest portion of them is unknown,
midnight
again covering himself with glory, we house on Cobbett's Lane, owned by Joseph probably, to the palates of these days; the
should interview the Knox Co. delegation McDonald, occupied by John G. Small, method ut compounding them numbered
of with the lost arts. Here are a few specito Augusta, to the end that the Legislature was wholly consumed.— In the evening
19th a barn owned by Mrs. Thomas men bricks trom the edifice: Belfast
April
| memorialize that august body, for the Cunningham in the rear ot her dwelling Smasher, Bangor Smasher, Capt. butter's
posting up of a copy of the Maine Law house on High street, which stood on tin; Extra, Portland Fancy. Boston Pod,
Thomaston Breakdown, Stonewall, Floatupon every light house on their coast, thus site of the stores now occupied by Francis
Whitmore and F. B. Know It-.a, was burned. er. Conviviality Cocktail. Bumbo ! Some
an
blockade
efficient
against
prosecuring
—About three o'clock in the morning of of the oldest of us will doubtless rememmiscuous landing of goods detrimental to
the 27th the farmer's 1 louse,'Josiali N. ber the eccentric individual who, with a
die regular trade.
White landlord, w
discovered h- boon friend, undertook to go through the iist
The annually excellent sleighing makes lire in the attic and was burn" 1 to tin; in regular order, appropriating on.- for
the iurmture i:i the house was each day in succession, and who differing
lively work for the livery men. Parties ground;
saved.—In the evening ot May 2:1-1 in opinion alter several days labor as to
mostly
arc favoring Camden and the Bay View
a
barn about a mile from the village, the drink at which they had arrived tiie
“to prevent any mistake in
just now. A half dozen sleighing parties, owned by Dr. Hollis Monroe, was burned previous day,
with its contents, about twenty-live tons the matter went back and began again".
to
ten
from
each,
thirty
sleighs
numbering
In the month ot May occurred one of
ol bay.
left the city last week for up river attracin January William llttsl. E-q.. the heaviest freshetse\or known here. Ill
Early
tions. 'J he schools are taking a half day was
appointed sheriil ol tl e county, suc- the nightoi the 24th the rain began to tall
each lor a “mammoth"’ rifle and Camden ceeding James Y. Met 1-ntciek, and Henry ! in torrents and continued with slight interruption;! until the 27th. Market .street,
W. Cunningham, Register of l’t ibate. su<
refresh ments.
Charles Balm- r. Mr. t ’utttdnghum below the Phoenix House, was badly washceeding
a
Association
liad
The Lime
meeting
Four bridges on the westaccepted the appoint intuit --1 Deputy amt ed and gullied.
j last week, with a more hopeful result than Jailor under Sheriil’ Bast, and M Rainier ern branch of our river were carried away ;
that at City Point was partially destroyed.
the former one, of which I gave you note ; was reappoinleii H- gi-t- i.
Two buildings at Gardner’s tannery at the
at
Mr. Springer gave si"-, ’a! li.a e-,
but then there are a very few who would
the Courl-hoi.se oa Astronomy in the win- lb ad ot the i iile were swept oil the main
of
as
like the privilege
manufacturing
ter, and in April Dr. 11. (. Darling gave works were in imminent danger and would
much lime as their capacities for burning several on Biology and Esehyoolog-, ; in have shared the same fate, probably, had
not tiie liver suddenly changed Its course,
on
November Mr. Spencer gave a emu
will admit, and selling it on a basis cs
,v F. Green lecture I
Mr.
the
insulating the tannery" and
same
completely
topics.
tablished by the association. They have
in Juneon the cultivation ol tlm memory, making a chasm across the r,eel at a point
no objection to an associations, but would
and in December Uev. .1. W. Hanson, w ho where water was never known to flow beprefer to reap all the'advantages derived iiail just returned irorn the World's Renee fore. The bridge at Robbins' mill on Eittherefrom without complying with any of Convention at Frankfort. Germany, which lle River was carried away. The damage
done in other sections f the canity, and
its conditions. Another meeting Wednes- he attended ms delegate from this District,
lectured on Bence. The Lyceum was re- state, was far greater,
A new military company called the Belday the 20th when it is hoped a final judg- organized iii November, and the lir.st lecment may be made; however it will deture before it was try Eruf. .Shepard of Ban- fast Rifle Company, was organized on the
21th of June by the choice ot Eevi R. Wing.
pend upon the union of the entire lime in- gor, on the l.’ltli of December, on Beadins.
It was lound dillieult to procure lecturers Captain, John B. Wadlin, 1st I ieut and
anxiousterest of Knox county. Rockland
from a distance because, as more than one Noah G. Clark, 2d Lieut.
Fourth of July was celebrated under the
ly awaits the result.
of those to whom application was made
Rev. Julius II. Ward, Rector ot Saint replied, “1 see no railroad to your pints ." auspices of the Sons of Temperance. An
oration was delivered at the F'nitarian
Peter’s Church gave his first course of free The editor of the Journal at the time hazhurch by Rev. M .11.1 lopkins ot < fldtown ;
arded tin; prediction that ••but a few years
lectures to the working classes of RockRev. Dr. Palfrey officiated as Chaplain,
will elapse before the reply wiil be T
land, in Farwell and Ames Hall, last you have a railroad to Belfast a el cau and the Declaration was read by Mr. WillIt iam <). Poor. There was a public dinner
Sunday evening Jan. 17th. Subject “The reach there in one day from Boston
in the grove, known formerly as McFarfullli
the
of
those
who
labor.” required only twenty years
position and prospects
land's (.rove, and a display of lire works
!
diction
There was a very full attendance consid- pis
in the evening near the Academy.
; niiai
A company ot Gjibw
gave
President Taylor died on the 9th intelering the depressed thermometer, and two exhibitions illustrative ot tie- iiiama-rs
marked attention from all gave evidence and customs of their trib». at H iGiingu.u ligence ol the event reached here about
eight o'clock in the morning of the next
ot the interest awakened by the announce- Hall in January.
The first steamer of the -ea.-oii w as {he liav. At noon thirty minute guns were
The lecture was a
ment of the subject.
Admiral, Capt. Hutchins; sho came early fired on the Common, tiie bells of the sevscholarly production, and its presentation in March and left the route early in April. eral churches were tolled, and flags were
at halt-mast on the shipping in
j earnest and convincing. The subject of She was followed by the Governor. Capt. displayed
theharborand at various places in the vilhis next lecture announced is “The ene- Rogers, on the 23d of March. The now
lage. 'fhe event was noticed at several of
steamer Boston, Capt. Santord, made her
mies of the laboring classes.”
our churches on the Sabbath following by
loth
f
the
hereon
|
April.
lirstappearance
W II. 11. Murray lectures in Farwell The steamer S. B. Wheeler. Capt. A. Mich- i appropriate discourses and religious .serSub- iner, arrived for the !ir=t time in April to vices.
and Ames Hall, Monday the 18th.
There wa.- adieus here ,,n the 27th;
go on the route between this place and -St.
ject “Poverty.”
she was sold the next month io go its only distinguishing feature was the
Johns;
Various and conflicting rumors arc rife,
to California. The Lawrence, Capt. Deic- Apollonieon ; a wilderness ol pipes which
various sounds called music in
as to the final disposition ol the shoe facing, came on in May to ply between this generated
the bills; it must have been of the kind
See
of
the
in
and
was
current
on
Ellsworth,
that
place
place
tor}'. Report
change
refei red to as hat ing •‘charms to soothe
it1 iWi l11V !ljbt* 1‘JeeiihgV lii'ufi heV’nrst liH' .vo.ay*.
mM no <mrial
from a tour
here; she was a celebrity from euliarly soothing influence on our good
appearance
of observation, for a shop wherein he the
fact of her connection with the famous
Letter From

to run

...

»-

At me annual spring
meeting. March sy. Whig, 308, for Hubbard, homo 302,
18th, Prescott lluzeitine, .Janies (jammmis tor Talbot, Free Soil, II. Josephs, Moves.
On Tuesday. Gov. Dingle;, -cut to th.and Abram X. X’oyes were chosen -Sideet- Demo., was elected Representative to the
Li'gisluture his message reviewing the exmen, Joseph Wheeler, Clerk, ami Daniel legislature.
In the evening id the fourth of < telobcr. penditures of tlie state government, and
Haraden, Treasurer. Tlie monies raised
W Carey, about twenty years of I roeciinmemding retrenchment, lie thinks
were for schools r.aXi.oo, lor
of
Heorgo
support
that * -11
1 tie "soT1 i'Ou now
paupers and insane. lOOo.UO. lor incidental ago. who was here on business for a mei
expendexpenses loOO.OO, lor payment id del.ds eantilo house in Boston, was found dead ed eau lie saved
\\
shall next week
in
his
for
room
at
the
American House, ha'. i
1500.00,
engine purposes idu nO, and
the message.
1000.00, lor repair ol mads and bridges. ing committed suicide by cutting hlstthroat publish
,0.
Ralph C. Johnson, Hugh ,1 Anderson, v\ ith a razor.
The annual Fair of the agrieultnm! SoThomas Marshall, James White and Will-,
Ma-suehuseUs has given votee to her
iarc G. Crosby were appointed a committee ciety was held on the ninth and tenth < Us
protest against the I. 'uisiana usurpation
to draft a City Charter, procure its enact- tiie evening of the 'Jth an address was deAn immense
gathering was held at Fan
ment by the legislature, and report at the ! livered before the Society at the ITiitarian :
euil
Hall eit l Jay evening
lion. Win.
September meeting the comparative ex- Church by- Rev. William A. Drew of An
■

,•

•
fni presided.
pense of a city and town government. A gust a
Speeches were made by
charter was procured at the next session
he annual meeting ot s -bool <'out
Gen. tytinvy, John Quiuev Adams, F. \\
of the legislature; it w:c- approved tin- minces w as held at the Court-house on the j
nth of August.
23d ami Rev. Edward Freeman of Camden i liiml. la verett saltonstall, U. M. Morse.
The introduction of a certain Preamble was elected tnemberof the Board ot Fdu- Jr.. Hi.hard (Hut-;., Henry Lee and Edand Resolves and their unanimous adop- cation for this county. The Teacher’s In- ward ilamidi
A t •legrain was received
tion at the above annual meeting alb rded stitute commenced its annual session on
( troiu Ex-Gov lin;i- ■!.
regretting his inano little merriment.
tie- 22d and closed on the 2d of Xovem- 1
Prior to tins tiim u
A sot ,,f resolutions
had been the custom for many years to her. -Messrs. Dexter A. Hawkins and Wil- bility to lie present
select as field-drivers, or hog-reeves, those liam IF -Seavy composed the board of in- I was presented
embracing a sweeping
of our townsmen who during the year slmction.
1'hc session was held in Citv I condemnation ol ae administration. W enpreceding had committed matrimony The Hall; it was the lirst time the hull w;t> ut j dell Philips being present, was called out,
preamble, alter relerring to the uniform oupied for any public purpose.
A Panorama ot the Kennebec river was and made a speech a detcnce of the adcustom, proceeded to set forth ‘-that it
lb
was
had been found to be injudicious and pro- on exhibition at the same place in tie- ministrate a
interrupted bv
ductive ol evil ; because married men arc month of November.
ipiestion.--. hisses mil uproar After lie
Mi. Martin Cross having relinquished had
prone to break out of the pasture, and
subsided, the les.dution.s were taken
are bad judges of good luticus.'
Tin- re- i the I’ha-nix House torn wider field of opand
up
passed, The. are as |i'Hows—
erations—tiie
Alhambra—Mr.
solves embraced a list of those *-wli from
Josiah N.
j
''it!/.' n.s el Heston, assi-mliled in Fuuouii
their strong and unwavering attachment I White became its proprietor, and having i
Hall. Iiereby n solve.
to the state of celibacy —their undeviating ! thorough!} repaired and refurnished it
I at
y have h-'acd with deop indigu.iwalk in the path ot virtue and their gen- j opened it to the pubic under the name t">". that live
ptr-oiis, is■enpynig -' iits in the
Ot the Belfast Hotel
oral affection lor ti;o fair -o
are
l-vgislatm-'-ot 1. inisiaiia. wenjustly
removed
The brick block aL the intersection ot b’oui the hall of the House oi' tbroibly
entitled to the c mfideno ivsp t am! sup
Hi-preaentativcs
;ai th' 5th day of .lanuaiv
Main
and
V
of
liie
Church
for
the
in
office
of
which
1*75,
the office
streets,
(hemilitar
port
people
hogreeve.” At the head of die list stood the i ot the Belfast Savings Bank is now kent, toi'-i-. of th" l iiitvil Stales.
That
tlie e.ni'luet of these forces in such
I
was
built
this year by the late John Ham- ac-tton
name of that venerable
aeheior Dr, Holwas ill violation Ot the
lull's of the |ieolis Monroe, and at its clese that of Dr. K. den and Daniel Hamden.
The lirst occu
>t l.oui'iana mid d 'Struct i,. of ■ A il lihei't..
j
G. Gould, “Prolessor id roots and herbs
That in tin- approval by the Secretary ot
pants ot the stores were John Hamden
ai'«'t tlit* de -;Kit<‘In■*and son and the late Charles 1). Field : tilli l.i'
The list embraced the mini
t.-Uen. Sheridan
oi twenty
u 1
hml 'li il!i•• >r:tn< t• «»i curre ct
three ot our townsmen. Right id them | in's', occupant in the second storv was the
principle-*
v\)ii‘.!i 'ion Id < l i n i: 111 f’\ hint from
holding bis
have gone where ‘'they neither marry nor late Phiucus P. Quint by
Mr. McClintoek miportuut ol!i«
and. in hi- assurnptou to speak
j
also built bis block at the intersection ot l") tin* Liv.-idenl ill an 111 ( a
are given in marriage;" I'otirtei n of th-m
bind, he com*
i! n
soon or late, became the pi \ ol the
wr.uur i> those of his aftsocispoiler. Main and High streets. The first occupant initU
ittfwho
Innl
muii no assent t
such approval,
Hymen; those who hay' thus t,t kip. ! "I We corner stove, now occupied by RichFt i
the aspersion b*
clear ot the dutches id death a. d matri- ard 11. Moody, was the late Samuel liay nos, ;tn<l sve ‘U’|;l1 to tin'll'.
their <»Mici:d action.
monv, and are still living in-a:; midst, are druggist and apotheoan
The store next
I.
That flic t. xample transmitted to us by th«*
below :t was occupied as a restaurant
BenjaminF. Barker, William 1!
by fuim.i. ol otir lirjnioiir, t<> pp-werve tiie sepWilliam fc>. Brannigau ami I.ewis B -ui , Isaac Clark Jr. Me--s. William T. C’ulburu iF./t uH |" id! i:• "f the \iuive, legislative
“The foxes have holes and the birds ot the ! and Isaac Allard were the first occupants m i judUia! ii'*p:irtiiit*ni- in tholr respective
sphei •>. -hull lie transmitted r»\ us
>! the premises
air have nests,” but those relies of the
they still occupy. It is r* i:« and the n. liTit.-y a -mi >h ill l»e roourehildkeptsubordinoble army of hogreevn m i
loubttul whether Mac lullv realizes the
am- .id
c.i«- to tin*
i\ il povvt r, to tie* end that the
neither foxes nor bird-,.
blessing they have been to him. In the a Ol't 1 li ui v be the ,-li j >(1 .ter, kiii< i not the deThe fortunate individuals thus eleeb-d !o second story was the office ot Solvman dro> -‘F of civ il liberty
1
[
That the -pint which hn-meil the con fed
office held a meeting tor lorani/ation in Heath. Esq,, the m -w-room ot the
Repub- ! Te-\ t.fihe «*!ou;i--,
before the \ merman
vthe week tollowing their elerti n md ti
avail Journal, and I
t's
lo} shaving and hair- Hiitiou, b, which tie- interest and powerHo of
the oath required in due form. Tln-v utter- ! 1 leasing saloon,
1 he whole of the third
!, b hid!
•■a ;
uitt 'l, should lead the United
•
wards held a festival at the hall previous j -ton was occupied by the
Republican “•f:t >it \111t in lb' ir several State orgauiy occupied by the S us of 1 emperanee, Tournal. The fourth story was tiuished as / ilioii- :md v tn-ir eitizen* in publfc moetinjf*
ts^cinblcd. t" take eare that no ital
in the attic of tin- store ne w
principle
eupied by I hall to which tlic name of City Hall was
the Mess Hi w
A baked bom's head of zivoii; it was a great advance on am of Ulcctiuj*- ill. integrity and p« nuancnci of it
:»ubli<*;iu government shall b -in e-^fuiu a*,
the largest dimensions, with an enormous .In- public halls we had ever had
and the udied or undermined.
cucumber in his mouth, constituted tin
I hat an* it nt :<n« 1 m*»«J?ti; In-iorv unite in
-'nterprise ot its projector and proprietor
a
on
as
tue
“that ili'-u.tt \ i«>it :i* «*. with whatever
ible
Alt
address
centre-piece
was
duly appreciated. It was painted in loelaring
»v< f* <1, an ! whatever ob(•I'ett lifts it m:t\ ht
delivered on the oemtsion bv William 11
res.:',) the next
year and a large telescope
»*
'■
|eet it may ;*nr-uv. nui'i
'bly Hid at la-t
Simpson, now editor of the Journal, and was placed in the cupola
*iid in the .arbitrary mi 'i<-pc*tir kiovertinient
a poem
The number ot deaths in town this
by his predecessor, the late George
>r
a single J.ersi.i:.
year
*ur siuct're
B. Moore; a few
That ’• e i nd ;
7.
sympathy t*»
couplet- from tile latter a as lorty-two.
lie people "i L' lii-iaua. and uppetil theiii to
may afford .some idea of tin* nature and
the forb.•aran*
ontiiiu
wliicli
they have
tenor of botli
tin-'- tr\ ini' ei re u instances anti
•bown uvi'l
English observations on the transit of '“t"- 'hem t!i at w.- will k. all that
in us lies to
"Hogrceves of Rdfa-t!—listen c. mv lav.
\ onus at XoAV-Zealanil
>“
are reported as
• <' //o;/artlis ami
*i><-cnion.
ll"! ru,-'
jf’ie/tnali.ms of the d.’\
.ml t" all ty,h
the people,
the maintenance of thei.
No longer wear the
of the Americans
while
those
unfortunate,
-,
Mu-,
:
,g.
hare-legged
1 Li-t and inalienable
right*.
London
were
Dismount lrnm I'b'tnsus and mount tin- 11..
measurably successful. The
I hat we foudlv'
No longer idly seek the Holden l'].-■.-<•.
aiuicipat' with :t hell,
limes takes a melancholy view ol the
iKl.-i stiindiug between all
p..,0f ...
Unsheath your shining blades and go for situation,
at
Americans
the
that
, "■ di-appcarHUi'o ot
saying
seeti.'nal strife t..-in :,sGreece!”
both southern and northern stations, re°f th‘- """"Ii v iiavo eori 'liv
Hallman method and photoaccepted the amendment.s to the c onst)A commission was issued to each
officer lving on the
1 at.on anti intend to
want' ; while
all
“have
protect and maintain the
elect ot which the
they
got
following is a facsimile: graphy,
which tin y guarantee
tiie English at east and west stations, do- j •'
IN TiJE NAME OF THE
STATE!
i hat \ye hail with irntfifiide and
pending on the ltelislcau method, have
delight
—------('. IU'N I'1 N
had singularly hard fortune. At all events t te tact that we hit- ail under oue tiovemii^m
uepoKing special trut*t in your instiuets j it seems certain that the American
a
one ling, and we look torwanl with cojitiparties
Hiui animosities,
to J
are
empowered
you
•‘iu*e to the
: comprehend ail
vam-unt
IlotJS, exeat | have been more successtul than those of
prosperity, pence and happiness
unu small,
hieh lielony t*> a free people, who make and
quadruped, biped, and striped, ami com
any other nation in the choice of stations
mit them to durance vile, or like our ^n-ar proto^minister tiieir owl! law
and methods. This is true not onlv in
type, drive the latter down a stoop place ! Behold
and
luirti
to
the
fitness
ol
at ouce the object and emblem of your
their observations
respect
and down
august duties. Ann for the conflict,
to be compared with each other, but
Grant tears out of tho Constitution of
also
with the Bores, be vour motto.
for those international
tf * '"
comparisons which t ie United States the guarantee w hich seFall not, but accumulate arcafc n
l
uu
bristle
call)
u,.
«l|ali
will be needed for final
and your children (!
e mes republican government to the
decision.
States
„,| lights his
with it and orders
«•
1
lie
!
Cincinnati Gazette thinks that Aiini«ipr S iiertdan to usecigar
s.
torce to oust a
Sehenek has paid a
Ehto h igislature chosenmilitary
by the people
thu
at game
Nation
the
If
of,uok^mto“th/K!n'?eiUtiU?
Republican party maintains
oHodntt.n V,?nKU*h public, and claims equal
n
xdogizes tor this brutal crime t
('u^‘rU'S
b
out
ot existence.
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Sanford H. Matlicws will, the, coming season,
dwelling house on High St.

Connty.

eml

inter is halt gone.
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The traffic in potntoe- ito bandit* them.

lecture
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Sunda;
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v
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choice of officers will he
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Monday e#ning

on

Corinthian Koval

Ol

next.

u-lentail did an Injustice to Merrill Jc
-pom factory r.t Searsport. They made
or 133,000 gross, instead of 35,000.

the husband. Mrs. Cole is the daughter of Peter
Hardy, cf Winterport, and is 23 years old.
She came into court accompanied by her father

a

government

talks oi

triad of it.

it Is very

the

.rigadicr’- Island has gone back to the Sears
ably. -hi. having been stripped of it- wood,
a- :!,■
treasure after a salary
',ai
..

Directors of the Bay and River Railroad. He
is a leading business man of that city, a right
down good fellow, and a thorough Democrat.

She is a medium sized woman, with dark hair
and eye-, a remarkably clear complexion nnd

What

good

more

need be said ';

Judge Dickerson

has (iron

a

good

the train did not reach tlii« city

it. F. Wells displays hi- usual large and si
ugusta ami other piaec-arc |
tractive) assortment of new llamburgs and knittie quality of their gas. the
■. .ig
ting cottons, at aJLprices,and to the satisfaction
in pans in this city i- furnishing an excellent
of tlie purchaseK Jle make- tho.-o. good- a
Mil.
lii. ii no one finds fault.
A

h. iv'» many a slip 'twlxt the cup and the
-ruttr llic old proverb. Kut in these danday- there arc most slips ’twixt tint
;,'\vaik and the piste-p ian- coat tails,

agents.
Rev. w. T. Jewell, will th liver his popular
Lecture, on tlie subject ot "An evening with
Edmund Burke"—in the M. E. Church, Thurs-

;

ice lias made

"qdd

Hi

day

harbor during the
Pioneer

in

n

weat.ie

it. and tm towed

i-ilv
out and in.

vessel.-

si.ou to occur

aip-.

in tie- .Supreme

xpuit’jen of Judge Cutting’s

Mir

i.i

Among the candidate?prominently ntenoned i- Hon. N. II. Hubbard, of Winterport.

•nil.

eriff Ham lias

Depot v

a

brother on one of

exactly
iui’i"— mi- I'-rin.
Km
di ', and ctui- main amusing blunders.
d

,m-

should resemble

.iivav-

*

arli other.

Vi-

*

-f*

Daniel lluradon, Keubcn
Will
Augustus l’erri and John \V. White
boson directors of the KolfastXation-.mi-annual dividend
r r.-nt
mx
it,ink,

.'.mu- V,

in

her mother’- arms, while lie started to drive
after giving as a reason that she did not
love him and would not consult his interests.
Ih’ said -he might, come hack, but as a hired

grocery at the old railroad

girl,

no'

Ids w ife.

as

Mrs. Hardy, mother of the plaintiff, a dignimatronly lady, next took the stand She

lied.

appeared

as

ed. kind of

a

though

she would he

mother-in-law to

a

a man

very decidwho should

attempt to cut short her crop of grand-children,
and would make the house very warm for him.
She said Cole tried to prevail upon her to use
her influence in having this particular child’s
the child would be
deformed, and g:n e a reason for his belief. She
said she wouldn't tell what the reason was, and
career

stopped.

He

thought

stuck to that resolution through all the
yf counsel.

morning few weeks ago their came into our office, on the vv ings of the morning

tail malt, with full heard, ami a head
from which all the hair has vanished, save a
halt circle back of the ears, through which the
bare cranium rose like the dome of Alt. Wash-

I Vter

He is

a

breeze, a new and agreeable odor, tickling the
nostrils with a vory soothing and pleasing sensation. It was not the fragrance of sausages
from Owen White's market, nor the smell ot

■

fainting

and left her

yard,

The bride is Mrs. Ada Mitchell, of this city,
and the wedding took place at the home of Mr.
Eaton, in Revere, Muss.
One

new

leather from Cutes &

Hardy, {ilamttn

lather,took

s

urging

tin-

stand.

a

AV ith sandals

ington.

on

his feet and

a

toga

on

his shoulders, lie would make a very good
specimen of the ponderous Roman senator.
He te-lifted in a forward and ready manner that

l-tiofcney’s, under

ousiderable attention

office. Investigation show that our neighbor- Ellis & Linn had set up a big revolving
coffee roaster, in which they were cooking a

shew familiarity with tiie witness stand, and
with emphasis and gestures which, however

Monday evening by In mg encircled with a ring
.th another passing through that orli and cut-

time of old Java, and doing it nicely
Customers can he sure of having nice coffee’

much they might have told on a jury, evidently had no more efl'eet on an old stager like the

The hues of both were

roa-ted before their eyes, if they choose. We
think that an exhilarating effect from the smell

court, than water ou a duck's back. He was
present when Cole brought his daughter hack.
He gave as a reason for not living with her that

■

d... iared.

was

The

■

atti

t.-d

a.

the tirsl circle.

o

:

moon

•'ar'v

bright

n-

asa

rainbow.

Sell. Hero of Belfast. Capt. Harris, was
uughi in tin* icc near Kort Knox, last Friday
ight and driven ashore, where she tilled. The

—.iwled over tin' ice on
'lie had a cargo of hay.
.bore.
(■M

La-t week

!■;

noon

woman was

a

planks

to

the

divorced in the fore-

Thurlow of th>Probate < our!, had her name changed bark to
her maiden cognomen, and before night was

just

as

Judge

down -lair- to

stepped

good

as

new

Walls, teaohei of a school in Searsabout m inaugurate a new movement

niont.

hi- -cliool in that town, lie proposes to
m 1 u■ new
spapers, to he read by the pupils,

to
i:t>-'

of

mi.

tin- monotonous text books that are
after year, and has made arrange-

•**ad M ai
ments whit tlii- paper and tin Age to lurnish a
We think it a good
ojven number alternately.
move.

operatives in me mciihsi sum:
F cierv arc* a most industrious, persistent and
No obstacle short ol
; iui tcv class of beings.
I In?

lciuaie

hinder them from putting in an houThey will get married in the
evening *.n•* _■> y*■yftiily singing to their labor
t morning.
Last Friday one ol' tlieir numn
tenth

an

day's war)

psI

Bennett, fell down stairs and sprained In r inkle, nut next morning came in smil.ati on a pair of crutches, and resumed her
as chough nothing was the matter: Voung
man, there's the girl tor you.
.'.is:

ber.

at

a

perceptible.
Mrs. M. A. Haynes, agent tor /.ell's Popular
Encyclopedia and Universal Dictionary, is now
in

Belfast,

News lias been received ol the loss of sehr.
■■eorgia of tin- port, (.'apt. .Staples, that left
Boston I».*. 0. for s n annah. She was aban-

to

Joncsporl.

Fogler.

V erdict

for

pill', £22.00.

Wallace.

Catharine Hopkins oi Frankfort was indicted
in October tor being a common seller of liquors
at Frankfort.
was

Slio bad

appointed by the

teered.
fifteen
knew

counsel, so Wallace
Court, and Jewett volun-

The state had

no

an

arruv

of twelve

or

witnesses, but each and all swore they
nothing about any liquor on her premises,

save an

Irishman who said she drained

a

little

pitcher,
in his family, and refused pay for it. It took
the jury about ten minutes to acquit the respondent. Catharine didn't hug her counsel,
but looked as though she wauted to.
The following divorces have been decreed—
from

be used for a case ot sickness

to

a

Hattie B. Linseott from Wm. E.

Linscott:

from James H. Morrill:
Lafayette Dickey from Deborah P. Dickey;
Lucy E. Bradstreet from Nathaniel Bradstreet:
Susan B. Fowler from Albert C. Fowler; Eiiza

Mattie

A.

Morrill

Ann Cole from Beni. F. Cole; William W.
Lanpher from Olive E. Lanplier; Augusta D.
Cutler from Charles IE Cutler; Jennie R. Gilmore from Chus. B. Gilmore; Nathan B. Turner

Congress.

turn.

In the Senate Saturday, the time was
occupied by t he debate on Mr. Schurz’s
Louisiana resolution. Tiie House was not
in session.

which place she will be pleased
the work to all who will favor it
at

quent!;. after the birth of the child. Hole also
paid all the bills. Airs. Hardy had that morning,

show
with an examination, and to rill the orders of
jinv who may desire tlie work.
This work lias

b

ten

to

<

tide's house, and

coming

about the

the endorsement of some of the In-st critic- in
the country. Lyman Abbott says—
It promises to be the most used and tlie most
useful hook in my library, not even excepting
the indispensable Dictionary. In facilitating
the finding of a date, it reference, or a fact, when
I am in haste and have no time for research, it
has already saved me in time more than its
market-price in money.
On the 1st of July Wendell Phillips wrote as
follows to an agent of the Cyclopedia.
“I have examined your Zell’s Encyclopedia
as thoroughly us the leisure of two or three
days allowed. I tind in it almost everything 1
thought of looking for. The subjects are treated with a fullness which surprised me. In accuracy, I think you can ri-k comparison vvilli
any of your rivals, and one feature is specially
valuable; that when you are unable to exhaust
a topic, you point out, where, in tlie work, fuller information may he lound.
it i- just such a
work as every one needs at home for immediate
if
lie
ev
en
lives
near
a great puhiie
reference,

they

had

a

warm

time

child.

Rosiila Hardy, older sister ot Airs. (Vie, testiti.ll that she visited her sister frequently after
her marriage, and was a witness to many mat-

Cole accused liis wife o^
others better than him, of having married him for bis money, and a disregard of his
interests.
He didn't want young ones, and

rimonial squabbles.

loving

This witness was posted
in regard to her rights on the stand, and talked
buck at the counsel. When Aiae questioned her
sharply, she put vinegar into her replies, until
wouldn't have them.

after souu verbal

putting

After

fencing the
testimony

In

counsel subsided.
in regard to the

property of defendant—deeds of lands, record
of loans to individuals and towns, and deposits
in banks, the planlifTs evidence was closed.
The defence appeared with a cloud of witnesses.

male and female,
and friends.

library.”

neighbors

I give you my hearty endorsement ot introducing Zell's Encyclopedia into our schools and
homes. It is a valuable work, evidently prepared with great care, mid deserves a place in
every family in (lie State.
Very Truly Yours, Warren Johnson
State Superintendent.

character of

a

quiet,

physicians,

farmers,

They all gave Cole the
sober

industrious and

peaceable man. His wife itad accused him of
ill treating her, and he iiad confessed that it
might be so, but wanted iter to come back and
would use her well.
One of the prominent witnesses lor the de-

Dear Sir
I consider "Zell's Encyclopedia," tinbest now In use, for the amount of money invested.
The work ought to be in t he hands of every teacher,
and found on every teacher’s desk.
E. A. Ai.lex,
Yours trulv,
Principal of State Normal School, l’enn.

fence was Dr. Abbot. The Doctor was in one
of bin happiest moods—perhaps never more so

md made merry tlie tune until the witching hour
a
midnight. < Ivor $300 have been expended in
this institution tin pa-t v ar for charitable purposes.
ii*;

director.- cl llu

in tlii.i city

met

on

William M. Gilvery
*f

Bay

and luver Kailroau

Saturday and elected Hon.
President, and T. A. Snow,

Winterport. Treasurer. Arrangements

were

made to meet a committee of the city governnent to determine upon some points of crossng the iver when the bridge shall be built,
flic committee lias been appointed, ami the

early day. The
willingness to locate

•onfcrence will be held at
directors show

resent

a

an

he bridge at a point that will save the harbor.
he h is all that the citizens of Belfast ask.
fkeir reasonable request in this respect, at the

A

of the former charter, was met by some
triends of the road in a manner that
neeihesslv Irritated our people.

bine

"• tb

Dt

Jlk. Thumbs.
Mr. Charles II.
1 bomb- w hose pamtul and dangerous illness
we nave before noticed, died on Saturday afternoon last, at the
age of about T> years.
He
was born in
Castine, and came to this city
about twenty-four years ago, since which time
in;

'It

n

o

has lollowcd his business of
Thumbs

public,

a

was

man

not

sail-making.

extensively known to the

singularly retiring

and modest,

but whose intelligence and many excellencies
of character Were known and appreciated by a
of

warmly attached friends. Few even
"f liberally educated men bad read more int ntly or
thought more deeply in the departments ot
philosophy and science; with him the
acquisition ot knowledge was a passion, and
its gratification one of his chief
pleasures. He
was a man ol generous
impulses and many
kind deeds, often veiled under an
austerity of
manner that he never really felt; while the rc-

■

ir»le

When
save

capital cases L>y the Governor
Council, providing the judge shall lix

about

and
the time of execution within lourteen
months after convictions, the convict to he
kept in solitary confinement, and the clerk
of court where tried to issue the warrant
for the execution. In the House, the order
requesting the Government to postpone
the execution ol Wagner, to March 19th,
was reconsidered anti passed by a vote of
99 yeas, 29 nays.
In the Senate Thursday, acts were presented, abolishing the Insurance Cominis
sioner’s office, transferring the business to
the Secretary of State, and continuing
further rights upon the city of Portland,
allowing the city to purchase and hold
real estate to the amount of $400,000.
The order requesting the Governor to
postpone the execution of Wagner was refused passage—IS to 9. In the House,
an order passed looking to tiie abolition of
the school district system. An act to repeal the act of 1874 abolishing the land
office passed to be engrossed.
In the Senate Friday, an act authorizing
the county of Piscataquis to commit prisoners to jails in Penobscot and Somerset
counties, was passed to be engrossed.
Memorials ol the National Board of Trade
in reference to the formation of business
corporationsand to regulate railroads were
referred. In the House, orders passed, relating to uniformity of text books in public schools, equalization of municipal wai
debts, and branding of pressed hay. Boll
branches adjourned until
Monday.
On Monday, no quorum was
present in
the Senate. In the House an order wai ;
introduced for the repeal of the law o
ihe last legislature for the removal of idiot
ic person from the insane asylum.

ail

abortion.

1 said no—it

was

NO every

time."’
Dr. Mauler,a prominent phv-ieinn of Winterport, testified that he was called by Cole to see
wife—that she had such illness as women in her
condition often do, but nothing alarming—that
nothing was proposed to him about an abortion
—and that lie saw no reason why she should
not

do well.

15. F. i ole. the defendant, testified iu.his own
behalf. He is a tall, stout and rugged looking
man, 33 years old, dark complexion, heavy side
whiskers, sharp nose and firm-set mouth that
indicates a will of liis own. He lias a nervous

farm, which he refused.
sis.

"1 do

He total ly denied the
lie said with much empha-

want children—I

always

wanted

'em—1 want ’em now!" He didn’t intend to
leave liis wife when lie took her home—went

only

for

a

and made

ride.
a

But her mother had been over
fuss and called him bad names, and

lie got mad. If folks had let them alone there
wtnild have been no trouble. He visited her
often, and wanted her to come back. There
was no

hired

girl

talk,

lie

bills there,
hut she must come to his house. He said that
at one time, when he was sick, she asked
no more

<

■

f
—«aie>

fail to call at

“•If you havu't. don’t

STOVES,

-v

once

and

Tin,

the

see

Lane's Patent Coffee Roaster !
and try

some

Together
prepairing ourselves

of their Fresh Roasted

much nicer than Coffee that has been
months, a* we have been obliged to sell heretofore.

so

Feasted for

cured.

Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
the following Wednesdays, from U to 3 o’clock:
Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. 10th and 2-lfh, ami .’larch
10th and :Mth. Consultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Respirometur,
the price is 85.
Dr. Schenck i? professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets. Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be

us a

\ XY MAY ONi.S ns ar»* pie.-eri t
call, with all kind* of good- in »ir li-

with

as

any House in tile State

As

ALL KINDS OF

-JOB WORK
SUCH AT

DONE TO ORDER.

We sell no SPICES but what are warranted to be
ST K1CTLY PL UK, anti our
XIT A C as blood as
can be found in the market.
!
J
Among the munv articles which we keep mav be
found Molasses of various grade?, Syrups, Jieef,
Pork, Lard, l'ish, Shorts and Feed Corn, Corn Meal,
live .Meal, Wheat Meal, (.hit Meal, Graham Flour,

AlAXvJil E 1_>.

give

LOW FIGURES

Repairing STOVES, TIN 4 IRON WARE, LEAD
PIPE 4 PUMPS, with neatseu and dispatch

Buckwheat Flour, Crushed Wheat, Hominy, kc,
4EJ”Re member the place,

Iu Belfast, Jan. 12th. by Rev. Albert A. Ford, Mr.
Dane M. Burgess and Mi.s Flora A. Marshall, botn

i

of islesHoro.

In this City Jan. 12th, by the Rev. Mr.
Bi.xbv,
W. 1!. McCarty and Miss Ellen I*.
Downs,
both of Bellast; by the same, Jan. 13th. Mr. Charles
1-. Robinson of .Somerville, Mass., and Miss Fannie
J. Dunnell of Belfast.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 5th, Mr, Benjamin F. Bowden,
and .Miss Olive E. Burns, both of Trenton.
In Surry, Jan. 1st, Mr. George \. Patten of Idaho
Springs, <>1. Ter., and Mis- Sophia < >sgo M of Mirrv.
Also Mr. Edward X. Osgood aud Miss Emilv Billinhton, hot h of Surrv.
In Him hill, Jan. ».;h, Mr. Freeman W. Carter and
Mbs
A. Wilson, both of Blueliill.
In Gouldshoro. Jan. -1 rh, .Mr. lienrv Bunker and
Mbs Hattie Bunker, both of Gouldsooro.
In Eden, Jan. 1st, Mr. Frank JJ.
Higgius and Mi-s
Ilattie H. 11 *»j»kii*s, both of Eden.
In Treniont, Jan. ! -t. Mr. Gilbert If. Manchester
of Alt. Desert, and Miss Frances L. Holmes of fre
mont.
In Camden, Jan. 3rd, Mr. Nathaniel Gardiner and
Mr-. 1>. H. Whiting, both of Camden.
I n R>*cklan*l, Jan. 3d. Mr. Edward T. Foster of
Bristol, and Miss Hannah A. Annis of North Haven.
In Rockland, Jan. 0th, .Mr. George A. Mom** of
Rockland, and Mi-s l.izzie T. Burton of Warren.
In Palermo. .Ian. 17th, by \.
\. Bowie-. Es
Alfred W. Pullen and Miss‘Emily C. Yose, both of

Capt.

1

els.

Chicago boy of ten civs that when his
parents get into a light, ami his mother calls
for a flat-iron and his father yells for the stovehandle, he is placed in a most embarrassing
posit ion. as in is sure to g*d licked, no matter
who he minds.
A

WADLIN & MERRILL.
G. E. WADLIN.

When a < hiengo woman answered the doorbell and IS a- informed that her husband had
been drowned, she sank down and whispered:
"And the bill for .*50 worth of false hair is to
come up at four o’clock—ooli—hooooh !”

W.

W.

MERRILL

ALL XLMI>LMS.

ye-ter

The importance of giving Sheridan’s < avnlrv
Condition Powders to horses that have been
out in tho cold ram. stood in cold wind, or
drank too much cold water, cannot be ever estimated; no man should be without them who
owns a good lior.se.

In Wliif.e

I*. S.
J. Ii. Wadlin will be found at the old stand
for a short time, where all those who have unsettied accounts will please cull and settle the same.
J B. WADLIN
6mos.:&
Rer Order

Colored!

or

APPLES 1

AT

B.

F.

WELLS,

RAIL

ROAD STORE

THE

j

«-

JUST RECEIVED
-A T-

Montvillw.

AVe were pleased so sec. not long since, in one
our exchanges, some
pretty severe remarks
f.tldivsscd to several p osons who, during an
interesting lecture by lb v. duo. s. < Abbott,
kept a continuous coughing, which prevented
many from hearing. People who commit retrain
from coughing, had better stay awav from such
places, or else, take a bottle of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment with them.

rCHE Subscriber would inform hi? friend?
A public, that ho has just put in a FRESH
:he BEST quality of

i >n:r>.

et

Obituary notice*, beyond
must be

1 fi<

F. A. FOLLETT’S

and the
oTOCK

of
Our., 5,,;,,,

at-t;

LOO Bbls.

paid for. j

In Ellsworth,Jan. Util, Ail ',I1 D., "Most
ilaughtcr
f G. 5\b I. and Mary A.
years ami
liiglu, aired
il months.
P.ouglit for CASH at the lowest figures, which will
In Eli.-worth. Die. 4th. Mr? Ruby S.
Garland, be sold on the same terms.
wile ol' Leonard .1, Garland, agf.I di years.
< ountiy Product' wanted in
exchange. All articles
In Trenton!, Dec. tsth, Airs. Al'binine rea'e,
warranted a? represented.
Lai! and seo rue, corner Main, Federal and Cross
daughter of Andrew II. and Caroline llamcs, aged
about :;o years.
Streets. Belfast.
lu .Mr. Desert, Dec. ~7ili, Capt. Nathan
Hw?0
WM. F. THOMAS.
Smallidge,
aged ,7 yi ars.
Belfast, Jan- J, icy.
Ill
Jan. mil, Mr. Robert !!■ arU, need 01
years.
In Gouldsboro, Deo. 24th, Mr. Fn-i-raan
Bunker,
aged Oil years.
In sail Francisco. Cal., Xov.
15th, Sir. Charles B
Hinckley of Ellsworth, aged :;0 year-.
In Camden, Jau. 7Ui. Alphonso M. Prince, aged
30 years.
>In South Thomnston, Dec. 31st, II. Grave-,
youngest “on of Simon and Susan Grave-,
vrara
ag'd
and 7 months.
In Cambridge, Mass., Jan. 7th, Mrs. Marv F..
Wood, wife of the lute lton. s.a. Wood, and mother
ot Rev. A. 51. Wood, ot South
Thoma-ton, aged fid
years, 7 months and its days
111 Rockland, Jan. 7th, ( ora A.,
daughter of Wm
II. and Elira 15. Wiiev,
-<i
«■aged s rears, J1 mouths, 15 I

"Who wastin' meekest man, mv son?" said
the superintendent of a hoys Bible class.
AIos; s. sir." "Aery well, mv bovtand who
was the meekest woman?"
"Please sir. there
never was the meekest woman."

SPLENDID SEW i’OKK

APPLES.

Scdgtvlck.

TEMPTING DEATH.

Now is your time to
Fruit Ghoap.

HiLMBtyRGS!

iy.-y

man or woman afflicted with a
cough
coid, winch he or she takes no measures to
death.
There
is
a
not
tempting
drug
land where Uyic’s Honey of Horehound and i ar ma\ not he procured, and there
is no ailment oi the lung- or throat
tending to
consumption or bronchitis, which it. is not
competent to cute. Do r.ot sutler cold to accumulate on cold, but arrest the tirst
symptoms
f t
pulmonary disease, and tone and invigorate
the breathing organ- with this w onderful rem-

or

arrest, is
con- in the

■

—

ALSO,

ii

Buy Good

LAUGH LOT OF CHOICE

A

H A M BURGS! Confectionery and Cigars!
Wholesale and Retail,

days.
in Rockland, Jan. Kith, «;«lia M.. twin (laughter
ol An drew J. and Addin
Ersklue, aged 5 years, 9
months. In days.
I n U arron, .Jau. bth, Samuel Moodv,
aged I'd pars,
In St. George, .Jan. Oth, Ida E. Morton,
aged f
years, 11 month.-,
.lay-.
In ihis city, Jan. 1’itli, Grace Gertrude,
chi: \
only
of \V ililam and Helen M. Kimball, ageu .? davs.
J n this city, Jan lbth, Mi -. Rosanna, wile of .Yatl.’l
Simmons, aged'is year-.
In this city, Jan. lath, Gi-.rgie M
-on of V,'. A.
and Melis-a A. l>iek< v, aged ! month.
In Brook-. Jail, l.*',th. .Mr-. Reb.-coa H., wife of Mr
Israel I Ricii. c.g< d dy year- and II n, .i.ti:-.
Jn Boston. Jan. l';t)i, Mr-. Marv Biatkar, form. rlv
of Stockton, aged s::.

A NEW STOCK

Just Receiv-

F.

I
|

wtii

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

I

j

prices that

at

defy competition.

--—

and

ed

Selling from 3

A,

FOLLETT,

'••puts

SO Main Street.

$1.00 Per Yard,

j Patent

B.

F.

Medicines

Sold lower than ever before
Jf you don't believo it
como and see

WELLS.

A LARGE LOT

W. (). POOR & SON
have

received the LARGEST, BEST
CO.MREETE VARIETY
of GOODS in any DRUG STORE
in the County.

-o I-

just

and

most

-4»

BIG

♦

♦-

STOCK

AND

DIARIES SELLING AT m\

CALL iiUICS
tf27

1

...

CHAMBERS ENCYCLOPEDIA. Messi rs. J. li
Lippineott & Co., of Philadelphia, announce
that, by a recent purchase, they have become
t
the
sole proprietors of the American Kevised
of
1
Edition
'hambor’s Eneyelopa-alia,'" and are
thereby enabled to offer the*work at much lower rate* than hitherto.
In the course ol it* recent thorough revision, the American edition
was edited with the special view of supplying
the wants of attraction in containing a series of

late of Belfast, Julietta A. Ames, Administratrix:
Lewis M. Wctherbee, lute of Belmont, Permelia E
Wctherbee, Administratrix: Edward Hilton, late
of Belmont, Samuel Kingsbury, Administrator;
Nathan G- Hichborn, late of Stockton, Frederic O.
Hichborn, Administrator; Harriet B. Gushing, late
of Winterport, Theo. Cushing, Administrator; John
H. Chandler, late of Burnham, Loessa Alan son, Administratrix ; Daniel L. Palmer, late of Palermo,
Hannah AI. Palmer, Administratrix; J. W. Cunningham, late of Shanghai, China, W. H. unningham, Ancillary Administrator; John Nason, late of
Knox, Cordeli'.t Nason, Executrix.
Gfakdians

minor

Hills,late of Lincolnville; Sarah Aloore.late of Swanville; Josie Atkinson, lute of Montville.
Warrant of Dower Returned Estate oj
Dearborn Ilarriman, late of Prospect.
—

Accounts Allowed on Estates or—Alinor
child of George Michaels, late of Belfast; William
H. Conner, late of Belfast; Sarah B.'Dorr, late of
Winterport; Alexander Staples, late of Stockton;
Alinor heir of Lincoln B. Nichols, late of Searsport;
James Miller, late of Belfast.
Allowance
G.

Made

to

Y» idow

on

Estytl

Butter,
Cheese.

dbaOO Pulled Woo!,
17al> Hides,
dOaOo * ’ulf Skins,
10a 17 Sheep .Skins,
7alb'li:trd Wood,
7.»a.":' >« ft Wo m,
7afi Dry Pollock,
-a » Straw

Eggs,
Lard,
Beef,

Baldwin

Appf

Veal,
Dry Cod.

said

4

*. t< 5
7a0.
HabO

mu

5.Da.fi'1.\

.^LlOat .lO

5 1 -2afic per ii>.

Hides—- l-2o j

Country

>

$

1 2c per lb.

•Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a
light -apply, nil owned bv butchers, costing, landed
Brighton from

at

the

lb.
at

supply

was

fi

:

HogsjSOO

Monr>.\\ dan. 11.
W«- quote choice butter at 58a 11 per lb.
1U T I Eli
with 11 )\v and then something strie.ly line at a little
in advance; good ami prime lots at 5.u5(>e; medium
and common at 25a5*.»c, and bakers' jb 25:125 per lb.
•lubbers’ price- are two or three cents above these

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
January, A. J). 1875.

quotation-.
CHEESE—We quote factory at 1.5; 115 3-lc per lb ;
with now and then something fancy at. Me; good
cheese sells at llaloc, and common and medium at
12a15c per lb.
EGOS—Fresh En-tern sell at 5 and Western
are

dull and almost

Pr brisked as.A v. Ai'.MN'i; and
the bent-fit of
Y'ot Ni; Men and others who suffer from XKRVOLS DKR1L1TY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, ete.,
supplying the means of Self Cure. Written by one
who cured himself after undergoing considerable
quackery, and sent free on receiving a post paid directed envelope.
Sull'erers are invited to address the author.
XATUAMKL MAYFAIR,
i*. O. Box 153, Brooklyn, N Y
CmolOsp

houseMTt^v

Rheumatism, Xeu
ralgia, Cramps iu tlu

storacah,Bilioui

Colic, Fain in the back
bowels or side, we woulc
say,

_Axd

the

II ou he

Panacea

r A y i j y
TAMILI

Me.

the

remedy

:

L! NIM

m

Ctt3C9*

(tOltllt'i I’. CLAItk

EACH.

v

flaring recently purchased the stock nnd trade of S
will keep ron-tautJy on Rami a lar*

ME.N>’ BLACK BEAVER CLOTH COATS,

»).«T*

•S. MERSEY,
assortment ol

ONLY £0.60 each.

black bkavi;n
s>.50 EACli.

overcoats

only

AXL> BLACK BEAVER OVER,
COATS, all wool, warranted, onlv $14.60

STO YES

Hl.n:

*V*T
f

MENS’

Of f

BUYS

<

OVERCOATS, only $-;.uO

Of the best manufacture,

j

Tin

Call wool,

HIN< HILLA Rl.AFEL
warranted, only £?.l’6 each.

t>

Made

Don’t

Forget

examine

the

newe

f

Of Sill description promptly attended to.
&SF People who contemplate purchasing stoves
and tin ware will do well by calling on me before coin)? elsewhere. Having had large experience iu the
business am tatistied that I can give satisfaction.

of goods
yards oi

Belfast,

Oct.

loth, lS74.-tns

1' CLARKl

Boston Clothing Store. Mo. I Hayford 31k.

Scissors and Shears!

OPPOSITE THE TOST OFFICE.
A. ANDREWS.

!£

Eyes
I

am

for the Blind!

constantly adding

to

my

A Thing of Beauty in Joy Forever!!:

good pair of Scissors. My list is large and
In addition to these celebrated scissors
have sold tor years, I have a full line of all the low
tf'-’.S
or grades und prices.
>o

is

a

complete.

stock of

FOR $7.25 !

CALVIN

ditions of the eyes.

Which

enable

objects at

a

person to seejthe finest print, and
distance with the same spectacles.

Glasses of all kinds fitted to old bows.
call and you cannot fail to be suited.

Give
tf£S

Buy

s

Bwan Intelligent
well educated widow lady,
situation as housekeeper, or companion and nurse
A good home more desired than
an ikvnlid.
F. L. M\, Rockland Rost Office.
wages. Address
Kockluid, Jan. 0, 1875.
and

a

to

a

through ticket

on

board

me a

Steamer Katalxdin !

CALVIN HERVET, Phenix Row.

-AND-

Farmers & Mechanics

by

Address, with stamp, 1. s. KOGKRS & Co.,
Box 102 Searsport, >je.
3w2U*

HERVEY, Phems Row.

a

SAVE 25 CENTS!

ATTENTION !
HAVE .U ST RECEIVED
Yiri:voice
of White Charcoal Pig
W

expressly

for

Sled Shoes and

Help! Help!

a

large in.
Iron, calculated

O N

Vests, Boys’

Fittings.

Shoes mail*1 from this brand of Iron are infinitely
superior to those made ot pot metal, and cost no

t

special tv. Come and

B iVOCAL GLASSES !

Agents Wanted.

*

a

JOBWOBK

This !

To any person purchasing £6.00 worth
us at tin* above price- will receive 4
Flannel or Sheeting iree of charge.

Work,

audheet store In '.he world.

i>oz r n i i:u sii iris & i >rawers,om;
do cts. each.
»
C \SHMERES, AND FLANNELS
\\700LEXS,
Y V for Men and Boys’ wear, constantly on hand.

oi

Also Furnace
&e.

Ware, Lamps, Oil,

The WYOMING STOVE

h.

ra

DO/.. FLIT I CAPS, mdj 6-'» cts. each

j

Help

Themselves,"

EST.S AT goers. l-l.VCH

YOUTHS FROCKeO.AT.-j

i)»

io

BELFAST TO NEW YORK

you want fo

Sold by all Druggist?.
Iysp32

down

Making it one of the largest anil most complete to be
found in this section of the State. My Glasses are
selected with euro, and adapted to all ages and con-

Famiia
of all other

thousand
There is n

Ju.-t marked

tf>

"Help Those Who Try

U-8-.

tit

offered.

—

WALDO, 8S. Taken on execution in favor of
William Plummer against .Joseph Young, and will
be sold at Public Auction to The highest bidder, on
Saturday, the 27th day of February next, at one
o’clock P. M. at the store juf A. B. Longfellow, in
Palermo, in said County, all the right in equity
which said Young had on the 12th day of January,
1875, of redeeming a certain parcel of land situate
in Palermo, in said County, with the buildings
thereon, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Bounded on the West by the town road leading from
the Branch Mills to Ford’s Corner, so called; on the
South by laud of Jonathan Palmer; on the East, by
land of George W. Marden, and on the North by the
town road leading by Jacob W. Nelson’s to the centre school house in said Palermo, containing fifty
acres more or less,
to Josiah H. Greely,
on the fourteenth day of February, A. 1). 1871,
his deed ot mortgage of that datei recorded in the
Waldo Registry, Book 151, Page 543, to w hich reference is hereby had,
S. G. NORTON, Deputy Sheri if.
Belfast. Jan. 12, 1875.
3w2(.)
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SPECTACLES & EYE GLASSES !

internal and external use
It has cured the abov

complaints

I I M I AA r H T

*T

and

Liniment is

Change of Name—Susan B. Fowler of Searsport, to Susan B. Cunningham.
Adoption and Change of Name—Etta FSmith, a minor, and name changed to Mabel Nichols
Merrill; Kittle F. C'onant a minor.

or

to

ever

we

S

FACTORY AT BROOKS.

Sheriff’s Sale.

mortgaged

ullpersons suffering

from

VEST

day

PALMER, late of Palerhio,
in the Count} of Waldo, deceased, by giv ing bond
as the law directs
she therefore request sail persons

THE CONFESSIONS OF All INVALID,
for

limbs

iiov»

this

DANIEL S.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

And 't»T*dy employ ment at

L. D.O ID'Gr E

ROOM!

store,
recently enlarged
-*-li
HAYINGprepared
much
goods
before

l",:ce than

each.

who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demand.' thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
HANNAH M. PALMER.

<'an

Brooks, Jan. M,

>>1

crviiE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned that she h.is been duly api'ointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the
estate of

C. TUTTLE,
High Street- Belfast

LOW. VEST MAKERS !

our

Belfast, within end for
the second 'Tuesdav

»

100 GOOD EXPERIENCED

S.

MORE

WILLIAM

of

lo

at
<m

t«.ml

W.
'3mos:l

-Iw2f.

I
I JLO

IN. CRUS BY, Administrator of the
Estate of Betsey X. Cro-b}, late
In said County of Waido, deceased, having present
ed his first account of Administration < n said Estate
for alio vvance.
Ordered. 1 lint tlie said Administrator give notice
to all
persons interested by causing a copv ot
this order to be published three week- suoci-=-b. olv
in the Republican Journal printed at Bi lie i. that
they may appear ;;t a Probate Court, to b»- lield at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
3w24
A8A TIIT’KI.OF'G 11, Judge.
A true copy,
Attest:—B. P. Fiki.d. Register.

POULTRY—We quote Western Turkeys at Malic
for choice and 14al5 for liue lot-; Chicken- sell at 8
al4cfor common and 12 !-2al5c for choice ; Ducks are
selling at 10 l-2al5c, and Ge« w* at 8a 12 1-2 c ; Common turkeys at iOulle.
Beans--\Ve quote Wettern pen beans at $2 25a'M",
and choice Northern pea bean* at 82 00 per bu.-h.
There ure very few yellow eyes in market and we
quote at $5 per hush.
VEGEfABLES—The market is firm for Potatoes
at SOaNfic per bush for prime dack-011 W hires and
Early Hose. Onions are selling fit 82 5<)u2 75 per bbl
1‘ KLIT—We quote Western apples at $1 75a2 per
bbl, and New England at $1 25a 1 5o per bbl. Cranberries are dull at $5 *J a? UO per bbl.
HAY—flu re is a fair demand for tine hay at $ Ilia
18 per ton; nn dium hay .-ells at 8!t*a2o, and coarse
hay at $22a25 per ton. New York Straw at Isa 12
per ton.

her

PRICES

.±**1 *

ASA Til CREOFt HI. Judge.
Attest—B. P. Fiiii.jj, Register.

1 it<•
pair an Oigaa
OKOAN.S run be bought of

I

be allowed.

A true copv.

—

limed eggs

not

Don't buy of j.nrtics that know .u thing ubov.
“electing .tn Organ.
Don't buy of parties ;hut rau.not Tune ami I* ♦-

J. G. THOMPSON'S. Work! Work! Work!

EBERT IIARR1MAN.
Administrator of the
F-tufe of i)e;u bn»r11 i!arriman, hue ot piosp.-er
^
in said < ounty ot \\ aldo. (.lecea-nd, having j re-ent
d hi* tir-t and haul ace mnt of Administration on
said Estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator ginotice
to all person* interested hv causing a copy .o' this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that tin v may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfu-t",
v\ it hin and tor said
County, on tlie second Tue-dav
of February next, at ten of tile clock before im .a’,
and show cause, if any they have, why the saint

should

BOSTON MARKET.

eggs -ell at 51a55e
wholly unsalable.

DON’T

-A T—♦

\

From the North
ranging from 5a7e per

Swiii'-—No More Pigs in market.
Fat
market; prices sc ; er In. live weight.

buy a little 1 hiI rule < M gun. is h* .n you
cun get one of \V<m»D'S
MAm N
l\\MIJN'S for l.uss

it a t;li: for

Holiday Gifts !

At a Probate ( ourt held at Belfast, within and for
(he (.’ounty of Waldo, on the -ect.-ud 1 ne.-dav of
.I'aunury, A. J). 1-75.

l-2a7c j>er lb.

liglit. prices

FURNITURE !
si

Tuesday ot February next, at ten oft In* clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
.-aim* should not be allowed.
ASA TUrKEOri.II, Judge.
A true copy. Attest--!!. P. Fit.i.i», Register.

Country Tallow

!h.

Calf* Skins—1-la 15c p*• r ID. --beep ami Lamb skins
$lul.50 eacii.
Working *>.\en—We qu> a saies ot 1 pr, gth 7 It
live weight 510*'* lbs. $1-5
pr. 7 ft. 52*<0 lbs. $lfi5;
1 pr.fi ft, S in.. 27oo lbs,
fin; 1 pr fi ft. fi* in., 2'>o.i
ib-. $14 1; 1 pr. fi ft. 4 in. Jh-", $125.
Store « ’attle—\ earling- 8 la! >; two year olds $ 15
a27 ; three year olds $25al5 per head.
AIilch Cows—We quote e\tra at $*5a‘. 5 : ordinary
$25a50 per head. Store * on < $lsa45 per head.

To pay
during
natural life, in annual payments, the income thereof. lid. On decease of wife to pay said income to his
daughter, and at her decease in like manner to her
children. In case his wife should survive his daughter and her children, then the remainder goes to the
city of Belfast in trust, for the purpose of applying
the income thereof to the adorning and keeping in
good condition his family burial lot.
John Nason of Knox, he bequeaths to his wife,
Cordelia, his homestead farm with all the stock and
farming tools, during Iter widowhood. To his son
Nahum, he bequeaths $100, also the farm which he
purchased of Samuel P. Wentworth. To his daughter Harriet $100; to Ids daughter Irene $100; to his
daughter Mary and adopted son John, $100 each.
Dorcas Winslow of Thorndike. She gives all her
property, real and personal, to Maria L. Jones of

China,

j
i

\S.

West, lute of Belfast,
wherein he gives to his daughter $;">0; to the city of
Belfast one share of the capital stock of the Belfast
and Mooeehead Lake Railway Company in trust, to
apply the interest or dividend, to keeping in repair

ing purposes:

it any

| At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
i
the County ot Waldo, on the second
Tuesday ot
January, A. 1)., 1875.
I
Iliii'il NS, Administrator of the E-iateof
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
William Patter.-on, lute of
•
in
Wj-n.NKsn.lv, dan. fi.
aid < 'ou nr y' ot Waldo, deceased, hav ing
At market tor the current w e< k—( a-tie 2:172; >l,c< p
prt -c.r.ed
his first ai.d final account ot Admiid-haiion on ,'iiid
Swine 5,-fio; numb; r
and Lambs 5i.V.
We.-tt rn
Estate for allowance.
* 'attle 2*->0d. Northern
attle a.id Working* >.\en and
Ordered. That the said Administrator
Milch Cows. 22 * La-tern ( attb -!.
giv e nothin'
all persons interested by
<
Prices of li»' i 'attle, per l'»" lbs. lice, weight. Excausing a mao. ot
this order to he published three week' -ucces^ivV-Iv in
tra quality 87 50aS *>u; first quality $0 75a7 25;
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
m*001111 quality t'» 25afi5fi; third quality $5 25;. fi On;
thev may appear at a Probate I’ourt, to lie held a!
poorest grade of conr-ei >\en. Bulls, Nc., $:> 75:*5 <i".
Brighton 11 ide.----.'a:>* per lb. Brighton fallow | Belfast, within and for said County, on the second

Whitcomb, late of Waldo.

to his wife

(ounty,

next, at

And Other Articles of

4;..
TtCa 0

Will PkObteed of—John

1st.

on
the second I o-dav ft
tenet the clock bt fornooti.’and
cause,
they have, why the .-aim- -iu.uld
!><• proved, approved and ullovved.
AS \ llll RI.Ol'GH, Judge
true copy.
Attest—B. P. Fi:;r.i>, Register.

February

-how

$l.*HJil.75
8

now

-AMD AT AS—

CASH?

CHEAP FOR

addressed.

Muuhintuy..

furnish. M.Lth* «,M custo-

GOOD AN ARTICLE

often’pro-

oil

to

mers, and AS 11

■00^^315^3 2
F is

and Iron Ware to.

with the Tools and

NcheiuU’s Pulaionic Syrup, as a cure for confar exceeds all that can be brought to
Wi: now ROAST in Small Quantities and ROAST
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See ;
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates]
OFTEN, thereby saving all the strength of the
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
(’•iffee which we give our customers tbe
have been restored to health, after being pronounced i
Incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
advantage ol
Schenck’’* Pulmonic Syrup alone lies cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure b
!
We also have a Good Stock of
moted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea \\ eed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. Bv the timely use of these
medicine?, according to directions. Dr. Schenck cerWHICH WE SELL
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be

.This is the late-i form of wedding mv Rations :
‘‘Come around and see me capture a motherin-law at s o’clock, sharp.’’

whether, in case he should die, lie was willing
she should marry her cousin. Wheeler Hardy.
his family burial lot, the balance of his property he
That provoked him, and lie left her and slept devises in trust to John II.
Quimby for the follow-

The Superior Court at Boston, Muss,
has ruled ou the <[uestion whethei a wag
with his brother.
on built to order and remaining in tin
The case was submitted without argument.
maker's store room, the buyer havin'
'fudge Dickerson, after a few remarks on the
failed to pay lor it and refused to allow it
features of the case, ordered a decree of divorce
sale, was at the buyers or maker's risk, i ^ to be entered. The
custody of the child was
I
decide
court
The
burned.
been
olleetiou of a deed of kindness to him or his having
given to the mother, $too awarded for alimony,
abided in his heart forever. He was an excel- that the “article having been spociall;
$lf.O per year for support of child, with wife's
selected for the defendant, set apart fo
lent business mall, prompt and reliable in
every
| dower in real estate.
al
him
and
with
liis
and
marked
name,
particular, and, we are glad to know, leaves a with his
A I.ITTI.F MISUNDERSTANDING.
knowledge, and nothing remaii
considerable property to his heirs. His widow
F. Treat vs. Geo. Pierce, adm’r. Dell, says
to be done except that he should pa I
ing
and two children survive him.
the agreed price, no further act was lieei
that in 1870 pill', conlracted to purchase of his
edto vest the title in him, subject to plair
Brooks. A fire occurred at the house of C
father, now deceased, some real estate, and that
till (tbe
K. Lane on Saturday night, occasioned by t
maker's) possession at the defend whatever goods the father had were to he in
ant’s (the
lounge getting a little too near a hot stove
buyer’s) risk at the time of tire.
payment therefor. PUT says no such agreement
Itamage small.
.was made. Verdict for pill. $725.20. Hubbard.
Bonner, of the N. Y. Ledger, ia respor
The weather for the past week reminds ont
Williamson.
sible for much of the
prevailing distress
of the old lady’s saying—‘-first it blew-, then i
ali. about some timuf.ii.
For years young people have been readin y
snew, then it friz”—only it has been snowRaymond S. Rich, Executor vs, Henry 51chis delusive romances, and his advice t j
blow and friz all at the same time, until it it
of Waldo
marry young, and now there are thousand s Silvery. The late Rehemiah Johnson
impossible to move about iu any direction. Tbf of people with large families on the: r furnished to deft, some timber, which It was
roads are entirely blocked by drifts from two U hands and nothing to eat but New Yor i contended was
paid for at the time. Verdict
six feet deep.
for plff. $95.46. Williamson. Fogler.
Ledgers.
»

fl'HiK niiWrihen* having become <nccc. or? to «l
A. 15. NY YDL1X bv th»- purchase of hia stock ot

Dr.

..

paid her father’s
—Joseph
then, as she was well.

pills for board, $li!8, and
notified that he should pay

New Firm!

-A T-

sumption,

ejected

Appointed—I. W. I'arker over ids
children : Chandler H. Alerrih over Corrina
manner, seemingly at a loss what to do with
Barnard,minor child of Frederick T. Barnard; Alercy
I). Pickard over minor heir of Alerson Pickard.
his hands and feet, and answered questions in a
License to Sell Real Estate on Estates
short, jerky way, like the explosion of a pop- j
I. Roberts, late of Stockton; Samuel
gun. He said that troubles began between I of—Sylvanus
late of Stockton; Sarah B. Dorr, late of
Eliza Ann and liimself before they were mar. Grant,
ried. Three different days were appointed for Winterport.
Inventories Filed on Estates of—Ira B.
the wedding before it look place, and there was
Deau, late of Brooks; Oliver J. Whitten, late of
as much scoring as at a horse trot before she
Burnham; Ezekiel Anderson, late of Belfast; Wilgot the word “go.'' She wanted a deed of his liam Clewley, Senior, late of Stockton; Reuben
abortion business,

Havo You Seen It?

tered the Sheriff’s office here and forcibly tients have been
!
given up t-> die. She has rethe Sheriff, A. J. Flanagan, who stored them. Hundreds of
to
persons in the highwas in possession by virtue of the recent j
est standing will testily to Mr-. Manchester's
of
which
about
the
there
election,
validity
wonderful skill. Lv< ry invalid should consult
is a Constitutional question, liis right to
her at once at the United Mates if, p-L Portland.
the office has not, however, been questioned by any legal proceedings. The She can be consulted by loin
military appear to have acted upon miliStop that cough ! No me u H.» ha- ever u-ed
SHIP NEWS.
tary order-: alone. Major Head reported ]>r. Morris -\rup of Tar V, i!d Cherry and
his action to Chancellor Hill, who was Hoarhound will he without ii. As a remedy
all throat and lung di-ea-c-. euro for Croup
holding court in an adjacent room, by for
PORT OF BELFAST.
and preventive of consumption it has no equal,
whom the action of tiie military was
iiclieves hoarseness, and takes away all the
ARlilVED.
countenanced and seemingly approved. distress of whooping cough. Contains no opium
.*.
Sheriff' I-’lanagan also reported the facts and i- pleasant to the taste. Trial bottle- 1 (j •Jan. Kb "c’ls. Excel, Poland, Bu-ton.
liorida, Gilmore, retd. from Rockland
r-—VP-.I
O
Pe»r>e A' S<;\r Sole agents for
to Chancellor Hill, and appealed to the
*'
onie JRi.-t-, s iinnmiis, It .-ton to J.juK b..i |
lielfasf. Au i:fi> II uo pick, agent in s, ar—
savannah; Mill Creek,—I*, rtlaud.
Court to protect him in tiie discharge
A. .J Jokpox. agent for O rlann. .John
port:
NAi LED.
of his duties, which request was refused.
W. Tm.-iviXs a Co., Portland. (iemwai Agents.
Jan. i
Schr Excel, Poland. K'ock[,ort.
Chancellor appointed \V. IF McGhee Slier- j
Mounts A- llKiin \<;ic.
*
ill' pro tern, and lie was placed in posses- j
!;•' hi
Philadelphia. Proprie for-.
sion of the office by the military. Me '■
PROBATE NOTICES.
Ghee is white, is a Republican, and was a
BELFAST PRICK CURRENT.
Deputy under Sheriff1 Crosby. Chancellor
C'yrrrcteil Weekly fur the joiirnul.
At
Pr ibate < *
Belfast, within and for
IIill, upon opening the Court two weeks
B: u ast, Wednesday, dan. Jo, I-: ».
tin
ounty of Waldo, on the second luesday ot
till
it
in
order
to
luall
Flour,
$.'.uualu.00 Hound Hog,
ago, adjourned
to-day
v. D.. 1-75.
January,
$1.05auo< leal'>alt Fork,
$2<>a27
determine wliat course he would take in ♦ ’urn j.'-.:
FORGE II. FERGl'SoX, minimi Executor i.i a
$!.2"a' o Mutton per lb.,
7aS
Rye Mr- ;;
I ••ertaiu instrument purporting tube tht htM
$l.LaaOU Lamb per lb.,
V»ulO
regard to tiie shrievalty. Tne members, Rye,
will
and testament ui' Jam \V. i '••guson, late of
l.UOaoo
it5a20
of the bar present protested against the Corn,
Turkey per lb.,
Beltast ;n said < ount}' ot Waldo, deceased, hav
vaiUo ( Inekon per lb.,
I2ulfi
ing
Court’s allowing aud apparently approv- Burley,
said will for Probate.
25a2.7
>
presented
Duck per lb.,
lOul-1
Beans,
1 i.at t!ie said < ieorge B. give notice to all 1
Orderf-d,
ol
with
its
offi1 .U0at." Geese per lb
interference
Marrow*'
14
10a
military
ing
person- interested by causing a copv ! this order *•»
00a*>2 Hay per ten,
Oats,
$i2ul0
cers as a violation of all law :md the deb*■ published tlnvo weeks sucee.-sivi'lv in the
00at>2 Lime.
$ 1.2Oa0.it
Potatoes,
Ri-pub
struction ol the civil Government.
liean
Journal printed at Belfast, that tin v may
Dried Apple-.
7as Washed Woo!,
4da00
ip
at a Probate ( ourt, to be In Id at
:
H»a5u
p'-ar
wit! m 1
-,
Cnwashed
\\
daOU
:,
Belfast,
Cooking Apr:
1
and for

since the time when lie was

to review of

annoyance

TRAVELERS.

lea; e the City of NEW YORK,
ami expense of carriage hire an ',
or

CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delnv makes your cure more
hojieh ss, and much depends on the judicious choir**
J lie amount of testimony in favor of
ot a remedy.

PHis, Potions and Pungencies.

The best physicians recommend the use of
Admison's Botanic
ough Balsam. 85 and To
nor bottle.
Large bottles cheapest.

you visit

■ <P H ISOrKlL opstop at the
posite the OR AN I > ( E NTK A L 1 >101*01'. 11 lias our
350 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an
expense of $000,000. Elevator, -team and ail modern improvements.
European Plan. 1 he l( !>•
'fl'.tl'Kft ITXr*. 1 uwrh Counter and Wine Rooms
! are supplied with the best the markets can turnish.
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms lor a single person, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites lor families
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and
travelers ran live moie luxuriously, for leir. iiioiir,
at the CR A N I * FXP >N, than at any other tirstehi-s
Hotel iu the eitv. Stages and Car-pass the Hotel
every minute for all parts of the City. G. E. ,v W.
!». GARRISON, Managers.
lyr-ph)

Anotbea'

i.

B. Hull, J. IP; Kd. Frost. S. s.; W. H.
tins, .1 8.; A. \
Sawtelle, Tyler. The
1.1i-in a very llourishiugcondition. Atttie
.•lose oi the meeting the officers with their ladies
eavt
a
surprise party to the retiring master,

TO

IMPORTANT

edy

patching up the
doned at sea, no date given) in iat. 37, ion. 00,
wounded after the battle,on the Mississippi, and
The above named gentlemen are too well
Tin* crew were taken known
■i u sinking condition.
throughout this section to need any en- saving legs and arms in spite of the predictions
if til. wreck by the ship Adorna, from New dorsement from us; and we need not remark of bis associates. Taking the stand, with liis
Orleans, which arrived at Liverpool, Jan. 11. that an exhaustive encyclopedia is a library of jockey fur cap rolled tip in liis hand, and a
in itself. It is a silent schoolmaster
flu argo f tic* Georgia consisted of 100 pack- knowledge
in the house always at hand for reference; cost- twinkle of fun showing through liis heavy
it
ages of fish. 3 tons of grindstones,
organs, ing nothing after tlie purchase money lir-l paid, beard, lie said be had been summoned by Cole j
over seventy-live full-page engraving* no: ronbut always remaining a bank of knowledge on to see liis wife and determine the
: if si barrel' poia'o—. 10 barrels rum, 1 crate of
i
in any other edition.
question of tuined
s
and bm package.' of general merchandise. which drafts are payable at sight. We may add her pregnancy. Cole appeared to be anxious
that this work is being universally endorsed and
.■■■ii
Mi.
I In William Pitcher. Frank adopted
was
throughout the country, by scholars, about her, because she bad sick spells. I said
Probate Court.
drier. Albeit M. ) arp-r. IL 11. Forbes, W. V. -avails and scientists. Address J. ('. Johnson, “Ben, you think your wife is going to puke
Asa Till.r.LoroH, Judge,—It. P. Filed, Register.
Uovington, Pa. [Ed. Tioga Co. Agitator.
herself to death, and that an aburtion would
Hugtoil, and others.
relieve her. Let all that talk go to h—11. She'll
Masoni.
At the annual meeting ol Phoenix
The following business was transacted at the
Maine Legislature.
come out all right!"
"Well, doctor, what was January Term of said Court.
l-odge on Monday evening last, the following
‘■■•re elected officers lor the ensuing year—Chas.
Iii the Senate Wednesday, were pre- the result?" The witness pointed to Mrs. Cole,
Administration on the Estates or—George
I Richards. W. M.; F. S. Carter, 8. W.; J. C.
sented, a resolve abolishing the office ol pacing the aisle with her babe in her arms, and Ilemenway late of Belfast, B. E. Black.stoni, Ad('at—
Jr.. J. W.. Win. O. Poor. Treat).; Deputy Commissioner ol the Sinking Fund, replied “There's the result I" The doctor testi- ministrator; Hannah P. Ilemenway late of Belfast,
Russell G. 1 >vcr. Sec.r’y,, Alfred A. Small, S. D.; and an act to amend the statutes relating fied that llardy, plaintiffs father, had asked George B. Ferguson, Administrator; John P. Ames
m

DEATH.

TO

A liealthy liver secretes each day about two
and a half pounds of bile, which contain' a
great amount of waste material taken from the
blood. AV'lien the liver becomes torpid or congested, it fails to eliminate this vast amount of
noxious substance, which, therefore, remains to
poison the blood and he conveyed to every part
of the system. AA'Iiat must be the condition of
the blood when it is receiving and retaining
each day two and a half pounds of poison?
Mature tries to work otf this poison through
otlau* channels and organs—the kidneys, lungs,
skin, etc.; hut these organs become overtaxed
in performing this labor, in addition to their
natural functions, ami cannot long withstand
the pressure, but become variously diseased.
The brain, which is the greut electrical centre
of all vitalii v. is unduly stimulated by the unhealthy blood whieh passes to il from Hie heart,
and it fails to perform its office healthfully.
Hence, (he symptoms of Title poisoning, wiii'Ji
are dullness', headache, incapacity to keep the
mind on any subject, impairment of memory,
dizzy, sleepy, or nervous feelings, gloomy forebodings and irritability of temper. The blood
itself being diseased, as it forms the sweat upon
the surface of the skin, i- so irritating and
poisonous that if produces discolored brown
spots, pimples blotches and other eruptions,
sores, boils, carbuncles and scrofulous tumors.
The stomach, bowels, and other organs spoken
of, cannot escape becoming affected, sooner or
later, and costlx eness, piles, drojisv, dyspepsia,
diarrhoea, female weakness, and many other
forms of chronic disease, are among the necessary results.
As a remedy for all these manifestations of disease. l)r. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery with small daily doses of his
Pleasant Purgative Pellets are positively unequalled. By them the liver and stomach are
changed to an active and healthy state, the
appetite regulated and restored, the blood and
secretions thoroughly purified and enriched,
ami the whole system renovated and built up
anew.
Sold by all first-class dauggists and
dealeas in medicine.

Glaring Outrage.
pike -y jo tit-Ac It'4 Drop-—Cur-in oiii* minute.
Jan.
18.
Geo.
Miss.,
ViCKSBUitG,
Major
“she wouldn't obey’’—referring to the proposed E.
lebrab d ( lariMr-. Man'CIIKSTKu. The
Head, with a squad of Federal troops
abortion. He said Cole came back, after leaving with lixed
bayonets, acting, it is said, voyant and Electric physician has been making
his wife, and stayed an hour, and came fre- under orders from Gen.
Emory, to-day en- some wonderful cures, in cases where the pa-

thereof is sometimes

to

Supreme Court, then she quietly

lie

our

hag

fast

In Hie Senate Wedaesday, tiie loth, Hie
President’s message in reference to the
Louisiana troubles was read. A discussion
on Mr. Schurz's resolution then loliowed.
In the House, the President's message
A discussion loliowed on the
was read.
complaints of merchants in regard to tiie
The Indian appropriation
customs laws.
bill was tlicn considered without action.
in tlic Senate Thursday, the bills providing lbr the expenses of observing the
transit, and to provide for the provision of i
the customs duties were passed. Mr. Logan spoke at length on Louisiana affairs.
In the House the Indian appropriation
bill was discussed. The Speaker laid before tiie House a communication from the
Sergoant-ut-Arms, stating that a writ of
habeas corpus had been served on him to
produce Irwin in court, and asking instructions. Alter a long discussion he was direeted to return that the prisoner was held
in custody by order ol tiie House.
In tiie Senate Friday, a number of bills
were introduced, and speeches were made
on the Louisiana question.
In the House
the bill to pay the Japanese indemnity
fund to the Wyoming and Tokiang was
defeated. The report of the Louisiana
sub-committee was presented, and it was
announced that the whole committee would
go to New Orleans. The sergeant at arms
was directed to make return in Irwin's
ease that the latter was held by order ol
tiie House, and to take the body of Irwin
before the court when making such re-

nwav,

Jan. 21st.

eve.

NOT THE CASE OF l'ON HI'S 1-11.A 1 L.

James 15. Crockett vs. Wm. L. Tripp.'Action
to recover £-0 fee for piloting vessel from Bel-

believe in the divine injunction to increase and
multiply. He insisted that measures should be
taken to destroy the unborn child, remarking
that it wouldn’t cost more than $30 to do so,
while to rear it would cost thousands: and

her lather’s door

er.

Die two look

hi

new

bard.

from Georgiana Turner.

doctors there lor tin: purpose. When
-l:e utterly refused to submit, he took her to

William it. Eaton, for main years freight clerk
Of the steamer Katalidin, .-.mford’s line, was
married tlii- week, and his fellow-officers on the
steamer presented him with a superb silver
service. With it came testimonials of substantial value from agents of tlie line at Buck-port
and Belfast, and in this city. [Boston Advertis-

tlic stcamei

.u

a

Inhabitants of Morrill.

prospect of an heir to
began when there
the name and fortunes of the house. The husband, according to the wile's testimony, did not

brought

store, and offers goods at a low ro-t figure.—
1. 'S. .Roger- A to.. Si-urspori. adverli-c for

■

som.-

opened

has

in

was a

the track that the snow plow on tlie
train ran off, and no connection was
made with Lhe Boston train. In the afternoon
the through train ran off in Va-sa]!>oro. delay-

specialty, and keeps the best.—Win. F. Thomas

judges

a divorce is u prosperous farmer, one of the two brothers occupying the old Cole homestead at Ellingwood’s
Corner. She said that for a time everything
was pleasant in their domestic affairs. Trouble

The trains from ibis city had a lisrd lime on
Monday. The wind had packed such hard

row.-II who recently died in
r; a! th.- ag. ..f 02. wa> a sailor during
: I'l-'- "aar
aptured. and suffered a
.cttiueiuent
DartHfoor prison.

of fair

band from whom she sought

granted.

so

opinion

reasonable man

various ways. Eleven verd.cts were rendered,
with two exception-. Fourteen divorces were

ing matters

In the

features.

the court she was well calculated to make any
reasonably happy. The hus-

business ut

tlie terms just closed. There were 810 eases on
the docket, of which 115 were disposed of in

until 10 o’clock.
p.an.

in her arms her

and

fine

a

pleasant call from
Koekland, one of tlie new

Saturday
of

child,
mother,
having
looking babe of ten months. Mrs. Cole
made u very good appearance on the stand, and
told her story in a modest and becoming manner.
and

buying a new
demoralizing drifts on
uiVone pointing constantly to 11.
morning

ip..a**

on

Bird, Esq.

John

-.vafsheads i» hauled

■,

We hud

Benjamin F. Cole. Action
parties live in Winterport,
in March, IS73. By agree-

appeared

bard

possession

:

|

tied the past year.

wns

Of

subject—

uext.

ielo.

vs.

POISONED

TILE

IKH’BTECI. SPIBITVAI, MAX1FEST.V1 J<>NS.

the case was referred to the court. Hubfor the wife, and McLellan for

ment
V

iuaunw

TO

receive £470. The town says it was not bettered
more than S’lcO worth, and refused to pay more.
Jury disagreed. MeLcllan. Foglcr and Hub-

vs.

The

and were married

of a very line and abundant head
hair, had it cut off last week, to prevent
tailing out. it measured 52 inches in length,
and is valued at the barber's estimate at $7.1.
in

Ros-

Mr.

Eliza Attn Cole
for divorce.

EXTENDED

I’lli'. undertook to fix up ail indicted road, and
said he did so in a proper manner; he was to

fiicm.MT'. vs. rovri-ATiox

i.ih-dull—10.1 eold

1.

wimi;

MoUiia*.

ae an

p

a

Fogler.

Johnson.

plltV. £12.

dict for

t osnidemble h:i\ lias be u lirougin in during
tlii' present good hauling, but has gone mostly
into the store-housi s.

.jUal'is "! tie' lllti'l Was the loss
1
up- 'Ping of Jewell's milk

\

piled there, and that afterwards the deft, used
a large portion of it rebuilding his own wharf.
Defendant denies such use of material. Ver-

nah, Gil.

:

vs.

Nov. isti'i, his wharf was swept away, much
of tlie material of which went to defendant s
shore. That by defendant's permission it was

"Woods, Mathews and flak* r. and Pitcher A
Aon liave loaded sell. Charley Bucki with hay
tor Wilmington N, ('.—Pitelior and < iorham are
loading sell. Amite Bliss with hay for savan-

has been settled.

rum.

CASE or TWO W1IA ltVES.

\
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Hosea B. Thomas
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DICKERSON', PRESIDING

Jo!m Condon

DISAGREEMENT

JURY.

Henry MeUilvcry. Action
The shipping in the hat hor tlew their hunting to recover the value of a quantity of wharf
at half mast on Monday in respect to the mem- in at red. Plaintiff alleges that by a storm in

ter

p;,st veek.
lie- '.ate

was

far. the
zero in the morning.

along

•me

■triHlE

day in January thus
thermometer marking 10 degrees below

Tiicsd.iy

In don't it

A

Snjircme Judicial Court.

build for himself a

at

\Ye have a large list of
patterns and as we cast
from three to four times per week, can fill orders
upon short notice and low prices.
Leave o) ders at

A. C.
»*

near
ROE.

at

VEST Makers can get 1 llnyy of Work
Store in Belfast, and those living
can get work from our Stoke at Mon

our

Goon, Boys’ Suit Makers, and Pant Finish
will find a plenty of work at our Store in BelWe have began work In our Machine Room
where we shall manufacture Boys slits, Coats
and Pants, and want a large number of Girls.
ERS

fast-

BURGESS’. Main St.
or

Suits <Jc Pants!

GOOD
Monroe

more.

Office of Company, 10 Phoenix Bow,
XX orks, Head of Tide,

Help!

th*

BELFAST FOUNDRY CO.

!

Belfust. Dec 0,1674
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whole.
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AilU long ae » laid on
Ha l .-.edged in rself next : and, beside her,
Wa- L'.-acou Ti.l'x.—the lb my-elf.
A g

In nr-etin’ w as > yjn eaHed to order;
lux parson looked glum as n text;
We gazed :i! each older i ; do nee,
-And silently wondered **U hat next?”
Then w.owh uprose In aeon Ilartlev ;
His v oi
seemed t > ;;. mbit* with leer.
A- in- said; “Hoy and man yon have known me.
My good friend-, l-m nigh i rty year.
“And you scan-- nan expert a confession
Oi error irom m«; but—you know.
Mv «li*;wl\ loved win died last Christmas,
It’s now nearly ten mouths ago.
Ill* >\it
r went by long and lonely,
Tin•ring hurrvd f< ward apace ;
fur 11. n-work <*,«ni oi. and J need ai
A v\
nan about the o.d pira
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‘•The

•!
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i! !ren were
id
roving
to »>• io■ ilid

s

So le ip
T

Allie-ugh I
1

was

wilder than rabbit-.
every day;
in tin- village,
willin' to pay.
wor>c

nieii *bi ut discouraged.
v tiling looked so toi lorn
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;
Wi, ,i
Ihu *iw M A1 j i»i*
v-moped mto our hit -hen. cm" morn.
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w
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bad

only

nm in of an errand,
our mi-mailke plight
;l;ed
-< ; to work
tiu-i him a woman.
•1
">
A -1 i!! iug
i.-e 10 I' i J. 11V.
;
A 1 il.ollgil b
Ie.;
V. as so bus.'
••'
i•• id
And i:
.••■Ip
spare,
-T e- In;
u wo ; «>.if like a sparrow,
And .oi >si cvi rv da' -ho was tliere.

id
And

bb—■wse»igawMiWiB<PPWPWi

11— IiT fl—UMi

M/W-ew

“dj the summer went away sort o’ cheerful-,
-And en n... i my :
y. mv .Joe,
m*-,i
\e11-;i. .in.; •:
liu, and v.okenie,
H
ii ;dm _lit, you know.
r; n
•'
;ir*-d w*• ii ;ny nay’s work, and sleepy,
I •••.ml lift no v-.
k j- aim -nil;
•'
o
fi-i i
in
fid -p mke 1 him,
.And lorn li>
’.!• id on
a ith a wild

Emigrant.

1’lie cal' door opened, there was a rattle
and a rustle upon the platform outside—
and she line stumbling in. At tin '.one
j
instant there cam.' in with her a ruddydecked, blue-eyed
v. whose years were
not
mnted above ten. Site e.u vied in her
arms a bundle e!"*eh ami e;.rein!
wtapped. at. one end ol which a tiny lace appeared. a diminutive copy <.f her own.
I ( ii'. iudv placing inis bundle upon a seat:,
'lie next dragged in a box and basket,
amt tiie strong odor of bilge water, such
a ever
pervade* the. ~t eragoor betweend< :.' of the emigrant vessel, announced
totim imliil'.irer.tly inteve-U'd passengers
that nr. tel.ow.passenger was an emi-
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and appeared

as
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inducement-hurt waste time—
t<» Pobkkt Wi.les, Tl Yesey St.,

New and Fresh Stock!! yy ANTED?
By
intelligent
-©

A. B. MATHEW'S

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.
j

TOILING STUDENT,

I A XT TO THE

ill?;

RELIEVES

IT

BRAIN
j BUOYANCY TO THE TIREB
BUSINESS.

strange and timid

as

sample bottle of Ailamson'i
liotaniv BaUain at all drugi'ts’. Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy lor
Asthma, Coughs, Cold-. Lung Complaints, &c.
ProLarge bottles. :o cts. Dr F. W. Kinsman.
Maine. $H000 for a ease it will not
niiL

Fncc?

Augusta,
wide bleak monotony oi th« S prietor,
cure•
in it. •lO-tlibyall

]

And is making largo additions
will -HI

|

|

WriijfjfGK

ext, OF 1 H KIR FIFTH A s'D LAST CONCERT
f beg pardon, sir. but can you tell me AND DRAWING. THE MANAGEMENT ARE
when we shall arrive (looking at an en- PLEDGED TO THE RETURN OF THE MONEY
IF T11E DRA WING SH0ULD N0 T COM K OFF
velope) at Bijou station ?”
‘•To-morrow evening sometime, it all AT THE DAY NOW APPOINTED.
.$250,000'
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT.
gees well," I replied.
.100,W0
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT
“Is the country out there t^s wild and ONE GRAND CASH GIFT
75,000
oo.oi c
»)\i: (jkaxd cash gift.
-partly settled as lids, sir?”
AViWi
GIFT
CASH
GRAND
«j>'}
Yes, madam, or more so. It depends
loo.ooo
5 ( a'h Gifts, $20,000 each,
10 Cush Gift.?,
HO,000
H,000 each,
very much upon the portion of Bijou you !
15 < a-di Gifts,
10,000 each,.150,000
I
go to."
20 Cash Gif!',
5,000 each. 100,000
1 he ice being broken between myself j
25 ( ash Gifts,
100,000
4,000 each,
30 ( ash Gifts,
and inr lellow-passenger. she soon feu aj
90,000
3,000 each,.
2.000 each,
50 Cash Gifts,
100,000
victim to a professional American news-1
100,000
loo Cash Gifts,
1,000 each,
600 each,
120,000
240 Cash Gilts,
pnpe! interviewer tc whom she told her !
100 each,.
500 Cash Gifts,
50,000
story.
50 each. 950,000
Cash
(lifts,
19,000
f
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Rockland, Mo

COtl, Acute

I SCiiA amt A Cl tilt

DRY

Russia Leather Wallets.
Dolls. Cutlery, Perfumery oi
all kinds, Children’s Ten
■setts. Toilet Soap,
1> rushes, & c.

G O ODS

Advertised in ttu

paper, at

and

pri

CALL

lower

even

BEFORE

g eneral t

SMI A

PURCHASING !

Corner of Main and

High Sts.,

Belfast, Me.

JDl.SEANEi, Scrofula. Pimple*),
lore* and Eruptive Humor*

trouble*.

L'Otf

MOODY,

e\ce**e*

\

II A S

THE GREAT

Published, in

dust

Upon

To

CELEBRATED

Order !
—IN

ORGANS!
They are built from the best material, in the most
thorough manner, and it is generally conceded that
they jios«tevs all the qualities of Tone, Action, De
sign. Finish and Durability which constitute first< Lass instruments, and wherever
they have been
introduced, they haw. by their merit ’alone, won

confidence of the

people.
Kverv Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and
ratislactiou guaranteed to the purchaser.
The tuning and r* pairing of an Organ should be
done by a person, that by constant practice and con-

Organs, understands

shall have a
Consequently
tory visit us regularly and
tune and repair.

them

perfect!''.

tuner from the fackeep our Organs in

Come and examine these Organs lor yourself and
be convinced that they are as good and c heaper
than any you ever saw, and if you want one we arc
bound to sell as we shall let no one touch us in

prices.

THE-

Belfast, Nov. 11, 1871

Price 6 cents

Treatment,
Weakness, or
induced by Sell-Abuse, Involuntary
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Splemlid Largo Music Boxes,
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f,,r : h> soldiers.
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OTHER ILLS
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TONIC.
which has long been
jSometh:rtg needed.
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AMD SORf
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scalp.
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| MANHOOD,

WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.
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DOMESTIC
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GROCERY STORE!
riMIE UNDERSIGNED Iiaa e purchased the stock
1. and trade of the Meat and Grocery Store iormerlv occupied by SANBORN & SI ARLES in Tele-

of Main and High streets
where they will keep every tiling in the meat and
vegetable line that the season affords. Also groceries of all kinds.
corner

A Team will deliver all article*

purchased
free of Charge.
We invite

us

at any part of the

old friends to cull.
( A EYIN J. GRAY.
N. F.

OwincT
Trade,
ing of

to

;ve

the

have

And

THE ONLY MEDICINE that is warranted a per.
care for all the worst forms of Piles, Leprosy,
Scrofula, Ring-Worm, Salt Rheum, Cancer,
Catarrh, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma,
Dyspepsia, Kidneys, and all disease* of the Skin

Which

we

take this method

to

dispose

ol‘.

49**Those desiring J UKNITI BE will find It greatly to their advantage to inspect these goods before
making a purchase.—3mos‘.M

a bottle.
Send fbr Circular
8mosl2eow.

Bottle and Circular Frec.^f#
W. KIXaiMAY, Proprietor.
1-42 Water Utreet, Au^mui. Me,
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
lyeowll.

^“Sample

Old Andirons!
NY person having

1

one or

two

ioned

pairs of old lash*

Assessors ot the city of Belfast will be in
A. session at the Assessors5 Ofliee, Saturday afternoons for a few weeks for tin- transaction of
any
business properly coming before them.
OAKES ANG IKK,
GEORGE WOODS,
Assessors of Belfast
NOAH M. MATHEWS, >
dan. 6, 1875.—3w28
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Brass Andirons, Brass Fenders,
OR A
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find
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CORNER
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liostou. Mass.

Plow Handles! Plow Beams!
I

prepared to

furnish at short notice, any style
of Handle that may be wanted, from the best of
Connecticut Oak; workmanship, first-class; furnished :n auv quantity, at bottom prices.
am

tf-M

FKED ATWOOD, Wfnterport, Me.
Gen’l Ag't Ulgganum "Afg. Co.
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ulecr broke «.ui
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ago it had extended from thI.kie joint nearly to the knee.
I eouhl not ..
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CIXAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,

DEA1H TO ALL MEN
!.' sure if they be sufferers from Youthful Indiscretion or Kxeews. The cause and cure of all Nervous
Debility, Sp.-nnatcrrhuja, Loss of Vitality and Power, and causes which unfit for marriage, with tlie
p>HM.toms which d- Agnate Self Abuse, wiTi its attendant evils, are fully explained m our book of
Lectures; at d ever young or old man should have
a copy.
Set t free tpon the receipt of
stamp? for
mailing and a self-addressed envelope. Published
by authority of the MA>>. MUD !N<riU'lt, 1.3
Court, St., Boston.
3mo?i7
N- B. This class <;f Diseases a specialty.
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HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,

MISERY.

fcc.-By ROBERT J. CULVKRWEEE, M. L)., author of the “Green Book.” &c.
The world-renowed author, in this admirable l^c
ture, clearly proves from his own experience that
the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may be effectually removed without medicine, and without dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments,
rings, or <ordials, pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual,
by which every sufferer,
no matter what his condition
may be. may cc. qlmself
privately and radically.
Q ^r 'J’his Lecture will prove a bo-a to thousands
and thousands.
Sent, under seal, lu a plain envelope, to any address, on receipt of six cents,or two postage stamps.
Address the Publishers,
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I could think ol and employed our best
physician-,
all to no benefit. The doctors said
they could do no
more
1 gut discouraged and thought i'never shoo'd
get cured, but at lust I heard of your
University
Medicine I.ast fall I 'cut to you and
got it,and after
u.'ii:g only lour buttles of the Cancer Plant. with ;ia
1'ills and Tar Ointment to
For Hair ant) Whis- I May Apple
go with it
1 now consider myself
entirely cured. 1 think the
Changes light medicine is nil that
it
is
or gray hair to a
to
recommended
be and the
jut
best ever before the public.
black, dark brow n, or
1 would advis- all ml
auburn color. It eonwith
Scrofula
tou.e
the
fertng
University Medicim
tains no Sul] i'.ur or
Any one wishing any further proof of the benefit
Head,orothi r deleteihur J haw- received from your medicine I Omu.d be
rious ingredient
it
happy to an>w* r all questions.
requires ln:i. a single
Yours respectfully,
I ajqdieatlon to eJl'e-t
SI. >A.\ * ARTUR
r•!11,1
.and w .e.li..
‘•
o.
!
altig
;uh. Manic, March ?d. lsM.
required after
Kdy einy. as .a tin ca
Of ill-r d\
It iI two. vej.arrde am- ies
|/ias are- n.< si Mm
ivu
ago 1 found my-Hf greuily annoyed
S dyesq bid a shade
7 combinai ion and
sev**n year-* i:. grew worst- and
V1;
ex
I1UU.4V
uniitted
nic lor business.
It-' ravages extendI-elielU'ed When- de
''•* <° mv hinge «o that 1 tv-tc continually
coughing
handled all the van-ni
->t
i:
| :
r;ii',;vr >•••'.’» “ half pint to u pint of commmp
th
x the hair
single preparation fin
minin' daih
i wHi emaciated, mv
appetite
which lia.s ev« be- n binn j.! ;
:m
t"> m, ami my
i.liyatelaua told me 'Inn cJuPfdo no
PRICE mi CENTS
1
Sa:1
ti
ry
nii.r, tor me.
1 considered tny cure .about
r
a
1.!
Vv
hopele-s
Case, or the money renrvhd
" hi tt
I Iteard ut tome of the wonderful cure,
THOMPSON, Roelibjr.i. M
t'te
1 iiio sit v Medicines.
1 cnii <1 at the branch oflic,
ami the doctor told me my case whs not
hopeles-.
umi I wet 1 under hi- treatment and in three
weeks
i was tt well man.
.My vigor and strengrb speedily
returned, nud in three month- I hud
utii
pounds !.» weight. Three years have elapsed mid 1
hin t not had the least touch of the di-ease since.
Any me doubting (his statemcht van addie-- in- m
Hu
my tesidi n
ongre-s street, Portland Maine
:
A. M Ml >1:1. \\

should make sure that the Medicines,
come only from the Agent, J. K. Robinson
For
further information call on or write to

ERCOATlXGSj HUMAN
-A X

or

SEARSPORT

Applicants

Spermatorrhoea,

their way into the admiration and

ZS^QTotioo l

—

A FRESH stTPIA OF FINE

ORGANS!

THE

j

ikflelcDcie*

or

medicine for infant*

RECEIVED
OV

REMOVED to th ir n \v Banking !:. o n
in Custom House ."square*, are prepared to re
ceive deposits, placing tl
'nine on intere t o.i the
first days ol June, July, Augu-t and .-ept ember, and
December, January, Februuiw u-.'d .March. Intel *:st
theiirst M ,u ir vs i dune
being computed on
and December.
and
Deposr s received daily < \ n *’• on
v M
] i yp
:,nd
t
Legal Holidays, from 1* t..
Batik
s
closes
at
«».•:*
;...
Saturdays
John H. OL'iMiiY, T,w
..
A PAl/v }'. pr, :
Belfast, June ii i\t

thoroof »ubilu«r of inflammation of
Mutual organ*, change* of lifo alleviator : adapted for young or old.

—

ORGANS!

\NL> EXAMINE

ir

DIARRIHEA and RYMEA’TERY.
APERIEIT, to ho u«nl nitli ail tho
mixture*
hou*cl«oi<1
constantly, a

ORGANS!

Don't Faii to Cal!

.Tleuiorr,

Tube*, Ktoinat li
or Clie«i Pain* a ilk
Cough or AniIiidu
FEMALE CORRECTOR, MOATII LY

1 least* call.

R. H.

'■

lo*« ©f

■tunning

CATARRH. Xanal 1

moot
at which

examine.

ITj>s!«*|t*y

v.

Ac.. &c.

I..w

Bank.

Savings

HAVE

Bl.ud

IlipN.
OHOPCY lacipicnt Atag-ox.
S I .TIPAT1I ETIC for Lb*-r Atf«-ctioiiit

interesting feature of all is tin- vm v low
I am offering my goods.
We shall
price
be pleased ic show our (ioods to til) who wish to
The

iu

Belfast

Acute

or

Vases anil Toilet Sets,

••

Maim-

\,-»

,.

s

.-.

tor i:

a

Sedgwick

hrouk.

COnPI.ilYTft,

(AiroiHr.

or

Can ho (bund all the

C

or

iUIElMAIK

Agent far tl

(JoNe-u:

I*.

;■

•’

'75

for the State

Brahminical Remedies art- represented in WORKS ; Barton Street.
)
r|~MIL
I twelve SPECIALTIES, DISTINCTLY PREPARED,
This llrrn confidently assure the mu ter:- ..od owneach one having qualities and principles innately era of
ships that they have the bt.-d of in i; tits iur
and a mime to distinguish‘all of them, |
peculiar,
1
executing e ei y branch of shipv. k
labeled ou tlm bottle; whereon is a number
en and iron ships, in a nouin.
denoting
•’ --.d
guv
c vc
j
order of succession to be taken, and are for the re! satisfaction
tl ;

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

250

r.30 ami 1
1
I’-*
\r: iv i:>!_
niix’.d :
l<*av«-s
K ir. i'. m

wick

lief of

I hare taken particular pains to make such a so
lection as will be desirable, ornamental and
useful t< the purchaser. My block con
aista in part of an elegant line of

STAPLES,

‘i.lainl fur 15ath and
SV.-t, at 10 A. M. and

l.Yi

mv*'

i

lirk'M

—

Drugs, Fancy Goods,

1.
all

their physicians Juid

iiuglanu’.states

rtinsr

:•,■!-

DRUG STORE.

Agon!

curable.

gTav«

all

-,

ing

subscriber, h;i\lue

the

i!n

Moonplant

Main St.,

an

Patent Medicines,

1

r.f

Church and

*

H

vn

J. £. ROBINSON.

•-

dependence.

-in* r

spring

Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.

Introduced via San Francisco, California, thenco to Maine, and now Selling Commercially by

good trade

secure a

1

are

■.

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!

East Indian Remedies.

be-

that

j

by which the process i- r. 1. r.-d uvu'i !<•-- painful
and tedious than by ihc
:)k, i-.
i. r Ii
t
ed in Rubber or Celluloid ha-.•, as
p„ :, r.
He lias the country right for ta use -i

Brahminical

HIM III

••

A little girl ui Milwaukee distinguished herself, the other day by lighting a tire with a roll
of paper she had seen her father stuff awav in
an odd corner of his bureau. The roll contained
something more than eleven hundred dollars.

/ T *

Improved lustrum'-m

conrnrax.x.’s

In sizes only 28, 28, and 30, for §1.00 oach,
the wliolesale price ot those
goods are $1.50, also,
the same numbers in cheaper quality at BO and 45
cents.

»

The Centennial memorial medals are out on
exhibition, and will shortly be for sale to those
who would possess themselves of a fit token of
the close of the first century of American In-

n

proprietorship m'
I House, and i.aud'-

Under Vests,

cases

Commencing Monday,Aug. 17, 1874.
!<''(■
to /.’ '•“ton, hotly.
77f<i 77/roiiv

Cdiversity

The

XjOFIiXAKD,

I>1,

u

CLOSING OUT SALE Ol

The Best Selected Stock of

s

I

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
Lo lowv.i at tin- <>M stand
^a.v

1 he

AT MOODY’S

s

»

Augustaand

'1 ! A X < i K OF TIMK.

(

eau be treated by letter.
Adi i..<- 11.,
Agents wanted in every town.
Staples* Compound Tar Ointment cun
t :
m
hours, cures chilblains, chapped hands, sore lij -,
sore nose ; good for all kinds of sores.
Price
per package. The money will be refunded w h,r». if I
falls 10 give satisfaction.

HOUSE!

gusta, Me

••

General

jo j n

...

--

DR. G. F.

CC o con per day at home. Terms free. Address
v*9 j_ 0£-J Oku. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
A WEEK guaranteed to Male and
Female Agent?, in their locality.
Costs NOTHING to try it. Particulars Free. P. <). VICKERY, Au-

Neuralgia.
Dyspepsia.

Dominion

2 STRATI

10, 1S7L—Lmosl9.

Observe These

100O

1“(u:tland,

teeth.
Art Pi' ::d Teeth .danufuetureo.
l
t
ti. t"d ■;i 11
he-1 maim, r
I

A. B, MATHEWS.

Hotie©

Kidney Di.sea**

PE LEG

DR.

Offlcn in Cordon Bloclt, Main St.
iLARSFOaX, ME,
Special arn ution paid to extracting

J, L. LOCKE

*$-REME.Vl!ER THE PLACE.AM
ffir

looo

Cases

upholsterer

sold bv

were

SURGEON,

VortliiJid.
s

Knox and Lincoln Railroad.

?iven them up. it has cured more chronic ca*es
than all other medicines and doctors combined,
it
is not a patent medicine, but
prepared by the most
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of certificate! of cure* ot citizens of Portland and viciuii>
cau be had.
Also, a book free, explaining di ;o.i e
with the necessary remedies by writing to

Maine.

Caskets !

MATH tlV.S.

Halves, $25. Tenth, or each
Eleven Whole Tickets, $500.

<

Dropsy.

It lias cured thousands after

FLETCHER, M.D.,

1

A. M and
:^» 1*. .'I
I.w. :-tou and >k*>\vh«-gun
1-or Dam i!!*■ .1 u11cliA. M.
; .50 P. M.
|)i-\t«T. l»an:;«>’* nud -t
j'rain- :*ro I :* at 15. Ido* i ij su„i 7 .1*. ;\j
!
UN'l'OIA’, Supt

Southern Fever,

’•

•hdh

receive

1

ntoriiifdiati a!Uti‘-n>

Salt Rheun.

will reach all

Jt

Trains wil

AM1
in Idol lor

O1'

Private Disea-<Scrofula.

5fK>

M. LMAGOO N
"ST3 Wf ftr® "S* tgy1 &&X
ILF JSLa JL1& JL A Si? &

ker and first-rate
is always on hand
where work in his line is required to be done with
neatness and despatch, for he is cue who well understands all rt.e details of the business.
Rem ember the place and number. Old Stand
of o. 1). Field, No. 11 Phoenix Row, Belfast.

Metalic Burial Cases !

will

Spermatorrhoea

1000

Office over Furlser & Heims -tore. Hi sMi iic.. im
Church Street, ouoositc tie Journal Office.
tft

Both wood a»d m.'talic of any style, and COFFINS
constantly on hand, or readily obtained.
MR. H. l>. Uankerson an experienced cabinet ma-

—ALSO—

him

Rile*.

3000

■,’<>oo

at Law!
to

‘4000

ARRANGEMENTS.

WINTE 1

States and Cam.da.

Consumption
Female Discuses.

10,000

,

WALLACE,

Belfast,

Best thing in Market of the Kind.
Brackets, Picture Frames, Tables of all
Kinds, 4c., 4c.

Burial

paper, but positively cured in fie

Pulmonary
-Odd

at Law!

PHYSICIAN A

Wire Net Mattress !

KOSKVVOOD.

CAAAO E NTS WANTED immediately, to sell very
□ UUde.'sir.able NEW PATENT articles for housekeepers and others. G J ( ai*e\vi:ll, Cheshire,

••

o

J. M.

NATIONAL

N. Y.

Broadway,

?

Beds of'Various Kinds, Mattresses,
including the

BUREAUS, &c..

J O h Sb O I<]

*3~A11 business entrust- !
rompt attention.

Chamber Sets in Chestnut, Ash and Fine, with
rich ornamentation, or plain, os may be desired; Sofas, of various patterns and
styles of upholstering, Chairs of all
kinds, Walnut Sideboards, Ac

nice assortment of

u

pr

<

HARADEX BLOCK, Bufast. Sr.

Bets

Vurrs

parlou

KINDS OF

CASKETS

or

•’

..

GOODS ! Walnut Chamber

To those who have to purchase I would say I have
them all gradea. from tin lowest price that ilny can
possible be sold for. to tin nhv-t \VA1 M i and

infromation, address
BRAMLF.TTE, Agent and Manager,
Louisville, Ivy, or THOS. li HAY." & CO., 609

..

living prices

on

England
••

Attorney

Among
many articles that may be mentioned,
to which special attention is called are new, nice and
rich

CONSTANTLY ON HAND

......

.»

AT REASONABLE RATES.
which he

E.

GEO- E.

the

mi Beds, Mattresses and Feathers! i

_

For Tickets,
THO
E.

the stock

JTAlXIi CEATKAL It. It.

within three year,*,
-MO case* of Rheumati -m
0O00
Catarrh.
IMd
Deafness and Lye Disease-

U MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by K. K Boyle.

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS ! What-Nots, Mirrors, Bedsteads, Spring
ALL

<lv

Attorney

CLASS

-SUCH AS-

Also

...

Whole Ticket?,
Coupon, $.5.

to

the lowest

BEDSTEADS.

■

••

FIRST

HAMPER & VARLOR SUITS.PARLOR
TABLES MARBLE A WOOD TOP,
II 11 TREES, WIIA T.VO TS. WRITIXO DESKS. WORK TABLES
•jti'l LOOlClXG GLASSES,
EX TEXsinX TABLEs
A- SIDE BOARDS.

N

...

tit

WALXUT

i

■

-•

BOUGHT OU I

70 MAIN STREET.

:

observed several times during
that her large blue eyes failed with j
tears, and that the little bov in Scotch
cap. knee breeches anu black hose busied
himself in a v ain attempt to comfort his
!
■■mother.” All this £ observed from behind my book, which book proved a medium communication between my fellow- 10 INVEST A FEW DOLLARS, WITH POSSI- !
passenger and myself. She had been look- RLE RETURNS OF THOUSANDS, IS OFFERED j
ing at the back ol the book attentively for BY THE POSTPONEMENT OF PUBLIC LI.
the silence by BRAKY OF KV. TO THE 27th OF FEBRUARY,
s ,me time, when she brok

plains,
lir day

G.

STOCK OF FURNITURE! Furniture Store!

the

N'-'.v

_

returned to this city, and purchased the C.
1). Field Furniture Store and stock, would announce
the public that be intends to sustain tile past favorable reputation of the establishment by keeping
constantly ou hand a new and nice assortment of
such articles as are usually found in a

BLODGETT & CO.’S

A

I lit; 11A Kit ASS KH M ‘.N OF

o

v. as lain

«vire«l not

a

to

FIELD & MATHEWS’
il AS

If;!

an
and v. 1! •'n d widow indy,
situation as houseke* pt r. or romp.-mion and nurse
to an invalid. A good [,,, i;1.- n«•:
<1* -ired than
I
!.. M
wages. Address
K
kkuei i'-.-u Office,
liockland, Jan. ", is;:,.

o-

J-S. X_iOOl5LO

THE

AN!) CIV MB

THE NEW YORK

Having

THE THEM OF

LATE OF

PALPi T ATING.GRIEF-STRiCKEN HEART,

i

••Y s, .-Ir,
am from England.
there three weeks ago. I observed you
: reading Dickens, and 1 took the liberty of
| s| i- iking to you. Do I admire Dickens?
Yes, sir. 1 loved him. 11 am a relative of
tin u l
il l ;• >vft
Moping.
A way .;i •: i>ius. anu have oil-times visited him at his
*» i!o**r;
:
e
n
Mo A i• 111f1 am from (Hosier,
place at (lads bill
a
--S o,
ii*
-a\
,\ hit*- floor,
i Do you know (Hosier? Jt is a dear old
e .■■
ii•
I :J
i.
J »-'*• wm ei yin’,
We lived just within the shadow
tovv.i.
i gn -ss I 1
......
hi ;i ,r,V;ip
1 ktiew y■ .li'.i :• g.-Uin’ up early
j of that cathedral (a sigh). Oh, the dear
To go to th- uiar-h'-s for Intv ;
i old town! 1 expect we will never meet
i again.
It is a great old structure, sir.
1 -laved ie v : .-mgn; I- g. t breakta.-!.
1 gu --I he'!:
Yen can read all about it in Uncle Charles'
<p;i -t wila me,—
f
I last book, 'The
Josie. hi-- papa, and n il him
My stery of Edwin Drood.'
What an.-:: ni? ie m.ii) oU Will • !'
He describes our town just as it is. We
'Vas
ing low over the pillow,
1 walked many
all loved Mr. Dickens.
Ax
-1
'ie- :eg tear- on hi cheek ;
times with him in the grand old structure,
a
-v-i•
A
•<!••-- h
my whiskers,
1 bur-nT !•:•)', f'
for lie made our home his home when he
ej\, or speak .*
u
ii'd
'••ddm* ill*- ha by,
came to Gloster.
He only lived ten miles
ii *r
i»v his
i:-»!iidt*r was hid;
and frequently caiue to see us while
away,
M v. as
J
!•
ar. and so IX-sV.
he was working upon his last book, i obi—Ki-s.
1 ha!
her.
jUst wliat 1 did.”
served you reading one of bis works, and
Idr-n now; sat t;l,. tr.-mlding sinner,
i made so free as to speak, for 1 am—oh !
i •’•■ -1-!•
tie** murmur* d ol ••.shame.*'
so very lonesome and
A-a. ••-.he s.:>'ii!dn‘t cnighr-u' a l*-f bin*,
strange here! Did
1 come all the way alone, sir?
N dooio -!»•• was ii, i-tiy to biain.Yes, sir.
a;
ra.-rh; way tip rose Dea.-on Prvor.
But it vva- wrong in me to attempt it. 1
X W 1
h l'e.. Cuul j*:.st«Ts,?’ lie.-;-! 1
think sometimes I shall give up before I
VVv knowed th -n that, suthin’ was cornin'.
reach my husband. But Charles is quite
Ami Hi! A. as si: a t| e d *,d.(
a man to me.
You have no idea, sir, how
‘•Yo.ive In aid l.i-oihe;- Hairt lev’s confession.
And I speak for mv-elf, when I uay,
I clever and kind my little son has been to
That it my wife was b- ad, and my chi! Inn
me, both on the voyage and at Halifax, at
\V< re all grovvin worse cverv
day
IIow do I
Baltimore, and Cincinnati.
Ami if mv uouse .w eiu*.! Mtteuiion,
like the States, did you say? Oh, sir, i
Ami Patience McA.pmi had come,
don't like them at all. I like the state of
And ti.ii. (i tii- cdiiierc kitchen,
.And made t-i- place seem more like home.
Cincinnati the best oi any I have been in.
•»b:d if I wa.*j wo]-n-out an 1
I stopped at Halifax, It is a dull, cold,
sloepv,
And lit) baby wouldn’t lie still,“
miserauie place,
luey Kept us itiree Uavs
r.
t• -v: Lind woke me tit midnight,
at Baltimore to
b. b. -s, w
A
discharge cargo. At Cinknow, •memic-- vviii
...! :
1 *.i;i'-uee eame ii: to hush
cinnati my luggage was smashed, and I
him,
A
i
was nil m- -uir good brother sav-,—
had to purchase deal boxes to pack in.
ilicv charged me a sovereign lor them. I
.And
11
*■
l.-y
>'oii.s(_i.pleuce'j.”
was detained one
day ai St. Louis—a
Then down sat the elder!, de.won,
nasty, gloomy, smoky place, is it not, sir
idea voungel- or* lifted hi- face.
| At Leavenworth they refused to take lm
.-And a sm:l*.- rippled over the incttm
English gold for my hotel bill, and I was
Lite light Fti a sii.idowv ph ••.
in
i‘* ihajis, then, tic- mationiv staters
great trouble and distress. Did i get
Kwin inb r.-d tin-i; far-awav \outh,
: my baggage all
right? V»s sii. There
Or tie daugliter-- at home by’their tir-'-sidaw.
is nine hundred pounds of it. Why did I
*
-Shriu*•*.! udi in le r sliy, modest truth ;
bring so much, did you say? Wily, sir,
r
r tie-w indgni* !A
grow g-utle unci kinoiv.
my husband w rote me that he had got u
Ami—w**tl—as 1 sim p-d to sav.
1 'r sol- in old bells III tie* sirM. J |i
perleet little Eden ol a place in Colorado
•An ringin' a br: ial te-dnv.
1 os, sir, he calls our new home Eden, and
1 thought 1 would bring a, many of the
Sand of tiro Desert in uu Hour“Qla»s.
old things from home as possible, and 1
A l. mdful of r ■! -an 1 from the hot ejinm
brought a box of tea, a barrel of sugar,
1 >f Ar •'
several bolts of long cloth, some boots and
b-vb hrouyhb
AVAh:,
t-.s !>•
Jim s the -pv of ! in:and at least a hundred different
clothing,
Jim mini-mr of i houylir.
kinds of garden seeds. W'u will be so
*
How iii'iii', v.
y ci nturies i..i- it boon
happy when 1 get home But, si;- (crying)
AholiL i,*>
-'i f- blown
! really thiuk 1 never will reach home
1
in; 11-!r ill.
\ i« i ,-itudes h:.s s*»*"i.
again. Three weeks of travel all alone
How many hi-' u*ie- known I
lias nearly cost me my life.
1‘- r:-;.
the .-'Min, b of till I-hmtmlite
\\ hat is my husband doing in Colorado,
i mmph *1 an ! pa--. d it oYr.
did you say, sir? Ho is sheep farming.
Vv ia n ii:
liypy! tron in- pa? .-jvr-dT- d'di*
ii> was a tailor and gentlemen's ft rnisher
Hi." i'd\ i-ril
>n they »»•»;
in Glosler.
Wo lived in one house nineIk:
oi
,M
i
'*•(-,
ni
rut
rvniMpami bare
teen years; my lather
kept the business
< 'rushed ii in-ii ath tii»*;i‘ tr-ai i;
in ! a I married my husband.
We were
fu- Vintrao iY tla-himj; wim.-M mm the air
>caneivd ii ’i.*' tin
doing very well and getting rich, but mv
sj■ d.
husband, who had been a sailor when a
Or M irv. vidi the bhri.-t of Naz.uvtii
coy. and who was born in Brazil, was alihd i .-jo-.- m in r
Wto-e j«ilymiiij ii':• ,l
j»♦- •.I ..i -• and fakli. : ways discontented and w anted to travel.
I ii niiicd tiif v. mii.JTie-- :
j In an evil hour I consented to sell out our
business in Cluster, lie took £.0,000 with
Or Himimrm i-l,h Knyaddi's palm*
him and started to Colorado, ilis letters
I'.a :iu he 1 »■ i.|
‘r aeli.
A no unki;: i<»\\ th-ir <dd Armenian psalms,
which he wrote Iroin Coioi.tdo were very
II hidi-ur: i' Mil!
;»• e ii :
interesting, they were printed inoureoun>‘ ! mm R
b ■
r. -::b.
mr.Vs pate
ty paper at home. Oh. sir, if you only
u;
J
W :iu ivi
•••:«r.
could know how tired i am of traveling,
r-part:
< >r Me-v
;*m.
of
•onad-ritl
hate.
; ,r
how lonesome 1 fuel hero upon these plains
A'.Ki iv.-olui- in heart !
so many thousand-miles from
my dear old
!
home, you would realize how anxious 1
Aon ii; 11jion >t.d tow r
am to meet my husband."
mm «uri us hand •<! last.
1:. •;; *«-i---d
Hie sun and the train rolled on westIf 'Mil'
ho
ill
jHl-sillp
ward, and toward evening on the second
\ vd
I y;i7‘ thnarrow w:bb
xpand:—
d;r. out Iroin Kansas City we came in
sight
Jf i‘*re m ■..••amv eye
-I Bijou.
My fellow passenger was all
I
ules- 11 w :!.n if.- -:; i :‘t iiiy .-uijtl,
bustle and excitement; she had been hall
lb iiniinpid -d sky.
a dozen times to the glass to
adjust her
A t b/i*ne a1, ft by the su-tuininy blast.
hair and apparel, i ho beautiful little boy
lit- i.tt.le yoldell thread
in bis Scotch cap, blue jacket, and black
1>hale.- into a c-hunm hisrh a vi \ ast.
A form of
:ir ami d; -ad.
stockings had liad bis golden locks freshly
curled, his rosy cheeks washed, and stood
And onward and urn-os- dm setting sun.
A-tos- the hom.dii
upon the car scat looking out of the winplat::.
The --oliinm am! ii> broader -iinduws mi.
dow—looking for ••Father.”
s
m
a.:
fid thought pursu
‘■fill, mother, 1 think 1 see lather,” said
Tjn w-ion vanbbe-!
These walls ayah)
Charley. “No mother, it is some one else.
-lint mu tie- lurid -mi,
Dh, 1 see a coffin, mother; some person
d-tr out t m hob i m me u.-u ruble jdain
:s dead.
1 hey arc taking th- coffin outol
Tin huA-ljc irk- sand t- run!
a
There it is. mother,
wagon, mother
there we are past it now. Now wo shall
a Remini.y uxc r. u hie Last Centeuv.
see father; we. are home.'’
T:ie t airfield < i.rumi'le tells the fallowing
i'he train stopped. The w eary, travelhear story
soiled neice of Charles Dickens gathered
Many y cars ago, as farmer U. was crossup her parcels and her cloaks, and stepped
a light canoe, he ening China. Lake
out upon the wild bleak
spot called Bijou
countered a huge bear, evidently on his station. The
passengers, all interested in
lor
the
ol
.se
across
purp
way
breakfasting the talkative and unsophisticated pair of
Air. 15.. travelers, crowded to tlie window s of the
on a choice bit ol iresh mutton.
bear's
the
design, determined car to w itness the expected meeting benjeeturing
he should not pa.-.- with impunity without tween husband and wile.
They saw it.
giving the proper countersign. Bruin, W’inle her baggage was being tumbled
equally pertinacious, insisted upon cross- out of the ear she stood with lier baby in
ing over; consequently' they ageed upon her arms, and her boy by her side, gazing
••lighting it out on tins line."’ Hence a around upon the strange scene, and peerstruggle commoner d. The near attempted ing eagerly among the rough clad ranchto upset the canoe by grasping its I rail gunmen and plainsmen for the face, which
wale with his formidable paws,which near- aiune of all others she wished to see. A
his
but
welldirectly accomplished
design;
rough-looking, but polite ranchman steped blows with the oar disengaged the
ped forward, and, with a clumsy bow and
l'eariul grasp. Alter sparring away in this bashful manner,
inquired who the "Madam
manner lor a while, the firmer evidently desired to see
having he best ol the tight, the hear con"1 want my husband, Mr. Henry Lester.
cluded to change his base of operations, Does lie not
keep a sheep and cattle farm
and swam to a neighboring island and took near here!”
a
for
a
the
better
topol large tree,
“He did, madam,” answered the ranchrefuge in
Air. B. followed up man
view ol the situation.
sadly ; “but he's rounded up his herd
the retreat, and hailed his boys on the main for the last time. There he is in that colshore to bring him his old "Moose Hitter.” fin : died last
Wednesday night, and we’re
Pointing it upward in the direction of his j sondin’ the body to Denver, accordin' to
a loud
was
when
report
herud,
majesty,
bis iast instructions. Hu died of congesthe monster descended to the ground with tion of the bowels, madam,
ling pardon,
a thud and a groan, where he soon expired
madam, but are you his-’’
at the leet el ; is captor.
The carcass was
He did not finish his sentence, but steptransferred to the conqueror’s domicile,
forward to catch the tailing form of
where, in skinning him in the presence ol ped
who was carried to
fellow-traveler,
my
Jack, a Guinea Negro, bruin’s leg and paw the car in a swoon. The little
boy uttered
so nearly resembled Jack’s arm and hand,
a piteous wail of grief, while 1 led him
that the farmer's appetite ever alter resobbing back to the cur which this wearied
jected bear meat as au article ol diet.
and travel-tired pair had left a minute before so hopeful and so happy. There were
The Maine State I’miologicul Society meets
many wet eyes in that car just then, mine
at Augusta on the '-bill hist.
among the rest, as I held the beautiful
"Where do people go who deceive their fel- boy,
sobbing to my breast.
low-men V’- asked a Sunday-school teacher of a
1 saw my lellow-traveller twice
again,
was lhe prompt reply.
"To
Europe,”
pupil.
once when she followed her husband to
A St. Louis paper calls on the Eastern editors his last resting-place, attended by one
to form a ring around Itliodc I sland and see fair solitary
carriage and four mourners, and
play in the senatorial election which is soon to again when,
pale, sad, and bowed with
come off.
she
started with her fair-haired boy
grief,
An Indiana man bet ten dollars that lie could upon her long
journey back to the quite
ride theIlv wheel in a saw mill—when his wife shade and seclusion
of her old home withpaid the bet, she said, “William was a kind in the shadows ol (Hosier
cathedral.
husband but he didn’t know much about fly
wheels.”
s.
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antelope we -aw from the ear windows
gliding over the plains. Lint no one spoke
to her, no one presumed to claim acquainta:.••/«? with this travel-soiled, weary looking I
young woman, and as she sat upon the I
next seat to my own, gazing wearily out
j
upon
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Wanted l
WOMAN bkt\vl:i;\ thiiity and fifty
jL\. years of age to do general housework in a
small family in the country; or. one who would like
a situation to work their hoard ami
enjov the comforts of a good home. Fit a e address
M. H. L.
tf
Searsport, Me
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